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Licenses and Trademarks
Licenses




This product uses software under an open source license, such as the GNU General P
ublic License (GPL).
Please visit our website for details.
URL: https://amnimo.com/manual/edge_gw/doc/IM_AMD03A01-12EN_amnimo_GW_series
_OSS_license.pdf
Warranty coverage and responsibilities
In this product, amnimo does not offer any warranties for the operation of the open source
software itself under the terms of the GPL, etc.

Trademarks


Proper nouns including product or company names, etc. mentioned in this manual are the
trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies.

Introduction

The Edge Gateway Series CLI User's Manual ("this manual") explains Command Line Interface (CLI)
control for Edge Gateway, the IoT router, and the compact router.
This manual is intended for system integrators or administrators who understand
telecommunications terminology and concepts.

Read this manual carefully to use all of the functions of this product properly and safely, and fully
understand the functions and operations before use.

Introduction

Thank you for choosing our Edge Gateway amnimo G series (hereinafter "Edge Gateway"), the IoT
Router amnimo R series (hereinafter the "IoT router"), and the Compact Router amnimo C series
(hereinafter the "compact router"). (Hereinafter our series product above shall be called "this
product".)

About This Product

Precautions Regarding This Product



This product does not guarantee backwards compatibility of product versions with respect to
configuration data.
IoT routers and compact routers only support operation with amsh.
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About This Manual
Notes on This Manual



Reproduction in whole or in part of this manual is prohibited without permission.

The information in this manual has been prepared with great care. However, if you have any
doubt, questions or find any error, please contact our Customer Support.
Contact:



amnimo Customer Support
E-mail: support@amnimo.com
URL:
https://support.amnimo.com

About This Manual



The contents of this manual are subject to change without notice.

Note that for changes to specifications, structure, and used parts where it seems that there are
no problems in terms of function or performance, they may not be revised on each occasion.
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Icons and Symbols Used in This Manual

The icons and symbols in this manual have the following meanings:

Provides information about features and operations that should be paid special
attention.



Provides reference information in this manual or other documents.

Indicates that the command operation can be performed in general user mode.

Indicates that the command operation can be performed in administrator mode.

About This Manual

Provides additional information about features and operations.

Indicates that the command operation can be performed in configuration mode.
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How to View Supported Models

This manual covers multiple models. The following shows icons for supported models.




If the following icons do not appear at the beginning of a section or subsection, the models
shown by the icons of a chapter or section it belongs to are supported.
Icons with red hatched lines indicate unsupported models.

It shows that Edge Gateway for indoor use is supported.
It shows that IoT routers for indoor use are supported.

About This Manual



If the following icons appear at the beginning of a chapter or section, the models described in
the chapter or section are supported.

It shows that Edge Gateway for outdoor type is supported.
It shows that IoT routers for outdoor type are supported.
It shows that the compact router is supported.

Command Conventions

The command syntax in this manual is described as follows:
Notation

Description

[A|B]

Select A or B. Optional.

VALUE

<A|B>
[0–9]

<0–9>
⮠




Bold indicates a fixed value.
Bold italic indicates a setting parameter or keyword. Required.

Select A or B. Required.

Select a value between 0 and 9. Optional.

Select a value between 0 and 9. Required.
Indicates a line break ([ Enter ] key input).

Description of the Output Format

The output format in this manual is described as follows:

▌ Parameters which always have settings
parameter PARAMETER

▌ Parameters in optional settings
PARAMETER

For each of the parameters, the output conditions are described in its output item(s) section.
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1.1

Connecting to This Product with the CLI

This chapter explains the basic operations of the Command Line Interface (CLI), a user interface that
allows you to execute commands entered from a keyboard and output the results to a window.
There are the following two ways to connect to this product with the CLI:



Connecting with a serial console
A method of connecting from a PC with a terminal emulator by connecting this product and a
PC with a serial cable

CLI Basics

CLI Basics

1

1

Each product has different method of connecting to a serial console.
Refer to the respective user's manual.



Connecting with Secure Shell (SSH)
A method of connecting by using a terminal emulator and the ssh command to specify the IP
address of this product from a PC that is connected to the same network (Ethernet) as this
product
SSH is disabled by default on this product.
For information about enabling SSH, refer to "7.4 Setting SSH".

Connecting with a terminal emulator
This subsection explains the procedure for connecting to this product by using the Windows
terminal emulator Tera Term (Ver 4.105).

▌ Connecting via a serial console

Connect from the Tera Term's "Tera Term: New connection" screen.

1. Select "Serial", select the serial port you want to use from the drop-down list, and
click the [ OK ] button.

The "Tera Term: Serial port setup and connection" screen will appear.
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2. Choose "Serial port" from the "Setup" menu, and the "Tera Term: Serial port setup and
connection" dialog will appear. Configure the connection settings for the serial port,
and then click the [ New setting ] button.

1
CLI Basics

When you connect to this product, a login prompt will be displayed on the terminal emulator.

▌ Connecting via SSH

Connect from the Tera Term's "Tera Term: New connection" screen.

1. On the "Tera Term: New connection" screen, configure the following settings and click
the [ OK ] button:
(1) Select "TCP/IP"

(2) Enter the IP address in "Host"

The following figure shows an example of a configuration when connected to the
following ports.
Edge Gateway:
lan 0 to 3
IoT router:
eth1

(3) Under "Services", select "SSH"

If you connect to a new host, a "SECURITY WARNING" screen will appear.
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2. Select "Add this machine and its key to the known hosts list" and click the
[ Continue ] button.

1
CLI Basics

The "SSH Authentication" screen will appear.

3. Enter your credentials and click the [ OK ] button.

When you connect to this product, a login prompt will be displayed on the terminal emulator.
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Logging in to this product

Log in by entering "admin" for the login name, and pressing the [ Enter ] key without entering a
password.

CLI Basics

▌ Logging in for the first time

1

The procedure for logging in to this product is different between logging in for the first time and
logging in for the second and subsequent times.

You must change your password after you log in.
Ubuntu 18.04.5 LTS amnimo ttyMV0

amnimo login: admin
←Enter the login name admin and press the [ Enter ] key
Password:
←Press the [ Enter ] key without entering a password
Last login: Mon Oct 12 15:54:21 UTC 2020 on ttyMV0
Welcome to Ubuntu 18.04.5 LTS (GNU/Linux 4.19.93-02928-g44990b3300f7 aarch64)
(Omitted)
Changing password for admin.
(current) UNIX password:
←Press the [ Enter ] key without entering a password
Enter new UNIX password:
←Enter the new password you want to set and press the [ Enter
] key

Set a password that meets the following conditions:
 Eight characters or more
 Contains at least two of the following character types: uppercase alphabetic
characters, lowercase alphabetic characters, numbers, and symbols
Even if a password meets the above criteria, it cannot be set if one of the following
conditions is met.
 A word included in a dictionary (For example: test)
 A word possessing regularity of a keyboard layout for numbers or alphabets (For
example: 1234, abcde, or qwert)
 A combination of the above (For example: test1234)
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▌ Logging in to the second and subsequent times

If you are logging in for the second time onwards, enter the password that you set the first time.
1

amnimo G Series / amnimo R Series
Ubuntu 18.04.5 LTS amnimo ttyMV0

CLI Basics

amnimo login: admin
←Enter the login name admin and press the [ Enter ] key
Password:
←Enter the password you set and press the [ Enter ] key
Last login: Mon Oct 12 15:58:31 UTC 2020 on ttyMV0
Welcome to Ubuntu 18.04.5 LTS (GNU/Linux 4.19.145-00773-gd341a7f2d77d aarch64)
* Documentation: https://help.ubuntu.com
* Management:
https://landscape.canonical.com
* Support:
https://ubuntu.com/advantage
..JggggJ..
?TMMMMMMMMNNgggggggggg&...
.JJ.. _TMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMNm..
.MMMMMN, ?MMMMMMMMM#Y"7???7TMMMMNg,
dMMMMMMN{ (MMMMMMMN. ...... 7MMMNe.
MMMMMMMMr .MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMNm. _MMMMm_?7TY: (MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMN. (MMMMN.
.gNNNmgJ... .MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMP
MMMMMy
jMMMMMMMMM#~ dMMMMMMMMMB"7!`
MMMMM#.
.HMMMMMMMM#% (MMMMMMMMB! ..JJggggx
MMMMM#~
(MMMMMMMM= .dMMMMMMMD` (MMMMMMMMP
MMMMM#~
_7"""!
jMMMMMMMM¥ .MMMMMMMMM$ MMMMM#
.MMMMMMMMMr .WMMMMMMM9
MMMMMC
.MMMMMMMMMN& ?T"Y9=` . MMMMD
_HMMMMMMMMMmJ.. ...JgR...MMMY`
7MMMMMMMMMMMNNNNMMMMMMMMM#=
.TMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM#"

▌ About the login prompt

The prompt that appears when you connect to this product depends on Edge Gateway's series and
configuration to which you are connected.
amnimo G Series / amnimo R Series
Ubuntu 18.04.3 LTS amnimo ttyMV0
amnimo login:

amnimo C Series
amnimo C series AC10 version 1.5.0 build 00000
amnimo login:
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Changing the password for the boot loader of this product

CLI Basics

The compact router does not support this feature.

1

By starting the boot loader (hereinafter referred to as U-Boot) in U-Boot command mode, you can
log into U-Boot. The initial password is preset. Therefore, it is recommended that you change the
password for security purposes.

▌ Starting up in U-Boot command mode

Before connecting the power, set the DIP switch to "U-Boot command mode". Then connect the
power.
DIP switch settings for U-Boot command mode

When powered on, the following password input screen (input time: 10 seconds) is displayed. Enter
the password and press the [ Enter ] key to log in.
Example

TIM-1.0
WTMI-devel-18.12.1-118f0bd
WTMI: system early-init
SVC REV: 5, CPU VDD voltage: 1.108V
(Omitted)
STATUS:SN=[300002],MAC0=[E8:1B:4B:00:30:02],BS=[a:0 b:385 h:0 s:0],DIPBM=[ubootcomman
d]
am_show_board_status: CNTFRQ_EL0=12500000 Hz
Please enter password - autoboot in 10 sec...
Enter ] key
Return to boot status(0x55) for login
Amnimo>> run stopwdt 
IC
Amnimo>>





←Enter the password and press the [
←Stopping auto reset for the Watchdog

For the initial password, please contact our Customer Support.
Password input failure is allowed up to three times. If the failure is repeated more than
three times, U-Boot will start up in Linux startup mode.
If you are working on U-Boot, you can secure working hours by executing the run
stopwdt command to stop the reset by Watchdog IC. Note that it will automatically be
reset after a few minutes if the run stopwdt command is not executed.
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▌ Changing the password in U-Boot

You can change the password using the ampasswd command.

← Enter the current password, and press the [ Enter ] key
← Enter the new password and press the [ Enter ] key
← Enter the new password again and press the [ Enter ] key

CLI Basics

Amnimo>> ampasswd 
Current Password:
New Password:
Retry Password:
OK
Amnimo>>

1

Example

▌ Starting up in Linux startup mode

Set the DIP switch to "Linux startup mode" and reboot by using the reset command.
DIP switch settings in Linux startup mode

Example
Amnimo>> reset 

← Reboot
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1.2

Starting Up the CLI of This Product

amnimo C series AC10 version 1.5.0 build 00000

CLI Basics

In the case of the compact router, the amsh program runs directly after logging in.
Therefore, it cannot be started by granting the amsh option.

1

To simplify the configuration of this product, the amsh program is provided as a dedicated CLI.

amnimo login: admin
←Enter the login name admin and press the [
Enter ] key
Password:
←Enter the password you set and press the [ E
nter ] key
Last login: Wed Jan 1 00:01:24 +0000 2020 on /dev/ttyGS0.
amnimo$

Running the amsh program

Start the amsh program as follows:
Example

admin@amnimo:~$ amsh 

Running the amsh program with options

This subsection explains the startup options for the amsh program.
Options
Option

-V <level>
--verbose <level>

Details

Specify the logging level to be output to the console or syslog of the CLI
program.
Logs that are higher than the specified priority (the lower the numerical value,
the higher the priority) are output.
Configuration
parameter

Priority

Details

emerg

1

Logs that require extremely urgent
attention

none
alert

2

err

4

crit

warning
info
-v

-h

0

debug

3
5

6

7

Do not show

Logs that require very urgent attention
Logs that require urgent attention
Logs of errors

Warning level logs

Logs for displaying various information

Debug logs

Display the version of the CLI program.
Display help for the CLI program.
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Example

: verbose output to console and syslog
: display the version number
: display this help and exit

CLI Basics

Usage: amsh [<OPTIONS> ...]
OPTOINS:
-V <level>, --verbose <level>
-v
-h,--help

1

amnimo@amnimo:~$ amsh --help 
←Displays help
Copyright (c) 2020 amnimo Inc. All Rights Reserved.
amnimo G series shell program version 1.0.0
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1.3

Overview of the CLI of This Product

There are the following three different operating modes for the CLI of this product:
The operating mode determines what operations can be performed.

 For information on what you can do with each operating mode, refer to "12.1 CLI Features
Supported in Each Mode".






CLI Basics

About operating modes

1

This section explains the overview of the Edge Gateway-series specific CLI.

General user mode
General user mode is a mode that users belonging to the user group can operate in. You can
perform operations needed to carry out operation management.
Immediately after you run the amsh program, you will be in general user mode.

Administrator mode
Administrator mode is a mode that users in the admin group can operate in. In addition to
operating in general user mode, you can control this product, such as restarting this product
and controlling various ports.
Enter administrator mode by executing the enable command in general user mode.

Configuration mode
Configuration mode is a mode that users in the admin group can operate in. You can check and
configure various settings.
Enter configuration mode by executing the configure command in administrator mode.

About the command prompt

The command prompt display differs depending on the host name and operating mode.

The configured host name is followed by a "$" sign for general user mode or a "#" sign for
administrator mode. If you are in configuration mode, "#" is preceded by a "(mode directory name)".
In this document, the host name is referred to as "amnimo".
In addition, the mode directory name is also referred to as "cfg".

amnimo$

amnimo#

amnimo(cfg)#
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1.4

Changing the Operating Mode

Enter administrator mode.

Only someone who has administrator privileges can enter administrator mode.

CLI Basics

Changing from general user mode to administrator mode

1

This section explains how to change the operating mode while amsh is running

amnimo$ enable ⮠
password:
←Enter the password and press the [ Enter ] key
amnimo#

Changing from administrator mode to configuration mode
Enter configuration mode.

Only someone who has administrator privileges can enter configuration mode.
amnimo# configure ⮠
amnimo(cfg)#

Changing from configuration mode to administrator mode
Exit configuration mode and return to administrator mode.
amnimo(cfg)# exit ⮠
amnimo#

Changing from administrator mode to general user mode
Exit administrator mode and return to general user mode.
amnimo# exit ⮠
amnimo$

Exiting general user mode and stopping amsh

By executing exit in general user mode, the amsh program will be exited and you will be returned
to the Linux CLI.
amnimo$ exit ⮠
user1$
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1.5

Executing a Command

You can automatically complete a command and an argument by pressing the [ Tab ] key in the
middle of typing a command.

CLI Basics

Using the input completion function

1

This section explains the functions available when you enter a command on the CLI, and what is
output when you execute a command.

If more than one relevant command is available, a list of possible commands is displayed.
Example

The following is an example of running Edge Gateway.
amnimo(cfg)# int
amnimo(cfg)# interface
amnimo(cfg)# interface et
amnimo(cfg)# interface eth eth0
amnimo(cfg)# interface lan
lan0 lan1 lan2 lan3
amnimo(cfg)# s
ssh syslog show
amnimo(cfg)# ex⮠
amnimo#






←Press the [ Tab ] key here
←The command is completed
←Press the [ Tab ] key here
←The argument is completed

←Press the [ Tab ] key here
←A list of possible arguments is displayed

←Press the [ Tab ] key here
←A list of possible commands is displayed

←Execute by abbreviating exit
←Exit is recognized and executed

For IoT routers, the following information is displayed as a list of candidates for "eth".
amnimo(cfg)# interface eth eth0 eth1

For IoT routers and compact routers, the list of candidates for "lan" is not displayed
because a LAN port has not been implemented.

Viewing a command history

Previously executed commands are stored as history data. By pressing the [ ↑ ] and [ ↓ ] keys, you
can view commands you have executed in the past.



[ ↑ ] key: The last previous command in the command history is displayed.
[ ↓ ] key: The most recent command in the command history is displayed.

If you have recently executed commands in the order of command-a, command-b, and commandc, you can follow the history as follows:
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Example

1
CLI Basics

amnimo(cfg)# command-a⮠
amnimo(cfg)# command-b⮠
amnimo(cfg)# command-c⮠
amnimo(cfg)#
←Press the [ ↑ ] key without entering a command
amnimo(cfg)# command-c
←The most recently executed command is displayed
amnimo(cfg)# command-c
←Press the [ ↑ ] key again
amnimo(cfg)# command-b
←The previously executed command is displayed by going
back one command in the command history
amnimo(cfg)# command-b
←Press the [ ↑ ] key again
amnimo(cfg)# command-a
←The one more past executed command is displayed
amnimo(cfg)# command-a
←Then press the [ ↓ ] key
amnimo(cfg)# command-b
←The more recently executed command is displayed
amnimo(cfg)# command-b
←Then press the [ ↓ ] key
amnimo(cfg)# command-a
←The most recently executed command is displayed
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Reading error messages

The message that appears when you execute a command contains a lot of information.

If an error occurs when you execute a command, the system displays a message that corresponds
to the verbose option of the amsh program.
 For more information, refer to "1.2.2 Running the amsh program with options".
Example

CLI Basics

▌ In the event of an abnormality

1

This subsection explains the messages that appear when an error occurs.

amnimo$ enable 
amnimo# configure 
amnimo(cfg)# hoge 
A message is displayed depending on the output level of the verbose option
amnimo(cfg)#

▌ When there are missing required items

If you do not have enough input items to execute a command, the missing setting items are listed.

The following example shows how to set up an account for a specific user with the account
command: You are trying to change your password in account configuration mode. However, an
error occurs because you need to specify a group. If you abort the configuration with the exit
command, you will be asked if you want to abort.
Example

amnimo$ enable 
amnimo# configure 
amnimo(cfg)# account username1 
amnimo(cfg-account-username1)# password secret ENCRYPT-USERNAME1-PASSWORD 
You must fill in the following required fields:
←Group is not specified
group
amnimo(cfg-account-username1)# exit 
←Exits account configuration mode
You must fill in the following required fields:
group
Cancel configuration? (y/N):
←Pressing y or Y cancels the configurat
ion. Pressing n, N , or the Enter key returns you to the configuration





(y/N) stands for y (yes) and N (No) respectively. The uppercase letter is set as the
default. If you press the [ Enter ] key without typing anything, the uppercase letter will
be selected.
If you enter any character other than y (Y) or n (N), you are asked again if you want to
abort.
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1.6

Taking Advantage of Useful Features

Press the [ ? ] key to display a list of suggested commands and parameters, as well as a help message.
If there is no candidate list, a carriage return "<cr>" character is displayed.
Example

amnimo(cfg)#
interface
(Omitted)
exit

CLI Basics

Referring to help

1

This section explains features that help you use the CLI.

←Press the [ ? ] key without entering anything
Setup network interface setting.
Exit current mode and back to previous mode.

amnimo(cfg)# interface
←Press the [ ? ] key following a command and space
<IFNAME>
Interface’s name.
amnimo(cfg)# s
ssh
syslog
show
amnimo(cfg)# exit
<cr>
ameters

←Press the [ ? ] key in the middle of typing
Setup ssh service setting.
Setup syslog service setting.
Show configuration.
←Press the [ ? ] key following a command and space
←<cr> is displayed because the exit command has no par
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2.1

Rebooting This Product

This chapter explains basic operations of this product, such as rebooting and firmware updates.

To reboot this product, execute the reboot command in administrator mode.
Syntax

reboot [type <soft | hard>]

Setting item
Item
type

Details

Specify the reboot type.
Value

Details

hard

Perform a hardware reboot.
Power down and reboot the hardware without
stopping the system.
Performing a hardware reboot may corrupt
the file system.

soft

Basic Operations of this product

Basic Operations of this product

2

2

Perform a software reboot.
Stop the system and perform a reboot.
This is set by default.
A software reboot cannot be executed with
the compact router.

Example

amnimo# reboot type soft 
Are you sure you want to restart? (y/n):
key

←Press the [ y ] key followed by the [ Enter ]

To cancel the execution of the command, press the [ n ] key followed by the [ Enter ] key.
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2.2

Powering Off This Product

amnimo# poweroff 
Do you want to stop the system? (y/n):
key

←Press the [ y ] key followed by the [ Enter ]

To cancel the execution of the command, press the [ n ] key followed by the [ Enter ] key.

2.3

Basic Operations of this product

Example

2

Execute the power-off command in administrator mode to put this product into a shutdown state.

Referring to Information of This Product

Display the model name and serial number of the Edge Gateway main unit.
Example

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode of Edge Gateway.

amnimo$ show device information 
manufacturer
amnimo
board
AG10
series
G
model
AG10-010JP-10-512G
serial
012345
revision
0
date:
2020-01-01T00:00:00Z

If the model is different, content specific to the model is displayed in board, series, and
model.
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2.4

Operating the Firmware

Perform operations such as firmware updates and configurations.

Example

The input and output of the command are the same for general user mode and administrator mode.
The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode of Edge
Gateway.

amnimo G series AG10 version 1.4.0 build 13992
Kernel: 4.19.195-03776-g3ad1b025c60 #1 SMP PREEMPT Wed Aug 4 05:18:02 UTC 2021
Bootloader: g88baf9249d (Jul 30 2021 - 05:24:48 +0000)
BootArea: 1
Partitions: 5

Basic Operations of this product

To display firmware version information, execute the show firmware command.

2

Displaying the firmware version

Checking the firmware files
Verify that the firmware file is present. Firmware on an external server will be downloaded.
Syntax

firmware file check URL

Setting item
Item
URL

Details

For URL, you can specify information such as an HTTP or FTP.
The following example shows the configuration when the file name is ag10v1.0.0-b1.amf, a firmware file for Edge Gateway:








If using a file that resides in storage
file:///media/usb/ag10-v1.0.0-b1.amf
If using a file that resides on a TFTP server
tftp://example.com/ag10-v1.0.0-b1.amf
If using a file that resides on an FTP server that supports password
authentication
ftp://username:password@example.com/ag10-v1.0.0-b1.amf
If using a file that resides on an HTTP server that supports basic
authentication
http://username:password@example.com/ag10-v1.0.0-b1.amf
If using a file that resides on an HTTPS server that supports basic
authentication
https://username:password@example.com/ag10-v1.0.0-b1.amf
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To retrieve the firmware released by us, you will need the information of "connection
destination and firmware", "account name", and "password".






Example

Outdoor-Type Edge Gateway
ftp://(account name):(password)@package.amnimo.com/firmware/ag20.amf
Indoor-Type IoT Router
ftp://(account name):(password)@package.amnimo.com/firmware/ar10.amf
Outdoor-Type IoT Router
ftp://(account name):(password)@package.amnimo.com/firmware/ar20.amf
Compact Router

ftp://( account name):( password)@package.amnimo.com/firmware/ac10.amf

For your account and password, or URL of version-specific firmware, please contact our
Customer Support.

Basic Operations of this product



Indoor-Type Edge Gateway
ftp://(account name):(password)@package.amnimo.com/firmware/ag10.amf

2

The URL for the latest firmware used in the example in this procedure is as follows:

During the download
amnimo# firmware file check ftp://amnimo:xxxxx@amnimo-host/firmware/staging/ag10-1.0.0
-b12345.amf 
Downloading...
##########################
36.3%
After the download is complete
amnimo# firmware file check ftp://amnimo:xxxxx@amnimo-host/firmware/staging/ag10-1.0.0
-b12345.amf 
Downloading...
######################################################################## 100.0%
version: amnimo G series AG10 version 1.0.0 build 12345
contents: rootfs bootloader

Removing firmware files
Downloaded firmware files can be deleted with the firmware file delete command.



Example

The downloaded firmware file is stored in RAM.
If there are no files that have been downloaded, the message "ERROR: Firmware file
does not exist." will be displayed when the command is executed

amnimo# firmware file delete 
Deleted!
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Updating the firmware (Full update)

Syntax
firmware area update [target <back | both>] [force <true | false>] [url URL]

Setting items
Item

target

Details

Set the target to update.
Setting

Details

both

Update both redundant areas.

back
force

Update a redundant area that is not currently
running.

Specify whether the user is given a confirmation on restart.
Setting

Details

false

Give the user a confirmation before restarting.

true
url

Basic Operations of this product

You must download the firmware file before executing this command.

2

There are two areas subject to firmware updates for this product: the boot area and the redundancy
area. To update each area, execute the firmware area update command. When you execute this
command, you will be asked if you want to restart. If you allow the system to restart, the firmware
will be updated. (Hereinafter updates using this feature are referred to as "full updates".)

Force a restart without user confirmation.

For URL, you can specify information such as an HTTP or FTP.
The following example shows the configuration for the file name ag10v1.0.0-B1.amf:








If using a file that resides in storage
Example) file:///media/usb/ag10-v1.0.0-b1.amf
If using a file that resides on a TFTP server
Example) tftp://example.com/ag10-v1.0.0-b1.amf
If using a file that resides on an FTP server that supports password
authentication
Example) ftp://username:password@example.com/ag10-v1.0.0b1.amf
If using a file that resides on an HTTP server that supports basic
authentication
Example) http://username:password@example.com/ag10-v1.0.0b1.amf
If using a file that resides on an HTTPS server that supports basic
authentication
Example) https://username:password@example.com/ag10-v1.0.0b1.amf

If entering a URL is omitted, a firmware check will be run. Firmware
will be used if it has been downloaded, else an error will be output
if no firmware has been downloaded.
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Example 1

←Press the [ y ] key followed by the [ Enter ] key

To cancel the execution of the command, press the [ Enter ] key, or press the [ n ] key
followed by the [ Enter ] key.

Example 2

The following shows an example of specifying firmware
URL(ftp://username:password@example.com/ag10-v1.0.0-b1.amf), downloading the firmware,
and executing an update in administrator mode:

Basic Operations of this product

amnimo# firmware area update 
reboot to update? (y/N):

2

The following shows an example of executing an update when firmware has been downloaded in
administrator mode:

amnimo# firmware area update url ftp://username:password@example.com/ag10.amf 
reboot to update? (y/N):
←Press the [ y ] key followed by the [ Enter ] key

To cancel the execution of the command, press the [ Enter ] key, or press the [ n ] key
followed by the [ Enter ] key.
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Synchronizing redundant areas of firmware

When you execute this command, you will be asked if you want to restart. If you allow the system to
restart, the firmware will be updated.
Syntax

firmware area sync [force <true | false>]

Setting item
Item

force

Details

Specify whether the user is given a confirmation on restart.
Setting

Details

false

Give the user a confirmation before restarting.

true

Example

amnimo# firmware area sync 
reboot to sync? (y/N):

Basic Operations of this product

The copy is for the rootfs and userfs areas. The contents of the destination redundancy area are
deleted.

2

If you want to copy the currently running redundant area to another redundant area, execute the
firmware area sync command.

Force a restart without user confirmation.

←Press the [ y ] key followed by the [ Enter ] key

To cancel the execution of the command, press the [ Enter ] key, or press the [ n ] key
followed by the [ Enter ] key.
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Configuring a redundant area to boot

Display the current redundancy area.



0:

1:

Example

If the redundancy area is 0

If the redundancy area is 1

The input and output of the command are the same for general user mode and administrator mode.
The following shows an example of executing the command in general user mode.

Basic Operations of this product

▌ Displaying the redundancy area

2

Display and configure the currently running redundancy area.

amnimo$ show device boot 
1

▌ Configuring the redundancy area for the next boot

To configure a redundancy area for the next boot, execute the device boot command.
As the parameter of this command, specify one of the following values:



0:
1:

Example

If the boot area is 0
If the boot area is 1

amnimo# device boot 0 
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Updating the firmware package information

Example

amnimo# firmware package update 
package name
new version
old version
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------amnimo-cli
1.2.0
1.1.0
libag-baes
1.1.0
1.0.0
libarchive
3.2.2-3.1ubuntu0.6
3.1.2-7ubuntu2
isc-dhcp-client
4.3.5-3ubuntu7.1
4.2.4-7ubuntu12
(Omitted)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Basic Operations of this product

The compact router does not support this feature.

2

To get package update information and to display a list of packages with updates, execute the
firmware package update command.

Updating the firmware package (Incremental update)
To update the firmware package, execute the firmware package upgrade command.

The packages that are updated are those that are displayed when you update the firmware package
information. (Hereinafter updates using this feature are referred to as "incremental updates".)
 "2.4.7 Updating the firmware package information"





You cannot specify an individual firmware package to update.
This function uses the apt package management system.
When a package is updated, the "--force-confold" option applies. This ensures that the
original configuration file is used even if the package update changes the configuration
file of each package.
It is recommended that the device be restarted for security purposes after the package
update.

The compact router does not support this feature.

Example

amnimo# firmware package upgrade 
Downloading amnimo-cli…
Installing amnimo-cli …
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▌ Full update / incremental update

Update area

Incremental update

Full update

Incremental update

Not covered
(Setting files are kept.)
Because areas will be
initialized, packages that
users have independently
installed will be also
removed.

rootfs

Not covered
(Setting files are kept.)
Packages that users have
independently installed will
be kept.

userfs

Not covered
Not covered

Not covered

SSD

Not covered

Not covered

Large

Small

Long

Short

Shared
area
Redundancy area
update

Communication cost
during download

Can be specified

Not covered

Basic Operations of this product

Setting
area

Full update

2

The differences between full updates and incremental updates are described below. Choose the
appropriate update that has characteristics best suited for your circumstances.

Cannot be specified



Update time


The boot area and
redundancy area
cannot be updated at
the same time. Doublesided updates require
an additional area
sync, which takes
approximately 10
minutes.
Depending on the
number of packages
with differences, it may
take longer than a full
update.

Deleting the firmware package information files
To delete the firmware package information files, execute the firmware package clean command.
The compact router does not support this feature.

Example

amnimo# firmware package clean 

If you remove a firmware package and want to retrieve the package information again,
update the package information.
 "2.4.7 Updating the firmware package information"
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2.5

Performing the Package Repository Operations

Adding package repository credentials

To add package repository credentials, execute the apt auth command.
Syntax

apt auth hostname HOSTNAME username USERNAME password PASSWORD

Setting items
Item

Details

USERNAME

Enter the user name used to authenticate the package repository.

You can use characters from "user" as defined in RFC 1738
except for "%" and "?", with a maximum of 32 characters.

The first and last character must be alphanumeric.

HOSTNAME

PASSWORD

Example

Basic Operations of this product

The compact router does not support this feature.

2

Perform the package repository operations.

Enter the host name of the package repository.

Enter the password used to authenticate the package repository.

You can use "unreserved" as defined in RFC 1738, with a
maximum of 32 characters.

Passwords are kept in plain text.

amnimo(cfg)# apt auth hostname package.amnimo.com username testuser1 password testpass
1 

Deleting package repository credentials

To remove credentials by specifying a host name, execute the no apt auth command.
Syntax

no apt auth HOSTNAME

Setting item
Item

HOSTNAME

Example

Details

Enter the host name to be deleted.

amnimo(cfg)# no apt auth package.amnimo.com 
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Displaying package repository credentials

To display package repository credentials, execute the show config apt auth command.
2

Syntax

show config apt auth

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# show config apt auth 
# ---- Apt auth configure ---apt auth hostname package1.amnimo.com username testuser1 password testpass1

Basic Operations of this product

Example
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2.6

Changing a User's Password

A logged-in user can change the password for their own account by executing the account password
command.
Example

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.

Basic Operations of this product

Changing the password of a logged-in user

2

A user's password can be changed either by the logged-in user changing their own password, or by
an administrator changing another user's password.

amnimo$ account password 
(current) password:
←Enter the current password and press the [ Enter ] key
Enter new password:
←Enter the new password and press the [ Enter ] key
Retype new password:
←Enter the new password again and press the [ Enter ] k
ey
passwd: password updated successfully

If the password cannot be changed because the conditions are not met, the following error
message is displayed:
If the password for the logged-in account is incorrect

passwd: Authentication token manipulation error
passwd: password unchanged
If the new password does not match the new password you typed again
Sorry, passwords do not match
passwd: Authentication token manipulation error
passwd: password unchanged
If the current password and the new password are the same
Password unchanged.
passwd: Authentication token manipulation error.
passwd: password unchanged.
If the new password is too simple
Bad: new password is too simple
passwd: Authentication token manipulation error.
passwd: password unchanged

Set a password that meets the following conditions:
 Eight characters or more
 Contains at least two of the following character types: uppercase alphabetic
characters, lowercase alphabetic characters, numbers, and symbols

Even if a password meets the above criteria, it cannot be set if one of the following
conditions is met.
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Specifying a user and changing their password

Change the password for a specified user.
Syntax

account password USERNAME

Setting item
Item

USERNAME

Example

Basic Operations of this product

"passwd: Authentication token manipulation error." and "passwd: password
unchanged." are displayed when the system is closed since there is a problem with
entering the password.

2



A word included in a dictionary (For example: test)
A word possessing regularity of keyboard arrangement of numbers and
alphabets (For example: 1234, abcde, and qwert)
A combination of the above (For example: test1234)

Details

Specify the user name for which you want to change the password.

amnimo(cfg)# account password username1 
Enter new password:
←Enter the new password and press the [ Enter ] key
Retype new password:
←Enter the new password again and press the [ Enter ] k
ey
passwd: password updated successfully

If the password cannot be changed because the conditions are not met, the following error
message is displayed:
If the new password does not match the new password you typed again
Sorry, passwords do not match
passwd: Authentication token manipulation error
passwd: password unchanged
If the new password is too simple
Bad: new password is too simple

Set a password that meets the following conditions:
 Eight characters or more
 Contains at least two of the following character types: uppercase alphabetic
characters, lowercase alphabetic characters, numbers, and symbols

Even if a password meets the above criteria, it cannot be set if one of the following
conditions is met.
 A word included in a dictionary (For example: test)
 A word possessing regularity of keyboard arrangement of numbers and
alphabets (For example: 1234, abcde, and qwert)
 A combination of the above (For example: test1234)
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2.7

Setting Up an Account

Display the list of accounts, display account configuration information, set up accounts, and more.

Example

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# show account 
amnimo
username1
username2
(Omitted)

Basic Operations of this product

To display the list of accounts, execute the show account command.

2

Displaying the list of accounts

Displaying the account of the logged-in user

A currently logged-in user can display their own account by executing the show account now
command.
Example

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.

amnimo$ show account now 
username1

Displaying account configuration

To display account configuration information for a currently registered user, execute the show
config account command.
Syntax

show config account [USERNAME]

Setting item
Item

USERNAME

Output format

Details

Specify a user name.

# ---- account amnimo configure ---account USERNAME
password secret ENCRYPT-PASWORD
group GROUP
LOGOUT-SEC
EXPIRES-DAY
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Output items

Details

GROUP

One of the following user groups is displayed.

ENCRYPT-PASSWORD

The encrypted password is displayed.
Description

user

General user

admin
LOGOUT-SEC

Administrator user

The time that elapse before an automatic logout occurs without any
action is displayed (in seconds), in the range of 1 to 3600.
Setting
Enable

EXPIRES-DAY

Disable

Display

"auto-logout Logout time" is displayed.
"no auto-logout" is displayed.

The password expiry time is displayed (in days), in the range of 1 to
9999.
Setting
Enable

Disable

Basic Operations of this product

Value

2

Item

Display

"password-expires Setting time" is displayed.
"no password-expires" is displayed.

With the compact router, it is not displayed.

Example

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# show config account 
# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- account amnimo configure ---account amnimo
password secret nlp5T84zojPAIbdoOsx/qw==
group admin
no auto-logout
no password-expires
exit
# ---- account username1 configure ---account username1
password secret Kg/9Eyd1USoHeZmB92RPVg==
group admin
auto-logout 60
password-expires 90
exit
# ---- account username2 configure ---account username2
password secret oksgDyd1U9TdBHanqY1Skg==
group user
auto-logout 60
password-expires 90
exit
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit
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Setting up an account

Basic Operations of this product

Syntax

account USERNAME
group <admin | user>
password
password secret ENCRYPT-PASWORD
auto-logout <1 – 3600>
no auto-logout
password-expires <1 – 9999>
no password expires
exit
no account USERNAME

Commands
Command

Details

group

Specify either of the following user groups.

account

Specify a user name for [ USERNAME ] and executes the configure
account command.
If executing the command in configuration mode, the
current mode will transit to the detailed configuration
mode of the specified user.
Set a user name that meets the following conditions:
 At least one character and no more than 32 characters
 Lowercase alphabet characters, numbers, or "_"
Setting

Details

user

General user

admin
password

password secret
auto-logout
no auto-logout

password-expires

2

If you want to change the settings for an existing account or add a new account, enter the account
detailed configuration mode and execute the configuration commands. The information set here is
written in the configuration file.

Administrator user

Set a password.
If the password change is successful, the encrypted password is
saved.
Set a password that meets the following conditions:
Eight characters or more
 Contains at least two of the following character types:
uppercase alphabetic characters, lowercase alphabetic
characters, numbers, and symbols

Even if a password meets the above criteria, it cannot be set
if one of the following conditions is met.
 A word included in a dictionary (For example: test)
 A word possessing regularity of keyboard arrangement
of numbers and alphabets (For example: 1234, abcde,
and qwert)
 A combination of the above (For example: test1234)

Specify the encrypted password string for [ ENCRYPT-PASWORD ] to
update the password.
Specify the time (in seconds) that elapse before an automatic
logout occurs without any action, in the range of 1 to 3600.
Disable automatic logout.

Specify the password expiry time (in days), in the range of 1 to 9999.
This cannot be configured with the compact router.
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Command

Details

show config

Display the settings for your account.
 Refer to "2.7 Setting Up an Account" for details.

exit
no account

This cannot be configured with the compact router.

Exit the account detailed configuration mode and transit to
configuration mode.

Delete an account by specifying the user name in [ USERNAME ].

Example
Example of adding administrator user1 (automatic logout: disabled, password expiration: unlimite
d)
amnimo(cfg)# account user1 
amnimo(cfg-account-user1)# password 
Enter new password:
←Enter the password and press the [
Enter ] key
Retype new password:
←Enter the password again and press t
he [ Enter ] key
passwd: password updated successfully.
←Password changed successfully
amnimo(cfg-account-user1)# group admin 
amnimo(cfg-account-user1)# exit 

Basic Operations of this product

Set the password to have no expiration.

2

no password expires

Example of adding a general user guest
amnimo(cfg)# account guest 
amnimo(cfg-account-guest)# password secret jVh/Ewuxz8cuK1f4AmKOnA== 
←Set an
encrypted password
amnimo(cfg-account-guest)# group user 
amnimo(cfg-account-guest)# auto-logout 300 
←Set automatic logout to 300 seconds
amnimo(cfg-account-guest)# password-expires 3 
←Set password expiration to 3 days
amnimo(cfg-account-guest)# exit 
Example of deleting a general user guest
amnimo(cfg)# no account guest 
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3

Operation of Configuration Files

Initializing the Configuration

Set the configuration to the factory default.




Even if executed, this command does not initialize the configuration file. Therefore, if
you restart without writing to the configuration file after executing this command, it
will start with the configuration set before you initialized the configuration.
If you are using the regular Linux CLI, you can initialize the configuration with the
following command:
sudo amcfg init

Operation of Configuration Files

3.1

3

This chapter explains the operations of configuration files that store configuration settings of this
product.

Example

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# config initialize 
Do you want to initialize the settings? (y/n)
←Press the [ y ] key followed by the
[ Enter ] key
Creating SSH2 RSA key; this may take some time ...
2048 SHA256:kCDYzetsJhvXc7L/+XPmLdQ7zsNnXCwdobed2jMyYG0 root@amnimo (RSA)
Creating SSH2 ECDSA key; this may take some time ...
256 SHA256:icLKggm53e6Dvpds61+d5n7ArOiZ12hM2nLetl/o08g root@amnimo (ECDSA)
Creating SSH2 ED25519 key; this may take some time ...
256 SHA256:CtWGK0BNYxgYwuZsnADJ3QX5OczqC3NlnBTSsYpeQN4 root@amnimo (ED25519)
Would you like to save settings and reboot the system? (y/N): n
←By entering "y" and
pressing the [ Enter ] key, the device restarts immediately after inserting a new line
Need to registration for new password.
Enter password for admin.
Enter new password:
←Enter the new password and press the [ E
nter ] key
Retype new password:
←Enter the new password again and press t
he [ Enter ] key
passwd: password updated successfully.

To cancel the execution of the command, press the [ n ] key followed by the [ Enter ] key.
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3.2

Displaying a List of Settings

Display the list of settings of the current configuration files.

Operation of Configuration Files

amnimo# show config 
# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- hostname configure ----hostname amnimo
# ---- account amnimo configure ---account amnimo
password secret ENCRYPT-ADMIN-PASWORD
group admin
no auto-logout
no password-expires
exit
(Omitted)
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit
amnimo#

3

Example

amnimo(cfg)# show config 
# ---- hostname configure ---hostname amnimo
# ---- account amnimo configure ---account amnimo
password secret ENCRYPT-ADMIN-PASWORD
group admin
no auto-logout
no password-expires
exit
(Omitted)
amnimo(cfg)#
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3.3

Displaying a List of Configuration Files

Display the configuration file name and date the file was last updated in the RFC 3339 format.

amnimo# show config file 
startup-config 2020-01-02T00:00:00+09:00
backup-20200101 2020-01-01T00:00:00+09:00
backup-20200202 2020-01-02T00:00:00Z+09:00

"startup-config" is the file referenced when this product starts up.

3.4

Operation of Configuration Files

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

3

Example

Writing to a Configuration File

Write the content you set with the command to the configuration file.
Syntax

config file save [FILENAME]

Setting item
Item

FILENAME

Example

Details

Enter the configuration file name.



You can specify a file name of up to 32 characters.
You can specify the unreserved character as defined in RFC 1738.

 By pressing the [ Tab ] key, you can complete the entry of the
configuration file name "startup-config".
 If entering the configuration file name is omitted, "startup-config"
will be set.

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# config file save startup-config 

With the compact router, the progress of the writing process is displayed.
amnimo# config file save startup-config 
rrrrrrwvrrrrrwvrrrwvrrwv ← Display of progress

If you are using the regular Linux CLI, you can write the configuration to a configuration file
with the following command:
sudo amcfg save [FILENAME]
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3.5

Loading a Configuration File

Load the settings from a configuration file.

config file load FILENAME

Setting item
Item

FILENAME

Example

Details

Enter the configuration file name.



You can specify a file name of up to 32 characters.
You can specify the unreserved character as defined in RFC 1738.

 By pressing the [ Tab ] key, you can complete the entry of the
configuration file name "startup-config".
 If entering the configuration file name is omitted, "startup-config"
will be set.

Operation of Configuration Files

Syntax

3

 For information about setting items, refer to "3.4 Writing to a Configuration File".

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# config file load startup-config 

If you are using the regular Linux CLI, you can load the configuration file with the following
command:
sudo amcfg load [FILENAME]
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3.6

Changing the Name of a Configuration File

Change the name of a configuration file.

3

Syntax

config file move SRC-FILENAME DST-FILENAME

Item

SRC-FILENAME

DST-FILENAME

Details

Enter the configuration file name before change.
 Maximum length is 32 characters.
 You can specify the unreserved character as defined in RFC 1738.
By pressing the [ Tab ] key, you can complete the entry of a
configuration file name.

Enter the configuration file name after change.
 Maximum length is 32 characters.
 You can specify the unreserved character as defined in RFC 1738.

Operation of Configuration Files

Setting items

By pressing the [ Tab ] key, you can complete the entry of a
configuration file name.

Example

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# config file move backup-20200101 backup-20200101-2 




You cannot change the default configuration file name "startup-config" which is used
for starting up.
If you are using the regular Linux CLI, you can rename the configuration file with the
following command:
sudo amcfg move SRC-FILENAME DST-FILENAME
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3.7

Copying a Configuration File

Copy a configuration file.

config file copy SRC-FILENAME DST-FILENAME

Example

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# config file copy startup-config startup-config_2 

If you are using the regular Linux CLI, you can copy a configuration file with the following
command:

Operation of Configuration Files

Syntax

3

 For information about setting items, refer to "3.6 Changing the Name of a Configuration File".

sudo amcfg copy SRC-FILENAME DST-FILENAME

3.8

Deleting a Configuration File

Specify the file name to delete a configuration file.

 For information about setting items, refer to "3.4 Writing to a Configuration File".
Example

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# no config file startup-config_2 

If you are using the regular Linux CLI, you can delete a configuration file with the following
command. You cannot delete the configuration file "startup-config" which is used for
starting up.
sudo amcfg delete FILENAME
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4.1

Displaying Storage Devices

This chapter explains general storage operations such as mounting and checking storage, viewing
usage, and file operations.

To display information about a storage device, execute the show device storage partition command.
Syntax

Storage Operations

Storage Operations

4

4

show device storage partition [PARTITION]

Setting item
Item

PARTITION

Details





Output format

Specify the partition name for which you want to view the mount
status.

The available partition names are mmcblk<1-9>p<1-9> and
sd<a-z><1-9>.
Only the usage status of the specified PARTITION is displayed.
If the mmcblk1p<1-9> or sd<a-z><1-9> partition exists under /dev, you
can press the [ Tab ] key to complete the entry of the partition name.
If PARTITION is omitted, the statuses for mmcblk1p<1-9> and sd<a-z><19> under /dev are displayed.

# ---- DEVICE ---- DISK-SIZE DISK-TYPE
NUMBER PARTITION-SIZE PARTITION-TYPE
(Omitted)
# ---- DEVICE ---- DISK-SIZE DISK-TYPE
NUMBER PARTITION-SIZE PARTITION-TYPE

Output items
Item

Details

DISK-SIZE

The capacity of the entire disk is displayed in kilobytes.

DEVICE

DISK-TYPE
NUMBER

PARTITION-SIZE

The storage device name is displayed.
The storage device name is in the following format: mmcblk<1-9> * and sd<az> *.
One of the following disk types is displayed:
 MBR
 GPT

The partition number from 1 to 9 is displayed.

The partition capacity is displayed in kilobytes.
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Item

PARTITION-TYPE

Details

For MBR





Storage Operations



If the partition id is one of the following, "fat(partition id)" is displayed.
0X1, 0x4, 0x6, 0x7, 0xb, 0xc, 0xe, 0x11, 0x14, 0x16, 0x1b, 0x1c, 0x1e, 0x24,
0xbc, 0xc1, 0xc4, 0xc6, 0xe1, 0xe3, 0xef, 0xf2
For example: fat(0x1)
If the partition id is the following, "linux(partition id)" is displayed.
0x83
For example: linux(0x83)
If the partition id is not one of the above, "partition id" is displayed.
For example: 0x46

4

The partition type is displayed.
The content displayed differs depending on the disk types.

For GPT







If the GUID is one of the following, "windows(GUID)" is displayed.
E3C9E316-0B5C-4DB8-817D-F92DF00215AE
EBD0A0A2-B9E5-4433-87C0-68B6B72699C7
5808C8AA-7E8F-42E0-85D2-E1E90434CFB3
AF9B60A0-1431-4F62-BC68-3311714A69AD
DE94BBA4-06D1-4D40-A16A-BFD50179D6AC
37AFFC90-EF7D-4E96-91C3-2D7AE055B174
E75CAF8F-F680-4CEE-AFA3-B001E56EFC2D
558D43C5-A1AC-43C0-AAC8-D1472B2923D1
For example: windows(5808C8AA-7E8F-42E0-85D2-E1E90434CFB3)
If the partition id is one of the following, "linux(GUID)" is displayed.
0FC63DAF-8483-4772-8E79-3D69D8477DE4
A19D880F-05FC-4D3B-A006-743F0F84911E
44479540-F297-41B2-9AF7-D131D5F0458A
4F68BCE3-E8CD-4DB1-96E7-FBCAF984B709
69DAD710-2CE4-4E3C-B16C-21A1D49ABED3
B921B045-1DF0-41C3-AF44-4C6F280D3FAE
BC13C2FF-59E6-4262-A352-B275FD6F7172
0657FD6D-A4AB-43C4-84E5-0933C84B4F4F
E6D6D379-F507-44C2-A23C-238F2A3DF928
933AC7E1-2EB4-4F13-B844-0E14E2AEF915
3B8F8425-20E0-4F3B-907F-1A25A76F98E8
7FFEC5C9-2D00-49B7-8941-3EA10A5586B7
CA7D7CCB-63ED-4C53-861C-1742536059CC
8DA63339-0007-60C0-C436-083AC8230908
For example: linux(0FC63DAF-8483-4772-8E79-3D69D8477DE4)
If the partition id is not one of the above, "GUID" is displayed.
For example: 49F48D32-B10E-11DC-B99B-0019D1879648

* Only shown if the device is present.
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Example

Storage Operations

amnimo$ show device storage partition 
# ---- sda ---- 495104 MBR
1 39936 fat(0x0c)
2 39936 fat(0x0c)
3 39936 fat(0x0c)
4 39936 linux(0x83)
# ---- mmcblk1 ---- 1955840 GPT
1 51200 linux(0FC63DAF-8483-4772-8E79-3D69D8477DE4)
2 51200 linux(0FC63DAF-8483-4772-8E79-3D69D8477DE4)
3 1852399 windows(EBD0A0A2-B9E5-4433-87C0-68B6B72699C7)

4

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.
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4.2

Configuring a Storage Partition

To create a partition, execute the device storage partition command.
Syntax

device storage partition DEVICE NUMBER [type <linux | fat32>] [size SIZE]

Setting items
Item

Details

NUMBER

Specify a partition number from 1 to 9.

Storage Operations

Creating a partition

4

This section explains how to create and delete a partition on a storage.

Enter the device name.
 The available device names are in the following
format: mmcblk<1-9> and sd<a-z>.
 If a device exists, by pressing the [ Tab ] key, you can
complete the entry of a device name.

DEVICE

Specify one of the following partition types:

type

Value

Description

fat32

This is the FAT32 (LBA) partition type.
You must select this if you want to use it on
Windows.

linux

This is the Linux standard partition type. This
is set by default.

For SIZE, enter the partition capacity in kilobytes.
If SIZE is omitted, the maximum value of the storage device is
used.

size

Example

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo#
amnimo#
amnimo#
amnimo#
amnimo#

device
device
device
device
device

storage
storage
storage
storage
storage

partition
partition
partition
partition
partition

mmcblk1
mmcblk1
mmcblk1
mmcblk1
mmcblk1

1
1
1
1
1


type
type
size
size

fat32 
fat32 size 31166976 
31166976 type fat32 
31166976 
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Deleting a partition

To delete a storage partition, execute the no device storage partition command.
4

Syntax

no device storage partition PARTITION

Item

PARTITION

Example

Details

Enter a partition name.
 The available partition names are in the following
format: mmcblk<1-9>p<1-9> and sd<a-z><1-9>.
 If a partition exists, you can press the [ Tab ] key to
complete the entry of a partition name.

Storage Operations

Setting item

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# no device storage partition mmcblk1p1 
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4.3

Formatting a Storage

device storage format PARTITION [type <ext4 | xfs | vfat>] [aes <256 | 512>]

Setting items
Item

Details

type

Specify the file format type.

PARTITION

Specify the partition name.
The available partition names are mmcblk<1-9>p<1-9> and
sd<a-z><1-9>.
Value

Description

xfs

XFS file system format

ext4

vfat
aes

Example

Storage Operations

Syntax

4

To format a partition, execute the device storage format command.

EXT4 file system format
VFAT file system format

The maximum partition size for VFAT
is 2 TByte. Be careful when using the 4
TByte SSD option with outdoor-type
Edge Gateway.

Specify if you want to encrypt the partition.
Specify either 256 or 512 as the key length (in bits) to use for
encryption.
If you specify aes, a password must be set when the
command is executed.

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# device storage format mmcblk1 aes 256 
Enter password:
←Enter the password and press the [ Enter ] key
Retype password:
←Enter the password again and press the [ Enter ] key
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4.4

Displaying the Mount Status of a Storage

show device storage mount [PARTITION]

Setting item
Item

PARTITION

Output format

Details

Specify the partition name for which you want to view the mount
status.
 The available partition names are mmcblk<1-9>p<1-9>
and sd<a-z><1-9>.
 Only the usage status of the specified PARTITION is
displayed.
 If the mmcblk1p<1-9> or sd<a-z><1-9> partition exists
under /dev, you can press the [ Tab ] key to complete
the entry of the partition name.
 If PARTITION is omitted, the mount statuses for
mmcblk1p<1-9> and sd<a-z><1-9> under /dev are
displayed.

Storage Operations

Syntax

4

To display the mount status of a storage, execute the show device storage mount command.

Partition Type
MountPoint
PARTITION VFSTYPE POINT
(Omitted)

Output items
Item

Details

VFSTYPE

The file format type is displayed.

PARTITION

The partition name is displayed.
Value

Description

xfs

XFS file format

ext4
POINT

Example

vfat

EXT4 file format
VFAT file format

The mount point is displayed.

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.

amnimo$ show device storage mount 
Partition Type MountPoint
mmcblk1p1 ext4 /media/sdcard1
mmcblk1p2 vfat /media/sdcard2
mmcblk1p4 ext4 /media/sdcard4
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4.5

Configuring the Mount Status of a Storage Partition

To mount a partition of a storage, execute the device storage mount command.
Syntax

device storage mount PARTITION [POINT [type <ext4 | xfs | vfat>] [options OPTIONS]]

Setting items
Item

Details

POINT

Specify the mount point name with 32 alphanumeric characters.

PARTITION

Specify the partition name.
 The available partition names are mmcblk<1-9>p<1-9>
and sd<a-z><1-9>.
 If the mmcblk1p<1-9> or sd<a-z><1-9> partition exists
under /dev, you can press the [ Tab ] key to complete
the entry of the partition name.
The /media/POINT folder is created and used as the mount
point.

type

Specify the file format type.
Value

Description

xfs

XFS file format

ext4
vfat

options

EXT4 file format

VFAT file format

Specify the mount options.
"defaults" is set by default.





Example

Storage Operations

Mounting a partition

4

This section explains how to mount and unmount a storage partition.

If POINT, type, or OPTIONS is omitted, the partition is mounted according to the
setting, if it is registered. If the partition is not registered, an error occurs.
If PARTITION or POINT is already mounted, an error occurs.
If PARTITION or POINT is registered in the configuration file but not mounted, it can be
mounted.
If PARTITION is encrypted, it is decrypted and then mounted.

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# device storage
amnimo# device storage
amnimo# device storage
amnimo# device storage
Enter password:
nter ] key

mount mmcblk1p1 
mount mmcblk1p1 /media/sdcard1 
mount mmcblk1p1 /media/sdcard1 type ext4 
mount mmcblk1p1 /media/sdcard1 type ext4 options defaults 
←If the partition is encrypted, enter the password and press the [ E
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Unmounting a partition

To unmount a storage partition, execute the no device storage mount command.
4

Syntax

no device storage mount PARTITION

Item

PARTITION

Example

Detail

Enter a partition name.
 The available partition names are in the following
format: mmcblk<1-9>p<1-9> and sd<a-z><1-9>.
 If a partition exists, you can press the [ Tab ] key to
complete the entry of a partition name.

Storage Operations

Setting Item

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# no device storage mount mmcblk1p1 
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4.6

Checking a Storage

device storage fsck PARTITION [type <ext4 | xfs | vfat>] [check | preen | customize CUS
TOMIZE]

Setting items
Item

Details

type

Specify the file format type.
By default, ext4 is set.

PARTITION

Specify the partition name.
 The available partition names are mmcblk<1-9>p<1-9>
and sd<a-z><1-9>.
 If the mmcblk1p<1-9> or sd<a-z><1-9> partition exists
under /dev, you can press the [ Tab ] key to complete
the entry of the partition name.
Value

Description

xfs

XFS file format

ext4

EXT4 file format

vfat

check

Storage Operations

Syntax

4

To check a storage, execute the device storage fsck command.

VFAT file format

Bad sectors are checked but errors are not fixed.
 This is equivalent to when "-n" is specified in the fsck or
xfs_repair command option.
 Input completion is supported.

preen

customize

Minor errors are fixed. This is set by default.
 This is equivalent to when "-y" is specified in the fsck
command option.
 Input completion is supported.

You can pass options to the fsck or xfs_repair command.
Value

CUSTOMIZE

Description

Command options to the fsck or xfs_repair

Input completion is supported.





If PARTITION is encrypted, it is decrypted using the password that is registered in the
configuration file. If a password is not registered in the configuration file, you must
enter a password.
The fsck and xfs_repair output logs are output to the CLI.
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Example

Storage Operations

amnimo# device storage fsck mmcblk1p1 type ext4 check 
amnimo# device storage fsck mmcblk1p1 type ext4 preen 
amnimo# device storage fsck mmcblk1p1 type ext4 customize -y 
Enter password:
←If the partition is encrypted and the password is not registered in
the configuration file, enter the password and press the [ Enter ] key

4

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.
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4.7

Displaying a Storage Usage Status

show device storage usage [PARTITION]

Setting item
Item

Details

PARTITION

Output format
Partition
PARTITION
(Omitted)

Size
SIZE

Output items

Specify the partition name for which you want to display the usage
status.
 The available partition names are mmcblk<1-9>p<1-9>
and sd<a-z><1-9>.
 If PARTITION is omitted, the storage usage status of the
mounted partition is displayed.
In that case, mmcblk1p<1-9> and sd<a-z><1-9> under
/dev are displayed.
 If PARTITION is specified, the usage status for that
PARTITION only is displayed.
 If the mmcblk1p<1-9> or sd<a-z><1-9> partition exists
under /dev, you can press the [ Tab ] key to complete
the entry of the partition name.

Used Avail
USED AVAIL

Use%
MountPoint
PERCENT POINT

Item

Details

SIZE

The total capacity is displayed.

AVAIL

The available capacity is displayed.

PARTITION
USED
PERCENT
POINT

Example

Storage Operations

Syntax

4

To display a storage usage status, execute the show device storage usage command.

The partition name is displayed.

The used capacity is displayed.

The percentage of utilization is displayed.
The mount point is displayed.

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.

amnimo$ show device storage usage 
Partition Size Used Avail Use% MountPoint
mmcblk0p1 13G 637M 12G
6%
/
mmcblk0p3 3.9G 20M 3.7G
1%
/var/log
mmcblk1p2 7.0G 4.0K 7.0G
1%
/media/sd2
mmcblk1p1 7.9G 36M 7.4G
1%
/media/sdcard1
mmcblk1p4 4.9G 20M 4.6G
1%
/media/sdcard4
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4.8

Displaying Storage Configuration

show config storage [PARTITION]

Setting item
Item

PARTITION

Output format

Details

Specify the partition name for which you want to display the
storage configuration.
 The available partition names are mmcblk<1-9>p<1-9>
and sd<a-z><1-9>.
 If PARTITION is omitted, the storage usage status of the
mounted partition is displayed.
In that case, mmcblk1p<1-9> and sd<a-z><1-9> under
/dev are displayed.
 If PARTITION is specified, configuration information for
that PARTITION only is displayed.
 If th mmcblk1p<1-9> or sd<a-z><1-9> partition exists
under /dev, you can press the [ Tab ] key to complete
the entry of the partition name.

Storage Operations

Syntax

4

To display storage configuration, execute the show config storage command.

storage mount PARTITION POINT type VFSTYPE options OPTIONS CRYPT
FSCK PARTITION OPTIONS
MONITOR PARTITION INTERVAL
FAILSAFE PARTITION RETRY INTERVAL2 REBOOT

Output items
Item

Details

POINT

The mount point is displayed.

PARTITION
VFSTYPE

The partition name is displayed.
The file format type is displayed.
Value

Description

xfs

XFS file format

ext4
CRYPT

vfat

VFAT file format

Information displayed if the storage is encrypted.
Setting

Display

Disable

Not displayed.

Enable
FSCK

EXT4 file format

"crypt secret {encrypted password}" is
displayed.

Information for when fsck is enabled or disabled, is displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

"no storage fsck" is displayed.

Enable

"storage fsck" is displayed.
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Item

OPTIONS

Details

The fsck option settings is displayed.

Disable

Not displayed.

Enable
MONITOR

Information for when the read/write monitor function is enabled or
disabled, is displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

"no storage monitor" is displayed.

Enable
INTERVAL

MONITOR
settings

Display

Disable

Not displayed.

Setting

Display

Disable

"no storage failsafe" is displayed.

FAILSAFE
settings

Display

Disable

Not displayed.

"retry {max retries}" is displayed.

The interval between retries after fsck/mount fails, is displayed.
FAILSAFE
settings

Display

Disable

Not displayed.

Enable
REBOOT

"storage failsafe" is displayed.

The maximum number of retries for when fsck/mount/read/write
fails, is displayed.
Enable

INTERVAL2

"interval {check interval}" is displayed.

Information for when the failsafe function is enabled or disabled, is
displayed.
If the node value does not exist, the default value "true" is used.
Enable

RETRY

"storage monitor" is displayed.

The interval between read and write checks is displayed.
Enable

FAILSAFE

Option values are displayed.

Storage Operations

Display

4

FSCK settings

"interval {retry interval}" is displayed.

The maximum number of reboots when fsck/mount/read/write
fails, is displayed.
FAILSAFE
settings

Display

Disable

Not displayed.

Enable

"reboot {maximum number of reboots}" is
displayed.
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Example 1

The following are examples when fsck, monitoring functions, and failsafe functions are enabled.
4

Example 2

The following are examples when storage encryption, fsck, monitoring functions, and fail-safe
functions are disabled.

Storage Operations

amnimo(cfg)# show config storage 
# ---- storage mmcblk1p1 configure ---storage mount mmcblk1p1 /media/sdcard1 type ext4 options defaults
storage fsck mmcblk1p1 preen
storage monitor mmcblk1p1 interval 10m
storage failsafe mmcblk1p1 retry 3 interval 10 reboot 3

amnimo(cfg)# show config storage 
# ---- storage mmcblk1p1 configure ---storage mount mmcblk1p1 /media/sdcard1 type ext4 options defaults
no storage fsck mmcblk1p1
no storage monitor mmcblk1p1
no storage failsafe mmcblk1p1

Example 3

The following are examples when storage encryption, fsck, monitoring functions, and fail-safe
functions are enabled.

amnimo(cfg)# show config storage 
# ---- storage mmcblk1p1 configure ---storage mount mmcblk1p1 /media/sdcard1 type ext4 options defaults crypt secret TMrOPL0
CE+4FWZ1B1nwIoQ==
storage fsck mmcblk1p1 preen
storage monitor mmcblk1p1 interval 10m
storage failsafe mmcblk1p1 retry 3 interval 10 reboot 3
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4.9

Configuring Storage and Saving Configuration Information

To configure storage mount settings, execute the storage mount command.
Up to 5 settings can be registered.

Syntax

Storage Operations

Configuring storage mount settings

4

Mount/unmount storage, check/repair file systems, check the read/write of storage, configure
fsck/mount, etc. The information set here is written in the configuration file.

storage mount PARTITION POINT [type <ext4 | xfs | vfat>] [options OPTIONS] [crypt [secr
et ENCRYPT-PASSWORD]]

Setting items
Item

Details

POINT

Specify a mount point.

PARTITION

Specify the partition name.
 The available partition names are in the following
format: mmcblk<1-9>p<1-9> and sd<a-z><1-9>.
 If a partition exists, you can press the [ Tab ] key to
complete the entry of a partition name.

type

Specify the file format type.

crypt

Specify if mounting to an encrypted partition.

options
secret

Example 1

Specify mount options for OPTIONS.

Specify the encrypted password string for ENCRYPT-PASSWORD.

If you specify crypt and do not specify secret, "Enter
password:" is displayed and you are prompted to enter the
password to encrypt the partition.

The following example shows when specifying crypt.

amnimo(cfg)# storage mount mmcblk1p1 /media/sdcard1 crypt 
Enter password:
←Enter the password to encrypt the partition and press the [ Enter
] key

Example 2

The following example shows when specifying crypt and secret.

amnimo(cfg)# storage mount mmcblk1p1 /media/sdcard1 type ext4 options defaults crypt s
ecret TMrOPL0CE+4FWZ1B1nwIoQ== 
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Configuring storage unmount settings

To configure storage unmount settings, execute the no storage mount command.
4

Syntax

no storage mount PARTITION

Item

PARTITION

Example

Details

Specify the partition name.
 The available partition names are in the following
format: mmcblk<1-9>p<1-9> and sd<a-z><1-9>.
 If a partition exists, you can press the [ Tab ] key to
complete the entry of a partition name.

Storage Operations

Setting item

amnimo(cfg)# no storage mount mmcblk1p1 

Checking and repairing a file system

To check and repair a file system, execute the storage fsck command.
Syntax

storage fsck PARTITION [check | preen | customize CUSTOMIZE]

Setting items
Item

Details

check

Bad sectors are checked but errors are not fixed.

customize

Specify options to pass to the fsck command (or the xfs_repair
command if the file system is xfs).

PARTITION

preen

Example

Specify the partition name.
 The available partition names are in the following
format: mmcblk<1-9>p<1-9> and sd<a-z><1-9>.
 If a partition exists, you can press the [ Tab ] key to
complete the entry of a partition name.

Minor errors are fixed.

amnimo(cfg)# storage fsck mmcblk1p1 preen 
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Disabling the function to check and repair a file system

To disable the function to check and repair a file system, execute the no storage fsck command.
4

Syntax

no storage fsck PARTITION

Item

PARTITION

Example

Details

Specify the partition name.
 The available partition names are in the following
format: mmcblk<1-9>p<1-9> and sd<a-z><1-9>.
 If a partition exists, you can press the [ Tab ] key to
complete the entry of a partition name.

Storage Operations

Setting item

amnimo(cfg)# no storage fsck mmcblk1p1 

Periodically checking the storage read/write status

To periodically check the read/write status of a storage, execute the storage monitor command.
Syntax

storage monitor PARTITION [interval TIME]

Setting items
Item

Details

interval

For [ TIME ], specify the time between retries if a read/write check
fails.

PARTITION

Example

Specify the partition name.
 The available partition names are in the following
format: mmcblk<1-9>p<1-9> and sd<a-z><1-9>.
 If a partition exists, you can press the [ Tab ] key to
complete the entry of a partition name.

amnimo(cfg)# storage monitor mmcblk1p1 interval 10m 
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Disabling the periodic check of the storage read/write status

Syntax

Setting item
Item

PARTITION

Example

Details

Specify the partition name.
 The available partition names are in the following
format: mmcblk<1-9>p<1-9> and sd<a-z><1-9>.
 If a partition exists, you can press the [ Tab ] key to
complete the entry of a partition name.

Storage Operations

no storage monitor PARTITION

4

To disable the function for periodically checking the storage read/write status, execute the no
storage monitor command.

amnimo(cfg)# no storage monitor mmcblk1p1 

Fail-safe processing when the fsck/mount/read/write operation fails

For fail-safe processing (retry and reboot) when the fsck/mount operation fails, execute the storage
failsafe command.
 For more information on the fail-safe functions, refer to "12.3 Fail-safe".

Syntax

storage failsafe PARTITION [retry COUNT] [interval TIME] [reboot COUNT]

Setting items
Item

Details

retry

For [ COUNT ], specify the maximum number of retries if a
fsck/mount/read/write process fails.

PARTITION

interval
reboot

Example

Specify the partition name.
 The available partition names are in the following
format: mmcblk<1-9>p<1-9> and sd<a-z><1-9>.
 If a partition exists, you can press the [ Tab ] key to
complete the entry of a partition name.
For [ TIME ], specify the interval between retries if a fsck/mount
process fails.
For [ COUNT ], specify the maximum number of reboots if a
fsck/mount/read/write process fails.

amnimo(cfg)# storage failsafe mmcblk1p1 retry 3 interval 10 reboot 3 
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Disabling fail-safe processing when a fsck/mount/read/write process fails

Syntax

Setting item
Item

PARTITION

Example

Details

Specify the partition name.
 The available partition names are in the following
format: mmcblk<1-9>p<1-9> and sd<a-z><1-9>.
 If a partition exists, you can press the [ Tab ] key to
complete the entry of a partition name.

Storage Operations

no storage failsafe PARTITION

4

To disable fail-safe processing if a storage fsck/mount process fails, execute the no storage monitor
command.

no storage failsafe mmcblk1p1 
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4.10

File Operations
4

List, move, copy, or delete files.

Listing files

To list files, execute the show file command.
Syntax

Storage Operations

The compact router does not support this feature.

show file [PATH]

Setting item
Item

PATH

Details

Lists files in the directory specified in PATH.

If PATH is omitted, the files in the home directory of a
logged-in user are listed.

Output format

PERMISSION OWNER GROUP SIZE TIMESTAMP FILENAME

Output items
Item

PERMISSION

Details

The permission for the file is displayed.

The format is the same as when you execute the "ls -l"
command.

OWNER

The name of the owner of the file is displayed.

SIZE

The file size (in bytes) is displayed.

GROUP

TIMESTAMP
FILENAME

Example

The group name of the file is displayed.

The time (local time) at which the file was modified, is displayed in
RFC 3339 format.
The file name is displayed.

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# show file /etc/amnimo/config.yaml 
-rw-r--r-- root root 8325 2020-01-01T00:00:00Z
amnimo# show file /etc/amnimo 
-rw-r--r-- root root 762 2020-01-01T00:00:00Z
-rw-r--r-- root root 265 2020-01-01T00:00:00Z
-rw-r--r-- root root 8325 2020-01-01T00:00:00Z
drwxr-xr-x root root 4096 2020-01-01T00:00:00Z
-rwxr-xr-x root root 861 2020-01-01T00:00:00Z
drwxr-xr-x root root 4096 2020-01-01T00:00:00Z
drwxr-xr-x root root 4096 2020-01-01T00:00:00Z
drwxr-xr-x root root 4096 2020-01-01T00:00:00Z

←If you specify a file name for PATH
config.yaml
←If you specify a directory for PATH
amenv.conf
archive.list
config.yaml
default
encrypt
if-configured.d
if-configuring.d
if-down.d
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root
root
root
root
root
root
root
root

4096
4096
4096
4096
243
4096
242
4096

2020-01-01T00:00:00Z
2020-01-01T00:00:00Z
2020-01-01T00:00:00Z
2020-01-01T00:00:00Z
2020-01-01T00:00:00Z
2020-01-01T00:00:00Z
2020-01-01T00:00:00Z
2020-01-01T00:00:00Z

if-post-down.d
if-post-up.d
if-up.d
service
uvol-detection
uvol-detection.d
uvol-recovery
uvol-recovery.d

Moving a file

To move a file, execute the file move command.

Storage Operations

root
root
root
root
root
root
root
root

4

drwxr-xr-x
drwxr-xr-x
drwxr-xr-x
drwxr-xr-x
-rwxr-xr-x
drwxr-xr-x
-rwxr-xr-x
drwxr-xr-x

Syntax

file move SRC-FILENAME DST-FILENAME

Setting items
Item

Details

SRC-FILENAME

Specify the source file name.

DST-FILENAME

Specify the destination file name.




By pressing the [ Tab ] key, you can complete the entry of a
configuration file name.
By pressing the [ Tab ] key, you can complete the entry of a
configuration file name.

SRC-FILENAME and DST-FILENAME cannot have the same file name.
A directory cannot be specified for SRC-FILENAME and DST-FILENAME.

Example

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# file move /etc/amnimo/config.yaml.backup /etc/amnimo/config.yaml.backup2 
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Copying a file

To copy a file, execute the file copy command.
4

Syntax

file copy <config | SRC-FILENAME> <config | DST-FILENAME>

Item

Details

SRC-FILENAME

Specify the source file name.

DST-FILENAME

Specify the destination file name.

config




"/etc/amnimo/config.yaml" is set.
By pressing the [ Tab ] key, you can complete the entry of a
configuration file name.

Storage Operations

Setting items

By pressing the [ Tab ] key, you can complete the entry of a
configuration file name.

SRC-FILENAME and DST-FILENAME cannot have the same file name.
A directory cannot be specified for SRC-FILENAME and DST-FILENAME.

Example

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# file copy config /etc/amnimo/config.yaml.backup 

Deleting a file

To delete a file, execute the no file command.
Syntax

no file <PATH>

Setting item
Item

PATH

Details

For PATH, specify the file to be removed
A directory cannot be specified for PATH.

Example

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# no file /etc/amnimo/config.yaml.backup2 
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5

Mobile Operation

Displaying Mobile Modules

To display a mobile module, execute the show device mobile command.
Syntax

Mobile Operation

5.1

5

This chapter explains controlling the power of mobile modules, displaying their communication status,
connecting or disconnecting them manually, and configuring the mobile line settings.

show device mobile [module MODULE-NUMBER] [sim [SIM-NUMBER]]

Setting items
Item

module
sim

Output format

Details

In [ MODULE-NUMBER ], specify the mobile module number.

This becomes valid when multiple mobile modules are
installed.

In [ SIM-NUMBER ], specify the SIM slot number (SIM: Subscriber
identity module: Contract information recording module).

# ---- module MODULE-NUMBER ---manufacturer
MANUFACTURER
model
MODEL
fw_version
FW_VERSION
imei
IMEI
# ---- sim SIM-NUMBER ---pin
PIN-STATUS
iccid
ICCID
imsi
IMSI
MSISDN

Output items
Item

Details

SIM-NUMBER

The SIM slot number is displayed.

MODULE-NUMBER
MANUFACTURER
MODEL

FW_VERSION
IMEI

PIN-STATUS

The mobile module number is displayed.
The manufacturer name of the mobile module is displayed.
The model name of the mobile module is displayed.

The firmware version of the mobile module is displayed.

The IMEI of the mobile module is displayed.

The status of a SIM or eSIM PIN code is displayed.
Display

Details

SIM PIN

PIN standby

READY
ICCID
IMSI

SIM PUK

SIM ready for use
PUK standby

The ICCID (IC Card Identifier: Individual identification number) of
SIM or eSIM is displayed.
The IMSI (International Mobile Subscriber Identity: Subscriber
identification number) of SIM or eSIM is displayed.
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Item

Details

MSISDN

▌ Example

Mobile Operation

The SIM information displayed by this function may not be the latest. Please check the
latest SIM information after updating the SIM information.
 "5.2.3 Updating the SIM information"

5

If an MSISDN (Mobile Subscriber ISDNNumber: Telephone Number)
is set for SIM or eSIM, "msisdn MSISDN" will be displayed.
Depending on the contract, an MSISDN may not be set.

Example 1

In Examples 1 to 5, the input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following
shows an example of executing the command in general user mode.

amnimo$ show device mobile 
# ---- module 0 ---manufacturer
GOSUNCN
model
ME3630-J2A
fw_version
ME3630J2AV1.0B18 [Sep 15 2018 17:04:51]
imei
123456789012345
# ---- module 0 sim 0 ---iccid
1122334455667788990
imsi
998877665544332
msisdn
07012345678
# ---- module 0 sim 1 ---iccid
1122334455667788990
imsi
998877665544332
msisdn
07012345678

Example 2

amnimo$ show device mobile module 0 
# ---- module 0 ---manufacturer
GOSUNCN
model
ME3630-J2A
fw_version
ME3630J2AV1.0B18 [Sep 15 2018 17:04:51]
imei
123456789012345
# ---- module 0 sim 0 ---iccid
1122334455667788990
imsi
998877665544332
msisdn
07012345678
# ---- module 0 sim 1 ---iccid
1122334455667788990
imsi
998877665544332
msisdn
07012345678
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Example 3

5
Mobile Operation

amnimo$ show device mobile sim 
# ---- module 0 sim 0 ---iccid
1122334455667788990
imsi
998877665544332
msisdn
07012345678
# ---- module 0 sim 1 ---iccid
1122334455667788990
imsi
998877665544332
msisdn
07012345678

Example 4

amnimo$ show device mobile module 0 sim 
# ---- module 0 sim 0 ---iccid
1122334455667788990
imsi
998877665544332
msisdn
07012345678
# ---- module 0 sim 1 ---iccid
1122334455667788990
imsi
998877665544332
msisdn
07012345678
amnimo$ show device mobile sim module 0 
(The same output as the above)

Example 5

amnimo$ show device mobile module 0 sim 0 
# ---- module 0 sim 0 ---iccid
1122334455667788990
imsi
998877665544332
msisdn
07012345678
amnimo$ show device mobile sim 0 module 0 
(The same output as the above)
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5.2

Controlling Mobile Modules

Power ON/OFF a mobile module, reset it, and update its SIM information.
5

Powering ON a mobile module

Syntax

device mobile power module <MODULE-NUMBER>

Setting item
Item

MODULE-NUMBER

Example

Mobile Operation

To power ON a mobile module, execute the device mobile power command.

Details

Specify the mobile module number to power ON the mobile
module.

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# device mobile power module 0 

← Power ON the mobile module 0

Resetting the power of a mobile module
To reset the power of a mobile module, add the reset option to the device mobile reset command
and execute it.
Syntax

device mobile reset module <MODULE-NUMBER>

Setting items
Item

MODULE-NUMBER

Details

Specify the mobile module number and reset the power.

Example

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# device mobile reset module 0 

←Resets the mobile module 0
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Updating the SIM information

To update the SIM information, execute the device mobile information command.
5

Syntax

device mobile information module <MODULE-NUMBER>

Item

module

Example

Details

Specify the mobile module number in [ MODULE-NUMBER ] to
update the SIM information.

Mobile Operation

Setting items

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows and example of executing administrator mode when SIMs are inserted
for both sim0 and sim1:
amnimo# device mobile information module 0 Update all SIM information of mobile module 0
# ---- module 0 sim 0 ---pin
READY
iccid
1122334455667788990
imsi
998877665544332
msisdn
07012345678
# ---- module 0 sim 1 ---pin
READY
iccid
2122334455667788990
imsi
898877665544332
msisdn
08098761234

Powering OFF a mobile module

To power OFF a mobile module, execute the no device mobile command.

Syntax

no device mobile power module <MODULE-NUMBER>

Setting item
Item

MODULE-NUMBER

Example

Details

Specify the mobile module number in [ MODULE-NUMBER ] to
power OFF the mobile module.

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.
amnimo# no device mobile power module 0  ← Power OFF the mobile module 0
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Checking the status of the PIN setting

Syntax

Setting items
Item

Details

MODULE-NUMBER

Specify a target mobile module number.

SIM-NUMBER

Specify a SIM number connected to a target mobile module.

Example

Mobile Operation

device mobile pin status module <MODULE-NUMBER> sim <SIM-NUMBER>

5

To check the status of the PIN (Personal Identification number) setting, execute the device mobile
pin status command.

Check the PIN setting status of SIM0 and SIM1 of mobile module 0. The input and output of the
command are the same for administrator mode and configuration mode. The following shows an
example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# device mobile pin status module 0 sim 0 
READY: MT is not pending for any password ← PIN code input acceptance is complete
amnimo# device mobile pin status module 0 sim 1 
SIM PUK: MT is waiting phone-to-very first SIM/UICC card password to be given ← PIN c
ode was entered incorrectly a certain number of times and the device has been locked

Unlocking SIM card lock

To unlock SIM card lock, execute the device mobile pin unlock command.
For your PIN code, contact the carrier that issued your SIM.

Syntax
device mobile pin unlock <PIN-CODE> module <MODULE-NUMBER> sim <SIM-NUMBER>

Setting items
Item

Details

MODULE-NUMBER

Specify a target mobile module number.

PIN-CODE

Specify a PIN code.

SIM-NUMBER

Specify a SIM number connected to a target mobile module.

Example

Unlock the SIM card lock for SIM0 of mobile module 0 by entering a PIN code. The input and output
of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration mode. The following
shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.
Setting items
PIN code

Setting details

1234

amnimo# device mobile pin unlock 1234 module 0 sim 0 
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Enabling a PIN code

To enable a PIN code, execute the device mobile pin enable command.

device mobile pin enable <PIN-CODE> module <MODULE-NUMBER> sim <SIM-NUMBER>

Setting items
Item

Details

PIN-CODE

Specify a PIN code.

SIM-NUMBER

Specify a SIM number connected to a target mobile module.

MODULE-NUMBER

Mobile Operation

Syntax

5

For your PIN code, contact the carrier that issued your SIM.

Specify a target mobile module number.

Example

Enable the PIN code for SIM0 of mobile module 0. The input and output of the command are the
same for administrator mode and configuration mode. The following shows an example of
executing the command in administrator mode.
Setting items
PIN code

Setting details
1234

amnimo# device mobile pin enable 1234 module 0 sim 0 
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Disabling a PIN code

To disable a PIN code, execute the device mobile pin disable command.

device mobile pin disable <PIN-CODE> module <MODULE-NUMBER> sim <SIM-NUMBER>

Setting items
Item

Details

PIN-CODE

Specify a PIN code.

SIM-NUMBER

Specify a SIM number connected to a target mobile module.

MODULE-NUMBER

Mobile Operation

Syntax

5

For your PIN code, contact the carrier that issued your SIM.

Specify a target mobile module number.

Example

Disable the PIN code for SIM0 of mobile module 0. The input and output of the command are the
same for administrator mode and configuration mode. The following shows an example of
executing the command in administrator mode.
Setting items
PIN code

Setting details
1234

amnimo# device mobile pin disable 1234 module 0 sim 0 
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Changing a PIN code

To change a PIN code, execute the device mobile pin change command.

device mobile pin change <OLD-PIN-CODE> <NEW-PIN-CODE> module <MODULE-NUMBER> sim <SIM
-NUMBER>

Setting items
Item

Details

NEW-PIN-CODE

Specify a new PIN code to be set.

OLD-PIN-CODE

Mobile Operation

Syntax

5

For your PIN code, contact the carrier that issued your SIM.

Specify a current PIN code.

MODULE-NUMBER

Specify a target mobile module number.

SIM-NUMBER

Specify a SIM number connected to a target mobile module.

Example

Change the PIN code for SIM0 of mobile module 0 from 1234 to 9876. The input and output of the
command are the same for administrator mode and configuration mode. The following shows an
example of executing the command in administrator mode.
Setting items

Setting details

New PIN code

9876

Current PIN code

1234

amnimo# device mobile pin change 1234 9876 module 0 sim 0 
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Unlocking PIN lock with a PUK code

Syntax

After a certain number of unsuccessful attempts to enter a PUK code, your SIM card will be
unusable and you may need to reissue it. Reissuing a SIM card may require a reissuing fee.

device mobile puk <PUK-CODE> <PIN-CODE> module <MODULE-NUMBER> sim <SIM-NUMBER>

Setting items
Item

Details

PIN-CODE

Specify a new PIN code to be set.

PUK-CODE

Mobile Operation

For your PIN code / PUK code, contact the carrier that issued your SIM.

5

To unlock PIN lock with a PUK (Personal Unblocking Key) code, execute the device mobile puk
command.

Specify a PUK code.

MODULE-NUMBER

Specify a target mobile module number.

SIM-NUMBER

Specify a SIM number connected to a target mobile module.

Example

Unlock PIN lock using the PUK code for SIM0 of mobile module 0. The input and output of the
command are the same for administrator mode and configuration mode. The following shows an
example of executing the command in administrator mode.
Setting items
PUK code

New PIN code

Setting details

12345678
9876

amnimo# device mobile puk 12345678 9876 module 0 sim 0 
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5.3

Displaying the Communication Status of a Mobile Line

To display the communication status of a mobile line, execute the show mobile command.
5

Syntax

show mobile [IFNAME]

Item

IFNAME

Details

Specify the interface name.

Output format

If IFNAME is omitted, information of all interfaces with
mobile settings will be displayed.

Mobile Operation

Setting item

# ---- mobile IFNAME ---number
MODULE-NUMBER
module
MODULE-NAME
peer
MOB-PEER-NAME
session
SESSION-NAME
sim
SIM-NUMBER
apn
APN
state
STATE
rat
RAT
ARFCN
UARFCN
EARFCN
band
BAND
mcc
MCC
mnc
MNC
TAC
cellid
CELLID
LAC
PCI
PSC
BSIC
rssi
RSSI
RSCP
RSRP
RSRQ
SINR
ecio
ECIO
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Output items
MODULE-NUMBER

The mobile module number is displayed.

MOB-PEER-NAME

The mobile module setting name is displayed.

IFNAME

MODULE-NAME

SESSION-NAME
SIM-NUMBER
APN

STATE

The interface name is displayed.

The mobile module name is displayed.
The mobile session name is displayed.
The SIM slot number is displayed.

The APN (Access Point Name) is displayed.

The status of the mobile module is displayed.
Value

Description

connected

Connected

dialing
RAT

disconnected

WCDMA

3G

HSUPA

HSDPA-HSUPA

BAND
MCC

MNC

TAC
CELLID

Description

2G

HSDPA

EARFCN

Disconnected

GPRS

EDGE

UARFCN

Connecting

The connection RAT (Radio Access Technology: wireless access
technology, mobile communication line) is displayed.
Value

ARFCN

Mobile Operation

Details

5

Item

E-UTRAN

2G
3G
3G

3G

4G

ARFCN (Absolute Radio Frequency Channel Number) is displayed. If
connected over 2G, "arfcn {obtained value}" will be displayed.
UARFCN (UTRA (Universal Terrestrial Radio Access) Absolute Radio
Frequency Channel Number) is displayed. If connected over 3G,
"uarfcn {obtained value}" will be displayed.
EARFCN (E-UTRA Absolute Radio Frequency Channel Number) is
displayed. If connected over 4G, "earfcn {obtained value}" will be
displayed.
The frequency band to be used is displayed.

MCC (Mobile Country Code: Operation area code of mobile phone
operator) is displayed.
 For the list, refer to the following site.
https://mcc-mnc-list.com/list
 The following shows examples.
Japan: 440, 441
USA: 310～316
MNC (Mobile Network Code: Telecommunication carrier
identification code) is displayed.
 For the list, refer to the following site.
https://mcc-mnc-list.com/list
 The following shows examples.
NTT docomo: 10
Softbank: 20
KDDI: 50, 51, 53, 54

TAC (Tracking Area Code: Identification code of area indicating
location of mobile terminal) is displayed. If connected over 4G, "tac
{obtained value}" will be displayed.
CELLID (Cell Identify: Base station ID) is displayed.
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Details

PCI

PCI (Physical Cell Id: Physical cell ID) is displayed. If connected over
4G, "pci {obtained value}" will be displayed.

LAC

BSIC
RSSI

PSC (Primary Scrambling Code: Base station identification code of
W-CDMA method) is displayed. If connected over 3G, "psc {obtained
value}" will be displayed.

BSIC (Base Station Identity Code: Base station identification code of
GSM method) is displayed. If connected over 2G, "bsic {obtained
value}" will be displayed.
RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator) is displayed.
Antenna level
When not in
use

Green LED turned on

-73 dBm or higher

Medium

Green LED flashing (at
125 ms intervals)

-84 dBm to -93
dBm

Red LED flashing (at
125 ms intervals)

Out of range

Red LED turned on

Antenna level

RSCP level

Medium

-90 dBm to -100 dBm

Weak

-110 dBm to -112
dBm

-113 dBm or lower

-100 dBm to 113 dBm

-113 dBm or lower

Antenna level

RSSI level

Medium

-105 dBm to -115 dBm

RSRP (Reference Signal Received Power: Reference signal reception
power, reception sensitivity) is displayed. If connected over 4G,
"rsrp {obtained value}" will be displayed.

Weak

ECIO

-94 dBm to -109
dBm

-90 dBm or higher

Out of range

Normal

SINR

Red LED flashing (at
500 ms intervals)

-74 dBm to -83
dBm

RSCP (Received Signal Code power in dBm: Desired wave reception
power) is displayed. If connected over 3G, "rscp {obtained value}"
will be displayed.
Normal

RSRQ

Green LED flashing (at
500 ms intervals)

Somewhat
weak
Weak

RSRP

Turned off

RSSI level

Normal

Somewhat
normal

RSCP

LED(ANT)

Mobile Operation

PSC

LAC (Location Area Code: Area code of base station) is displayed. If
connected over 3G, "lac {obtained value}" will be displayed.

5

Item

Out of range

-105 dBm or higher

-115 dBm to -120 dBm
-120 dBm or lower

RSRQ (Reference Signal Received Quality: Reference signal received
quality) is displayed. If connected over 4G, "rsrq {obtained value}"
will be displayed.
SINR (Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio: ratio of interference
power + noise power to received power) is displayed. If connected
over 4G, "sinr {obtained value}" will be displayed.
EC/IO (Pilot Strength EC/IO=RSCP/RSSI: Desired signal power to
interference power ratio) is displayed.
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Example

5.4

Mobile Operation

amnimo$ show mobile ecm0 
# ---- mobile ecm0 ---number
0
module
ME3630-J2A
peer
amnimo-mobile
session
amnimo-session
sim
0
apn
amnimo
state
connected
rat
E-UTRAN
earfcn
1850
band
3
mcc
440
mnc
10
tac
4633
cellid
49507893
pci
404
rssi
-68.0
rsrp
-95.0
rsrq
-7.1
sinr
186.0
ecio
0.0

5

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.

Connecting a Mobile Line Manually

To start connecting a mobile line manually, execute the mobile connect command.
Syntax

mobile connect IFNAME [session SESSION-NAME]

Setting items
Item

Details

SESSION-NAME

Specify the session name.

IFNAME

Example

Specify the interface name.

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# mobile connect ecm0 
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5.5

Disconnecting a Mobile Line

To forcibly disconnect a mobile line, execute the no mobile connect command.

no mobile connect IFNAME

Setting item
Item

IFNAME

Example

Details

Specify the interface name.

Mobile Operation

Syntax

5

However, in constant connection mode, the mobile line is automatically reconnected.

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# no mobile connect ecm0 
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5.6

Displaying the Settings of a Mobile Line

To display the settings of a mobile line, execute the show config mobile peer command.
5

Syntax

show config mobile peer [MOB-PEER-NAME]

Item

MOB-PEER-NAM

Output format

Details

Specify a mobile line name.

If [ MOB-PEER-NAME ] is omitted, all mobile settings will be
displayed.

Mobile Operation

Setting item

# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- mobile peer MOB-PEER-NAME configure ---mobile peer MOB-PEER-NAME
verbose VERBOSE
module MODULE-NAME
FAILSAFE
# ---- session SESSION-NAME configure ---session SESSION-NAME
ENABLE
priority PRIORITY
sim SIM
PIN
apn APN
USERNAME
password secret ENCRYPT-PASSWORD
connect CONNECT
authentication AUTHENTICATION
attach-timeout ATTACH-TIMEOUT
call-timeout CALL-TIMEOUT
IDLE-TIMEOUT
CONNECTION-TIMEOUT
RECONNECT-TIMEOUT
DISCONNECT-DETECTION
RETRY
rat select RAT-SELECT
rat preferred RAT-PREFERRED
rat mode RAT-MODE
RAT-SERVICE-BANDS
exit
exit
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit
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Output items
VERBOSE

The message output level is displayed.

FAILSAFE

Information when the failsafe settings are enabled/disabled, is
displayed.

MOB-PEER-NAME
MODULE-NAME

The mobile line name is displayed.
The module name is displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

"no failsafe" is displayed.

Enable

"failsafe retry FAILSAFE-RETRY reboot
FAILSAFE-REBOOT" is displayed.

FAILSAFE-RETRY

The retry count of failsafe is displayed.

SESSION-NAME

The session name is displayed.

FAILSAFE-REBOOT
ENABLE

The reboot count of failsafe is displayed.
Information when the session is enabled/disabled, is displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

"no enable" is displayed.

Enable
PRIORITY
SIM
PIN

APN

USERNAME

ENCRYPT-PASSWORD
CONNECT

"enable" is displayed.

The priority is displayed.
"0" indicates the highest priority. "9" indicates the lowest priority.
The SIM slot number is displayed.

If a PIN code has been set for SIM, "pin {setting value}" will be
displayed.
APN is displayed.

If a user name is set, "username {specified value}" will be displayed.
If a password has been set, "password secret {encrypted setting
value}" will be displayed.
The connection method is displayed.
Setting

Details

always

Constant connection

manual
AUTHENTICATION

Mobile Operation

Details

5

Item

Manual connection

The authentication method is displayed.
Setting

Details

chap

Use CHAP (Challenge Handshake
Authentication Protocol) as a communication
authentication method.

pap

both

Use PAP (Password Authentication Protocol)
as a communication authentication method.

Use both PAP and CHAP as communication
authentication methods.

ATTACH-TIMEOUT

The connection waiting time is displayed.

CALL-TIMEOUT

Call waiting time is displayed.

Connection waiting time is "time until communication with
a base station is established".
Call waiting time is "time from when communication with a
base station is established to when it is authenticated.
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Item

Details

CONNECTION-TIMEOUT

If the maximum connection time has been set, "connection-timeout
{specified value}" will be displayed.

RECONNECT-TIMEOUT
DISCONNECT-DETECTION

No communication is a condition where packets sent and
received through the mobile module are monitored but
communication is not detected for longer than the time
specified in this setting. The following packets are not
monitored:
 PING request packets
(PING response packets are monitored)
 DHCP protocol for obtaining IP address and DNS server
information from mobile modules

If the reconnection waiting time is set, "reconnect-timeout
{specified value}" will be displayed.

If the disconnection detection function has been set, "disconnectdetection time DISCONNECT-TIME rssi DISCONNECT-RSSI" will be
displayed.
Setting

Details

DISCONNECT-RSSI

The disconnection detection RSSI value
(dBm) is displayed.

DISCONNECT-TIME

RETRY
RAT-SELECT

RAT-PREFERRED
RAT-MODE

RAT-SERVICE
RAT-BANDS

Unconnected detection time (sec) is
displayed.

If the line connection retry count has been set, "retry {specified
value}" will be displayed.
If not performing retry, "no retry" will be displayed.
RAT (Radio Access Technology) service is displayed.
The RAT preferred settings are displayed.

The setting details of the RAT mode is displayed.
Setting

Details

manual

Specify the RAT that can be used. Specify the
RAT to be used by the rat service command.

auto

RAT-SERVICE-BANDS

Mobile Operation

If no communication detection time is set, "idle-timeout {specified
value}" will be displayed.

5

IDLE-TIMEOUT

The mobile module automatically determines
the RAT that can be used.

If the RAT service band is set, "rat service RAT-SERVICE RAT-BANDS"
will be displayed.
The RAT service setting details are displayed.

Band number setting details are displayed.
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Example

Mobile Operation

amnimo# show config mobile peer amnimo-mobile 
# ---- transition to configure mode. ---configure
# ---- mobile peer amnimo-mobile configure ---mobile peer amnimo-mobile
verbose informational
module ME3630-J2A-PORT0
failsafe retry 3 reboot 3
# ---- session amnimo-session configure ---session amnimo-session
enable
priority 0
sim 0
apn amnimo
username user
password /ARnp8GLdLN3r5FFQ2B0yQ==
connect always
authentication both
attach-timeout 55
call-timeout 30
reconnect-timeout 30
disconnect-detection time 30 rssi -113
no retry
rat select 4G-3G
rat preferred 4G
rat mode auto
exit
exit
# ---- exit configure mode. ---exit

5

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.
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5.7

Setting a Mobile Line

Syntax

Mobile Operation

mobile peer MOB-PEER-NAME
verbose < emergencies | alerts | critical | errors | warnings | notifications | informa
tional | debugging >
module MODULE-NAME
failsafe [retry <1 – 10>] [reboot <1 – 10>]
no failsafe
session SESSION-NAME
enable
no enable
priority <0 – 9>
sim <0 – 3>
pin PIN
no pin
apn APN
username USERNAME
no username
password
password secret ENCRYPT-PASSWORD
no password
connect <manual | always>
authentication <pap | chap | both>
no authentication
attach-timeout <1 – 600>
call-timeout <1 – 600>
idle-timeout <1 – 3600>
no idle-timeout
connection-timeout <1 – 86400>
no connection-timeout
reconnect-timeout <1 – 600>
no reconnect-timeout
disconnect-detection [time <1 – 600>] [rssi <-113 - -51>]
no disconnect-detection
retry <1 – 9>
no retry
rat select <4G-3G-2G | 4G-3G | 4G-2G | 4G | 3G-2G | 3G | 2G>
rat preferred <4G | 3G | 2G>
rat mode <auto | manual>
rat service <4G | 3G | 2G> BANDS
no rat service <4G | 3G | 2G>
exit
no session SESSION-NAME
exit
no mobile peer MOB-PEER-NAME

5

To set a mobile line, transit to the detailed configuration mode of the mobile line, and execute the
setting commands. The information set here is written in the configuration file.
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Commands

verbose

Specify the message output level.
Specify either emergencies, alerts, critical, errors, warnings,
notifications, informational or debugging as a value.

mobile peer

module
failsafe

Specify the mobile line name in [ MOB-PEER-NAME ] and execute
the setting command.
If executing the command in configuration mode, the
current mode will transit to the detailed configuration
mode of the specified line name.

Specify a module name in [ MODULE-NAME ].
Enable failsafe.
Setting

Details

reboot

Specify the reboot count of failsafe in the
range of 1 to 10.

retry

no failsafe
session
enable

no enable
priority
sim
pin

Specify the retry count of failsafe in the range
of 1 to 10.

For more information on the fail-safe functions, refer to "12.3 Failsafe".
Disable failsafe.

If specifying the session name in [ SESSION-NAME ] and executing
the command in detailed configuration mode, the current mode
will transit to the detailed configuration mode of the session.
Enable the session.

Disable the session.

Set the priority in the range of 0 to 9.

Set the SIM slot number in the range of 0 to 3.
Set the SIM PIN code.

If the SIM PIN is invalid, no setting is required.

no pin

Delete the SIM PIN code.

username

Set a user name.

apn

Set APN.

Even when you use a SIM that does not require a user
name, write a character string.

no username

Delete a user name.

password secret

Sets an encrypted password.

connect

Specify the connection method.

password

no password

Mobile Operation

Details

5

Command

Set a password (unencrypted).
 You must enter it twice.
 The configured password is stored in an encrypted
state.
 Even when you use a SIM that does not require a
password, write a character string.

Delete a password.
Setting

Details

always

Constant connection

manual

Manual connection
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Command

authentication

Details

Specify the authentication method(s).

chap

Use CHAP (Challenge Handshake
Authentication Protocol) as a communication
authentication method.

pap

both
no authentication
attach-timeout
call-timeout
idle-timeout

Use PAP (Password Authentication Protocol)
as a communication authentication method.

Use both PAP and CHAP as communication
authentication methods.

Delete the settings of the authentication method(s).

Set the connection waiting time (sec) in the range of 1 to 600.

Connection waiting time is "time until communication with
a base station is established".

Set the call waiting time (sec) in the range of 1 to 600.
Call waiting time is "time from when communication with a
base station is established to when it is authenticated.

Set the no communication detection time (sec) in the range of 1 to
3600.
If no communication continues for the specified period, the line will
be disconnected.
No communication is a condition where packets sent and
received through the mobile module are monitored but
communication is not detected for longer than the time
specified in this setting. The following packets are not
monitored:
 PING request packets
(PING response packets are monitored)
 DHCP protocol for obtaining IP address and DNS server
information from mobile modules

no idle-timeout

Disable the no communication detection function.

no connection-timeout

Disable the maximum connection time.

connection-timeout

Set the maximum connection time (sec) in the range of 1 to 86400.
If the connection status continues for the specified period, the line
will be disconnected.

reconnect-timeout

Set the reconnection waiting time (sec) in the range of 1 to 600.

disconnect-detection

Enable the disconnection detection function.
If the RSSI continues to be below the DISCONNECT-RSSI value
during the DISCONNECT-TIME, the line will be disconnected.

no reconnect-timeout

Disable the reconnection waiting time.

Setting

Details

rssi

Specify the unconnected authentication RSSI
(dBm) in the range of -113 to -51.

time

Specify the unconnected detection time (sec)
in the range of 1 to 600.

no disconnect-detection

Disable the disconnection detection function.

no retry

Disable the connection retry function.

retry

rat select

Mobile Operation

Details

5

Setting

Set the connection retry count in the range of 1 to 9.
Specify the RAT (Radio Access Technology) service.
Set either 4G-3G-2G, 4G-3G, 4G-2G, 4G, 3G-2G, 3G, 2G, or
AUTOMATIC as a value. A value that can be used varies
depending on the module to be used.
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rat mode

Specify the RAT mode.

rat preferred

Specify either 4G, 3G or 2G as a RAT preferred.
A value that can be used varies depending on the module
to be used.
Setting

Details

manual

Specify the RAT that can be used. Specify the
RAT to be used by the rat service command.

auto

rat service

no rat service
exit

no session
no mobile peer

The mobile module automatically determines
the RAT that can be used.

By specifying either 4G, 3G or 2G and specifying the band number to
be used in [ BANDS ], set the RAT service. In [ BANDS ], multiple
band numbers can be set by separating them with ','(comma).
 A value that can be used varies depending on the
module to be used.
 To limit the band numbers by specifying band numbers
to be used, set the RAT mode to "manual".

Mobile Operation

Details

5

Command

By specifying either 4G, 3G or 2G, disable the RAT service band.

A value that can be used varies depending on the module
to be used.

In detailed configuration mode of the session, exits the detailed
configuration mode of the session and transits to the detailed
configuration mode.
In detailed configuration mode, exits the detailed configuration
mode and transits to the configuration mode.
By specifying the session name in [ SESSION-NAME ], delete the
session settings.

By specifying the mobile line name in [ MOB-PEER-NAME ], delete
the mobile settings.
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Supplemental information for each mobile setting item

From the detailed configuration mode, "connection waiting time", "call waiting time", and "line
connection retry count" are used when connecting to a mobile line. The following figure shows
when each item is used during line connection.

Item
Na

Nc1
Nr1

Corresponding
command

Details

Unit

Default value

attach-timeout
call-timeout

Connection waiting time

55

retry

Call waiting time

Second

Line connection retry count

Times

no retry

Second

Mobile Operation

▌ Mobile line connection control

5

This subsection explains supplemental information for items that show time and count set in the
detailed configuration mode.

30

amnimo(cfg)# mobile peer MOB-PEER-NAME
amnimo(cfg-mp-MOB-PEER-NAME)# session SESSION-NAME
amnimo(cfg-mps-SESSION-NAME)# attach-timeout Na  ← Specifies connection waiting time.
amnimo(cfg-mps-SESSION-NAME)# call-timeout Nc1 
← Specifies call waiting time.
amnimo(cfg-mps-SESSION-NAME)# retry Nr1 
← Specifies line connection retry coun
t.
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▌ Controlling mobile line disconnection when no-communication detection time
expires

5

By setting "no communication detection time" from the detailed configuration mode, you can
control mobile line disconnection as the following figure shows when no-connection status
continues for a specified period of time.

Mobile Operation

This function is disabled by default. Enable the function from the detailed configuration
mode.
Item
Ni

Corresponding
command
idle-timeout

Details

Unit

Default value

No-communication
detection time

Second

no idle-timeout

amnimo(cfg)# mobile peer MOB-PEER-NAME
amnimo(cfg-mp-MOB-PEER-NAME)# session SESSION-NAME
amnimo(cfg-mps-SESSION-NAME)# idle-timeout Ni 
← Specifies no-communication detectio
n time.
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▌ Controlling mobile line disconnection when the maximum connection time expires

5

By setting "maximum connection time" from the detailed configuration mode, you can control
mobile line disconnection as the following figure shows when line connection status continues for
a specified period of time.

Mobile Operation

This function is disabled by default. Enable the function from the detailed configuration
mode.
The line connection process in the figure shows the attaching process and authentication
process.
Item
Nc2

Corresponding
command

connection-timeout

Details

Unit

Default value

Maximum
connection time

Second

no connection-timeout

amnimo(cfg)# mobile peer MOB-PEER-NAME
amnimo(cfg-mp-MOB-PEER-NAME)# session SESSION-NAME
amnimo(cfg-mps-SESSION-NAME)# connection-timeout Nc2 
nnection time.

← Specifies the maximum co
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▌ Controlling reconnection waiting of a mobile line

5

By setting the "reconnection waiting time" from the detailed configuration mode, you can perform
control where the line is not disconnected and connection is kept for a specified period of time in
cases where communication with a base station is temporarily unavailable, as shown in the
following figure.

Mobile Operation

This function reduces connection processing overhead that occurs when the line is
disconnected and connected again and increases communication stability by maintaining
line connection for a specified period of time.
If line reconnection fails within the specified time, the line will be disconnected.

By specifying no reconnect-timeout in the detailed configuration mode, the line can be
immediately disconnected when disconnection with a base station is detected.
Item
Nr2

Corresponding command
reconnect-timeout

Details

Reconnection waiting
time

amnimo(cfg)# mobile peer MOB-PEER-NAME
amnimo(cfg-mp-MOB-PEER-NAME)# session SESSION-NAME
amnimo(cfg-mps-SESSION-NAME)# reconnect-timeout Nr2 
ing time
amnimo(cfg-mps-SESSION-NAME)# no reconnect-timeout 

Unit

Second

Default value
30

← Specifies reconnection wait
← Disable the function
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▌ Controlling disconnection of mobile line with the disconnection detection function

5

By setting "disconnection detection function" from the detailed configuration mode, you can
perform control where the line is disconnected when the RSSI value is less than or equal to a
specified value for a specified period of time, as shown in the following figure.

Mobile Operation

By specifying no disconnect-detection in the detailed configuration mode, you can perform
control where the line is not disconnected even when out of range. In this case, line
switching does not occur even when multiple sessions have been set as shown in Example 2
and Example 3 .
 "5.7.2 Example"
However, this feature is not applicable if there is disconnection from a base station or
authentication server. In this case, the line is disconnected if line reconnection fails during
the reconnection waiting time, and line switching occurs if multiple sessions have been set.
Item
Nrssi
Ntime

Corresponding
command

disconnect-detection

Details

Unit

Default value

Disconnection detection
setting
· rssi: Disconnection
detection RSSI value
· time: Disconnection
detection duration time

rssi: dBm
time: sec

rssi: -113
time: 30

amnimo(cfg)# mobile peer MOB-PEER-NAME
amnimo(cfg-mp-MOB-PEER-NAME)# session SESSION-NAME
amnimo(cfg-mps-SESSION-NAME)# disconnect-detection rssi Nrssi time Ntime 
s disconnection detection function
amnimo(cfg-mps-SESSION-NAME)# no disconnect-detection 

← Specifie

← Disable the function
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Example

Example 1 Configuring a single session
SIM slot

sim0

Session name

amnimo-session

SIM PIN code

1234

APN

amnimo.net

Priority

Authentication ID
(user name)
Password

priority 0
user

pass

Mobile Operation

Setting details

5

Setting items

amnimo(cfg)# mobile peer amnimo-mobile 
amnimo(cfg-mp-amnimo-mobile)# session amnimo-session 
amnimo(cfg-mps-amnimo-session)# sim 0
amnimo(cfg-mps-amnimo-session)# pin 1234
amnimo(cfg-mps-amnimo-session)# apn amnimo.net 
amnimo(cfg-mps-amnimo-session)# username user 
amnimo(cfg-mps-amnimo-session)# password 
Enter new password:
← Enter the first password (“pass”) and press [
Enter ]
Retype new password:
← Enter the second password (“pass”) and press
[ Enter ]
amnimo(cfg-mps-amnimo-session)# enable 
amnimo(cfg-mps-amnimo-session)# show config 
enable
priority 0
sim 0
pin 1234
apn amnimo.net
username user
password secret /ARnp8GLdLN3r5FFQ2B0yQ== ← The entered password is displayed in an encr
ypted form
connect always
authentication both
attach-timeout 300
call-timeout 300
reconnect-timeout 30
disconnect-detection time 60 rssi -113
no retry
rat select 4G-3G
rat preferred 4G
rat mode auto
amnimo(cfg-mps-amnimo-session)# exit 
amnimo(cfg-mp-amnimo-mobile)# exit 
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Example 2 Multiple session setting 1 (Automatically switching sessions after disconnection)
Setting item
SIM slot
Priority
APN

Authentication ID
(user name)
Password

Details of a session with a low
connection priority

sim0

sim1

A

priority 0

priority 1

amnimo.net

amnimo.net

user

user

pass

amnimo(cfg)# mobile peer amnimo 
bile
amnimo(cfg-mp-amnimo)# session A 
session A
amnimo(cfg-mps-A)# priority 0 
amnimo(cfg-mps-A)# sim 0 
amnimo(cfg-mps-A)# apn amnimo.net 
amnimo(cfg-mps-A)# username user 
amnimo(cfg-mps-A)# password 
Enter new password:
Retype new password:
]
amnimo(cfg-mps-A)# enable 
amnimo(cfg-mps-A)# exit 
amnimo(cfg-mp-amnimo)# session B 
mode of session B
amnimo(cfg-mps-B)# priority 1 
amnimo(cfg-mps-B)# sim 1 
amnimo(cfg-mps-B)# apn amnimo.net 
amnimo(cfg-mps-B)# username user 
amnimo(cfg-mps-B)# password 
Enter new password:
Retype new password:
]
amnimo(cfg-mps-B)# enable 
amnimo(cfg-mps-B)# exit 
amnimo(cfg-mp-amnimo)# exit
amnimo(cfg)# interface ecm0 
interface
amnimo(cfg-interface-ecm0)# mobile amnimo
amnimo(cfg-interface-ecm0)# dhcp4 
amnimo(cfg-interface-ecm0)# enable 
amnimo(cfg-interface-ecm0)# exit 
amnimo(cfg)#

B

Mobile Operation

Session name

Details of a session with a high
connection priority

5

A configuration that automatically switches to session B with a low connection priority if session A
with a high connection priority has been disconnected.

pass

← Transits to detailed configuration mode of mo
← Transits to the detailed configuration mode of
← Specifies connection priority
← Specifies the SIM

← Enter the first password and press [ Enter ]
← Enter the second password and press [ Enter

← Transits to the detailed configuration

← Specifies connection priority
← Specifies the SIM

← Enter the first password and press [ Enter ]
← Enter the second password and press [ Enter

← Transits to the detailed configuration mode of
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Mobile Operation

For the compact router, the mobile line interface is rmnet_data0.

5

If a mobile module has been disconnected from a line with high connection priority for any
reason and has been successfully connected to a line with low connection priority, the
mobile module does not automatically connect to the line with high connection priority
even if it has been restored. This is because as long as the mobile module is connected to a
line with low connection priority, it cannot detect recovery of the line with high connection
priority.
In order to get the mobile module to automatically connect to the line with high connection
priority when the line with low connection priority is normal, perform the connectiontimeout setting in the setting details of the low connection priority session so that the line
with low priority can be disconnected after connecting while a specific period of time and
switched to the line with high connection priority.
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Example 3 Multiple session setting 2 (Automatically switching sessions based on RSSI)

Session name
SIM slot
Priority

Details of a session with a high
connection priority

Details of a session with a low
connection priority

sim0

sim1

A

priority 0

APN

Disconnection
detection function

Authentication ID
(user name)
Password

amnimo.net

time 30 rssi -93

If the received signal strength
indicator (rssi) is -93 dBm or smaller
for 30 seconds (time) or longer, the
session will be switched.
User

Pass

B

priority 1

Mobile Operation

Setting item

5

A configuration that alternates between session A with a high connection priority and session B with
a low connection priority depending on the received signal strength indicator (RSSI).
It automatically switches to session B when the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) of session
A falls below a configured value, and automatically switches to session A when the RSSI of session
B falls below a configured value.

amnimo.net

time 30 rssi -93

User

Pass

The LED (ANT) control changes depending on the received signal strength indicator.
Antenna
level

When not
in use

LED
(ANT)

Turned off

RSSI level

Normal

Green LED turned on

-73 dBm or higher

Medium

Green LED flashing (at 125 ms
intervals)

-84 dBm to -93 dBm

Somewhat
normal
Somewhat
weak
Weak

Out of
range

Green LED flashing (at 500 ms
intervals)
Red LED flashing (at 125 ms
intervals)

Red LED flashing (at 500 ms
intervals)

Red LED turned on

-74 dBm to -83 dBm

-94 dBm to -109 dBm
-110 dBm to -112 dBm
-113 dBm or lower

amnimo(cfg)# mobile peer amnimo 
← Transits to detailed configuration mode of mo
bile
amnimo(cfg-mp-amnimo)# session A 
← Transits to the detailed configuration mode of
session A
amnimo(cfg-mps-A)# priority 0 
← Specifies connection priority
amnimo(cfg-mps-A)# sim 0 
← Specifies the SIM
amnimo(cfg-mps-A)# disconnect-detection time 30 rssi -93
← Configuration of the discon
nection detection function
amnimo(cfg-mps-A)# apn amnimo.net 
amnimo(cfg-mps-A)# username user 
amnimo(cfg-mps-A)# password 
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Enter new password:
← Enter the first password and press [ Enter ]
Retype new password:
← Enter the second password and press [ Enter
]
amnimo(cfg-mps-A)# enable 
amnimo(cfg-mps-A)# exit 
amnimo(cfg-mp-amnimo)# session B 
← Transits to the detailed configuration
mode of session B
amnimo(cfg-mps-B)# priority 1 
← Specifies connection priority
amnimo(cfg-mps-B)# sim 1 
← Specifies the SIM
amnimo(cfg-mps-B)# disconnect-detection time 30 rssi -93  ← Configuration of the discon
nection detection function
amnimo(cfg-mps-B)# apn amnimo.net 
amnimo(cfg-mps-B)# username user 
amnimo(cfg-mps-B)# password 
Enter new password:
← Enter the first password and press [ Enter ]
Retype new password:
← Enter the second password and press [ Enter
]
amnimo(cfg-mps-B)# enable 
amnimo(cfg-mps-B)# exit 
amnimo(cfg-mp-amnimo)# exit 
amnimo(cfg)# interface ecm0 
← Transits to the detailed configuration mode of
interface
amnimo(cfg-interface-ecm0)# mobile amnimo 
amnimo(cfg-interface-ecm0)# dhcp4 
amnimo(cfg-interface-ecm0)# enable 
amnimo(cfg-interface-ecm0)# exit 
amnimo(cfg)#

For the compact router, the mobile line interface is rmnet_data0.
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Automatic time correction function (supported from V1.5.0)

5
Mobile Operation

When you are using the mobile line, time is aquired from the mobile network side when the line
connection succeded. If the time is different for more than a day with the system time, it will be
corrected with the time aquired from the mobile network side. This correction function is enabled
even if the NTP function is disabled.
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6.1

Setting PPP

This chapter explains the network settings for this product, such as interfaces and rooting, PPP, packet
filtering and NAT, and IPSec.

Connect and disconnect PPP, display the status of PPP, and control the settings of PPP.
The compact router does not support this feature.

Network Settings

Network Settings

6

6

Displaying the status of PPP

To display the status of PPP, execute the show pppoe command.

Syntax

show pppoe [IFNAME]

Setting item
Item

IFNAME

Output format

Details

Specify the interface name.

# ---- pppoe IFNAME ---peer
PPP-PEER-NAME
state
STATE

Output items
Item

Details

PPP-PEER-NAME

The PPP setting name is displayed.

IFNAME
STATE

The interface name is displayed.

The communication module status is displayed.
Value

Description

connected

Connected

dialing

Example

disconnected

Connecting

Disconnected

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.

amnimo$ show pppoe ppp0 
# ---- pppoe ppp0 ---peer
amnimo-ppp
state
connected
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Connecting PPP manually

To manually connect PPP, execute the pppoe connect command.
6

Syntax

pppoe connect IFNAME

Item

IFNAME

Example

Details

Specify the interface name.

Network Settings

Setting item

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# pppoe connect ppp0 

Disconnecting PPP

To disconnect PPP, execute the no pppoe connect command.
Syntax

no pppoe connect IFNAME

Setting item
Item

IFNAME

Example

Details

Specify the interface name.

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# no pppoe connect ppp0 
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Displaying the settings of PPP

To display the settings of PPP, execute the show config ppp peer command.
6

Syntax

show config ppp peer [PPP-PEER-NAME]

Item

PPP-PEER-NAME

Output format

Details

Specify the PPP setting name.

Network Settings

Setting item

# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- ppp peer PPP-PEER-NAME configure ---ppp peer PPP-PEER-NAME
verbose VERBOSE
USERNAME
password secret ENCRYPT-PASSWORD
connect CONNECT
authentication AUTHENTICATION
PASSIVE
IDLE-TIMEOUT
CONNECTION-TIMEOUT
BSDCOMP
DEFLATE
CCP
PCCOMP
VJ
VJCOMP
VJ-MAX-SLOT
PREDICTOR1
ifname IFNAME
exit
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit

Output items
Item

Details

PPP-PEER-NAME

The PPP setting name is displayed.

USERNAME

If a user name is set, "username {specified value}" will be displayed.

VERBOSE

ENCRYPT-PASSWORD
CONNECT

AUTHENTICATION
PASSIVE

The message output level is displayed.

If a password has been set, "password secret {encrypted setting
value}" will be displayed.
The connection method is displayed.

The authentication method is displayed.

The passive option setting is displayed.

The passive option setting is a setting to wait the arrival of a
valid LCP packet from the connection destination if there is
no response from there when starting to establish a
connection.

Setting

Display

Disable

Not displayed.

Enable

"passive" is displayed.
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Details

CONNECTION-TIMEOUT

If the maximum connection time has been set, "connection-timeout
{specified value}" will be displayed.

IDLE-TIMEOUT

The BSD-Compress method packet compression setting is
displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

"no bsdcomp" is displayed.

Enable

"bsdcomp BSDCOMP-NR BSDCOMP-NT" is
displayed.

BSDCOMP-NR

The maximum code size (bits) is displayed.

DEFLATE

The Deflate method packet compression setting is displayed.

BSDCOMP-NT

The maximum size (bits) of a packet sent by the other party is
displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

"no deflate" is displayed.

Enable
DEFLATE-NR
DEFLATE-NT
CCP

The specified value for the maximum window size sent to the other
party is displayed.
The window size is 2^DEFLATE-NT bytes.
The CCP (Compression Control Protocol) negotiation setting is
displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

"no ccp" is displayed.

Setting

Display

Disable

"no pcomp" is displayed.

Setting

Display

Disable

"no vj" is displayed.

Setting

Display

Disable

"no vjccomp" is displayed.

Not displayed.

The setting of the connection ID compression option for VanJacobson method TCP/IP header compression is displayed.
Enable

VJ-MAX-SLOTS

Not displayed.

The Van-Jacobson method TCP/IP header compression setting is
displayed.
Enable

VJCCOMP

Not displayed.

The PCOMP (Protocol Field Compression) negotiation setting is
displayed.
Enable

VJ

"deflate DEFLATE-NR DEFLATE-NT" is
displayed.

The specified value for the maximum window size is displayed.
The window size is 2^DEFLATE-NR bytes.

Enable
PCOMP

Network Settings

BSDCOMP

If no communication detection time is set, "idle-timeout {specified
value}" will be displayed.

6

Item

Not displayed.

The setting of the number of connection slots for Van Jacobson
method TCP/IP header compression/extension is displayed.
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Item

PREDICTOR1

Details

The Predictor-1 compression usage setting is displayed.

Disable

"no predictor1" is displayed.

Enable
IFNAME

Example

Not displayed.

A physical interface name used by the PPPoE protocol is displayed.

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

Network Settings

Display

6

Setting

amnimo# show config ppp peer amnimo-ppp 
# ---- transition to configure mode. ---configure
# ---- ppp peer amnimo-ppp configure ---ppp peer amnimo-ppp
verbose informational
username pppoeuser
password pppoepass
connect always
no authentication
passive
bsdcomp 15,15
deflate 15,15
ccp
pcomp
vj
vjccomp
vj-max-slots 15
predictor1
ifname eth0
exit
# ---- exit configure mode. ---exit
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Setting PPP

Syntax

Network Settings

ppp peer PPP-PEER-NAME
verbose < emergencies | alerts | critical | errors | warnings | notifications | informa
tional | debugging >
username USERNAME
no username
password secret ENCRYPT-PASSWORD
no password
connect <manual | always>
authentication <pap | chap | both>
no authentication
passive
no passive
idle-timeout <1 – 3600>
no idle-timeout
connection-timeout <1 – 86400>
no connection-timeout
bsdcomp NR,MT
no bsdcomp
deflate NR,MT
no deflate
ccp
no ccp
pcomp
no pcomp
vj
no vj
vjccomp
no vjccomp
vj-max-slots <2 – 16>
predictor1
no predictor1
ifname IFNAME
exit
no ppp peer PPP-PEER-NAME

6

To set PPP, transit to the detailed configuration mode of PPP, and execute the setting commands.
The information set here is written in the configuration file.
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Commands
Command

Specify the PPP setting name in [ PPP-PEER-NAME ] and execute the
command.

verbose

Specify the message output level.

username

Set a user name.

password

Set a password. (unencrypted).

You must enter it twice.

The configured password is stored in an encrypted
state.

no username

Specify either emergencies, alerts, critical, errors, warnings,
notifications, informational or debugging as a value.

Delete a user name.

password secret

Sets an encrypted password.

connect

Specify the connection method.

no password

Delete a password.
Setting

Details

always

Constant connection

Setting

Details

chap

Use CHAP (Challenge Handshake
Authentication Protocol) as a communication
authentication method.

manual
authentication

Manual connection

Specify the authentication method(s).
pap

both
no authentication

Use PAP (Password Authentication Protocol)
as a communication authentication method.

Use both PAP and CHAP as communication
authentication methods.

Delete the setting of the authentication method.

passive

Set the passive option.

no passive

Delete the passive option setting.

no idle-timeout

Disable the no communication detection function.

idle-timeout

connection-timeout
no connection-timeout

Network Settings

If specifying the PPP setting name and executing the
command in configuration mode, the current mode will
transit to the detailed configuration mode of the specified
PPP settings.

6

ppp peer

Details

The passive option setting is a setting to wait the arrival of a
valid LCP packet from the connection destination if there is
no response from there when starting to establish a
connection.

Set the no communication detection time (sec) in the range of 1 to
3600.
If no communication continues for the specified period, the line will
be disconnected.
Set the maximum connection time (sec) in the range of 1 to 86400.
If the connection status continues for the specified period, the line
will be disconnected.
Disable the maximum connection time.
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Command
bsdcomp

Details

Enable the BSD-Compress method packet compression setting.

nt

Set the maximum size (bits) of a packet sent
by the other party in the range of 9 to 15.

nr

no bsdcomp
deflate

Set the maximum code size (bits) in the range
of 9 to 15.

Disable the BSD-Compress method packet compression setting.
Enable the Deflate method packet compression setting.
Setting

Details

nt

Set the maximum window size setting value
sent to the other part in the range of 8 to 15.
The window size is 2^nt bytes.

nr

Set the maximum window size setting value in
the range of 8 to 15.
The window size is 2^nr bytes.

no deflate

Disable the Deflate method packet compression setting.

no ccp

Disable the CCP (Compression Control Protocol) negotiation
setting.

ccp

pcomp
no pcomp
vj
no vj
vjccomp
no vjccomp
vj-max-slots
predictor1

no predictor1

Enable the CCP (Compression Control Protocol) negotiation setting.
Enable the PCOMP (Protocol Field Compression) negotiation
setting.

Disable the PCOMP (Protocol Field Compression) negotiation
setting.

Enable the Van-Jacobson method TCP/IP header compression
setting.

Disable the Van-Jacobson method TCP/IP header compression
setting.

Enable the setting of the connection ID compression option for VanJacobson method TCP/IP header compression.
Disable the setting of the connection ID compression option for
Van-Jacobson method TCP/IP header compression.
Set the number of connection slots for Van Jacobson method
TCP/IP header compression/extension in the range of 2 to 16.
Enable the Predictor-1 compression usage setting.

Disable the Predictor-1 compression usage setting.

ifname

Configure a physical interface name used by the PPPoE protocol.

no ppp peer

Specify PPP PEER NAME to delete the PPP settings.

exit

Network Settings

Details

6

Setting

Exit the detailed configuration mode, and transit to the
configuration mode.
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Example

←Set an authentication user name

← Enter the authentication password (fi
← Enter the authentication password (s

Network Settings

amnimo(cfg)# ppp peer amnimo-ppp 
amnimo(cfg-pp-amnimo-ppp)# username pppoeuser 
amnimo(cfg-pp-amnimo-ppp)# password 
Enter new password:
rst time) and press [ Enter ]
Retype new password:
econd time) and press [ Enter ]
amnimo(cfg-pp-amnimo-ppp)# authentication chap 
amnimo(cfg-pp-amnimo-ppp)# show config 
verbose informational
username pppoeuser
password pppoepass
connect always
authentication chap
bsdcomp 15,15
deflate 15,15
ccp
pcomp
vj
vjccomp
vj-max-slots 15
predictor1
ifname eth0
amnimo(cfg-pp-amnimo-ppp)# exit 
amnimo(cfg)#

6

The following shows a setting example in which a ppp connection is established by chap
authentication.

←Enables chap authentication
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6.2

Setting the Interface

To display the status of the interface, execute the show interface command.
Syntax

show interface [IFNAME]

Setting item
Item

Network Settings

Displaying the status of the interface.

6

Display the status and setting information of the interface, and configure its settings.

Details

IFNAME

Specify the interface name.

If IFNAME is omitted, the status of all interfaces configured
will be displayed.

Output format
IFNAME: state LINK-DETECT mtu
mac MAC-ADDRESS
ipv4 IPv4-ADDRESS/IPv4-PREFIX
ipv6 IPv6-ADDRESS/IPv6-PREFIX

Output items
Item

Details

LINK-DETECT

The link state is displayed.
 Link down state: DOWN
 Link up state:
UP

IFNAME

MTU

MAC-ADDRESS
IPv4 ADDRESS
IPv4-PREFIX

IPv6-ADDRESS
IPv6-PREFIX



The interface name is displayed.

The MTU (Maximum Transfer Unit) value is displayed.

The MAC address in the following format is displayed.
e8:1b:4b:xx:xx:xx
The IPv4 address is displayed.

The IPv4 prefix length is displayed.
The IPv6 address is displayed.

The IPv6 prefix length is displayed.

ipv4 and ipv6 are displayed in multiple lines.
The output value is not the one obtained from the configuration file but the one that is
actually set.
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Example

Network Settings

amnimo$ show interface 
eth0: state UP mtu 1500
mac e8:1b:4b:00:30:01
ipv4 192.168.0.254/24
ipv6 fe80::ea1b:4bff:fe00:3001/64
lan0: state UP mtu 1500
mac e8:1b:4b:00:31:01
lan1: state DOWN mtu 1500
mac e8:1b:4b:00:31:01
lan2: state DOWN mtu 1500
mac e8:1b:4b:00:31:01
lan3: state DOWN mtu 1500
mac e8:1b:4b:00:31:01
br0: state UP mtu 1500
mac e8:1b:4b:00:31:01
ipv4 192.168.1.254/24
ipv4 172.16.0.1/16
ipv6 fe80::ea1b:4bff:fe00:3101/64

6

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode of Edge Gateway.

Displaying the settings of the interface

To display the settings of the interface, execute the show config interface command.
Syntax

show config interface [IFNAME]

Setting item
Item

IFNAME

Details

Specify the interface name.

If IFNAME is omitted, the settings of all interfaces
configured will be displayed.

Output format (Edge Gateway, IoT router)

# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- interface IFNAME configure ---interface IFNAME
ENABLE
BRIDGE
MAC-ADDRESS
PMTU
MOBILE
PPPOE4
PPPOE4-DNS
PPPOE4-ROUTE
ADDRESS
DHCP4
DHCP4-DNS
DHCP4-NTP
DHCP4-MTU
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DHCP4-ROUTE
GATEWAY4
GATEWAY4-VIA
DYNAMIC-SNAT4
mtu
MRU
MODE
PROXY-ARP
OPTIONAL
exit
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit

Output format (Compact router)
# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- interface IFNAME configure ---interface IFNAME
ENABLE
BRIDGE
MAC-ADDRESS
PMTU
MOBILE
MOBILE-DNS
MOBILE-ROUTE
PPPOE4
PPPOE4-DNS
PPPOE4-ROUTE
ADDRESS
DHCP4
DHCP4-DNS
DHCP4-NTP
DHCP4-MTU
DHCP4-ROUTE
GATEWAY4
GATEWAY4-VIA
DYNAMIC-SNAT4
mtu
MRU
MODE
PROXY-ARP
OPTIONAL
exit
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit

Output items
Item

IFNAME

Details

The interface name is displayed.
Configurable interface names vary depending on the product.
 Edge Gateway
eth0, Lan<0-3>, br<0-9>, ecm0, ppp<0-9>
 IoT router
eth<0-1>, br<0-9>, ecm0, ppp<0-9>
 Compact router
eth0, rmnet_data0
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Item

ENABLE

Details

Information when the interface is enabled/disabled, is displayed.

Disable

"no enable" is displayed.

Enable

"enable" is displayed.

BRIDGE

The setting of the bridge name is displayed.

PMTU

The setting of the path MTU is displayed.

MAC-ADDRESS

The MAC address as "mac {specified value}" is displayed.
Setting

Display

manual

"pmtu manual {specified value}" is displayed.

auto
MOBILE

The mobile peer setting name used for mobile connection is
displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

Not displayed.

Enable

MOBILE-DNS



If the mobile peer setting is enabled

Setting

Display

Disable

"no mobile dns" is displayed.



"mobile dns {specified value}" is displayed.
The specified value contains the priority of the
DNS server address distributed (obtained).

If the mobile peer setting is disabled
Not displayed.
It is only available on the interface of the rmnet_data0 of the
compact router.

The Route setting of the mobile function is displayed.


If the mobile peer setting is enabled

Setting

Display

Disable

"no mobile route" is displayed.

Enable



PPPOE4

"mobile {specified value}" is displayed.
MOB PEER NAME (mobile peer setting name)
is entered as a specified value.

The DNS setting of mobile function is displayed.

Enable

MOBILE-ROUTE

"pmtu auto" is displayed.

Network Settings

Display

6

Setting

"mobile route {specified value}" is displayed.
The specified value contains the metric value
of the distributed (obtained) default route.

If the mobile peer setting is disabled
Not displayed.

It is only available on the interface of the rmnet_data0 of
the compact router.

The PPP peer name used for PPPoE (IPv4) connection is displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

Not displayed.

Enable

"pppoe4 {specified value}" is displayed.
PPP PEER NAME (PPP peer setting name) is
entered as a specified value.

PPPoE-related settings are not available on the interface of
rmnet_data0 of the compact router.
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Item

PPPOE4-DNS

Details

The DNS setting of PPPoE (IPv4) is displayed.



Display

Disable

"no pppoe4 dns" is displayed.

Enable


PPPOE4-ROUTE

If PPPOE4 is invalid
Not displayed.

The Route setting of PPPoE (IPc4) is displayed.


If PPPOE4 is valid

Setting

Display

Disable

"no pppoe4 route" is displayed.

Enable


ADDRESS
DHCP4

The IP address and the prefix length are displayed as "address
{specified value}".
The valid setting of DHCP (IPv4) is displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

Not displayed.

"dhcp4" is displayed.

dhcp4-related settings are not available on the interface of
rmnet_data0 of the compact router.

The DNS setting of DHCP (IPv4) is displayed.


If DHCP4 is valid

Setting
Enable
Disable

DHCP4-NTP

"pppoe4 route {specified value}" is displayed.
The specified value contains the metric value
of the distributed (obtained) default route.

If PPPOE4 is invalid
Not displayed.

Enable

DHCP4-DNS

"pppoe4 dns {specified value}" is displayed.
The specified value contains the priority of the
DNS server address distributed (obtained).

Network Settings

Setting

6

If PPPOE4 is valid

Display

"dhcp4 dns {specified value}" is displayed.
The specified value contains the priority of the
DNS server address distributed (obtained).
"no dhcp4 dns" is displayed.

If DHCP4 is invalid
Not displayed.

The valid/invalid setting of NTP of DHCP (IPv4) is displayed.


If DHCP4 is valid

Setting

Display

Disable

"no dhcp4 ntp" is displayed.

Enable


"dhcp4 ntp" is displayed.

If DHCP4 is invalid
Not displayed.
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Item

DHCP4-MTU

Details

The valid/invalid setting of MTU of DHCP (IPv4) is displayed.


If DHCP4 is valid

Display

Disable

"no dhcp4 mtu" is displayed.


DHCP4-ROUTE

If DHCP4 is invalid
Not displayed.

The route setting of DHCP (IPv4) is displayed.


If DHCP4 is valid

Setting
Enable
Disable

GATEWAY4

MRU

MODE

"no dhcp4 route" is displayed.

Setting

Display

Disable

Not displayed.

"gateway4 {specified value}" is displayed.

The address setting of the gateway (IPv4) is displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

Not displayed.

"gateway4 via {specified value}" is displayed.

The valid setting of the dynamic SNAT (IPv4) is displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

Not displayed.

Enable
MTU

"dhcp4 route {specified value}" is displayed.
The specified value contains the metric value
of the distributed (obtained) default route.

The metric value of the gateway (IPv4) is displayed.

Enable
DYNAMIC-SNAT4

Display

If DHCP4 is invalid
Not displayed.

Enable
GATEWAY4-VIA

"dhcp4 mtu" is displayed.

Network Settings

Enable

6

Setting

"dynamic-snat4" is displayed.

The MTU (Maximum Transmission Unit) value is displayed as "mtu
{specified value}".
The MRU (Maximum Receive Unit) value is displayed.

The link mode setting is displayed as "mode {specified value}".
Setting

Display

10BASE-T half-duplex fixed connection

10baseT-Half

100BASE-T automatic identification

100baseT-Auto

10BASE-T full-duplex fixed connection

100BASE-T half-duplex fixed connection
100BASE-T full-duplex fixed connection
1000BASE-T automatic identification

1000BASE-T full-duplex fixed connection

10baseT-Full

100baseT-Half
100baseT-Full

1000baseT-Auto

1000baseT-Full

For the compact router, "1000baseT-Auto" and "1000baseTFull" are not displayed.
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Item

PROXY-ARP

Details

The valid/invalid setting of the proxy ARP is displayed.

Disable

"no proxy-arp" is displayed.

Enable
OPTIONAL

"proxy-arp" is displayed.

The enable/disable setting of the interface startup wait disable
function when starting the device is displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

Not displayed.

Enable

"optional" is displayed.

With the compact router, this is not displayed.

Network Settings

Display

6

Setting

Example

The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode and detailed
configuration mode of Edge Gateway.

amnimo# show config interface 
# ---- transition to configure mode. ---configure
# ---- interface eth0 configure ---interface eth0
enable
pmtu auto
address 192.168.0.254/24
mtu 1500
mode 100baseT-Auto
proxy-arp
exit
# ---- interface lan0 configure ---interface lan0
enable
pmtu auto
mtu 1500
mode 100baseT-Auto
proxy-arp
exit
# ---- interface lan1 configure ---interface lan1
enable
pmtu auto
mtu 1500
mode 100baseT-Auto
proxy-arp
exit
# ---- interface lan2 configure ---interface lan2
enable
pmtu auto
mtu 1500
mode 100baseT-Auto
proxy-arp
exit
# ---- interface lan3 configure ----
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interface lan3
enable
pmtu auto
mtu 1500
mode 100baseT-Auto
proxy-arp
exit
# ---- interface br0 configure ---interface br0
enable
bridge lan0
bridge lan1
bridge lan2
bridge lan3
mac lan0
pmtu auto
address 192.168.1.254/24
mtu 1500
proxy-arp
exit
# ---- exit configure mode. ---exit

amnimo(cfg)# show config 
amnimo(cfg-interface-eth0)# show config 
enable
pmtu auto
address 192.168.0.254/24
mtu 1500
mode 100baseT-Auto
proxy-arp

If specifying the interface and executing the interface command in configuration mode as
follows, you can transit to the detailed configuration mode of the interface.
For details, refer to "6.2.3 Setting the interface to save the setting information".
amnimo(cfg)# interface eth0 
amnimo(cfg-interface-eth0)#
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Setting the interface to save the setting information

Syntax (Edge Gateway, IoT router)

Network Settings

interface IFNAME
enable
no enable
bridge BRIDGE-IFNAME
no bridge BRIDGE-IFNAME
mac <auto | MAC-IFNAME | MAC-ADDRESS>
no mac
pmtu <auto | manual [MSS]>
no pmtu
mobile MOB-PEER-NAME
no mobile
pppoe4 PPP-PEER-NAME
no pppoe4
pppoe4 dns [PRIORITY]
no pppoe4 dns
pppoe4 route [PPPOE4-ROUTE-METRIC]
no pppoe4 route
address ADDRESS/PREFIX
no address ADDRESS/PREFIX
dhcp4
no dhcp4
dhcp4 dns [PRIORITY]
no dhcp4 dns
dhcp4 ntp
no dhcp4 ntp
dhcp4 mtu
no dhcp4 mtu
dhcp4 route [DHCP4-ROUTE-METRIC]
no dhcp4 route
gateway4 via GATEWAY4-ADDRESS
gateway4 GATEWAY4-METRIC
no gateway4
dynamic-snat4
no dynamic-snat4
mtu <576 – 1500>
mru <576 – 1500>
mode <10baseT-Half | 10baseT-Full | 100baseT-Auto | 100baseT-Half | 100baseT-Full | 10
00baseT-Auto | 1000baseT-Full>
proxy-arp
no proxy-arp
optional
no optional
exit
no interface IFNAME

6

To set the interface, transit to the detailed configuration mode of the interface, and execute the
setting commands. The information set here is written in the configuration file.
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Syntax (Compact router)

6
Network Settings

interface IFNAME
enable
no enable
bridge BRIDGE-IFNAME
no bridge BRIDGE-IFNAME
mac <auto | MAC-IFNAME | MAC-ADDRESS>
no mac
pmtu <auto | manual [MSS]>
no pmtu
mobile MOB-PEER-NAME
no mobile
mobile dns [PRIORITY]
no mobile dns
mobile route [MOBILE-ROUTE-METRIC]
no mobile route
pppoe4 PPP-PEER-NAME
no pppoe4
pppoe4 dns [PRIORITY]
no pppoe4 dns
pppoe4 route [PPPOE4-ROUTE-METRIC]
no pppoe4 route
address ADDRESS/PREFIX
no address ADDRESS/PREFIX
dhcp4
no dhcp4
dhcp4 dns [PRIORITY]
no dhcp4 dns
dhcp4 ntp
no dhcp4 ntp
dhcp4 mtu
no dhcp4 mtu
dhcp4 route [DHCP4-ROUTE-METRIC]
no dhcp4 route
gateway4 via GATEWAY4-ADDRESS
gateway4 GATEWAY4-METRIC
no gateway4
dynamic-snat4
no dynamic-snat4
mtu <576 – 1500>
mru <576 – 1500>
mode <10baseT-Half | 10baseT-Full | 100baseT-Auto | 100baseT-Half | 100baseT-Full | 10
00baseT-Auto | 1000baseT-Full>
proxy-arp
no proxy-arp
optional
no optional
exit
no interface IFNAME
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Commands
Command

Specify the interface name and execute the command.
Setting

Details

Specify the interface.

If specifying the interface and executing the command in
configuration mode, the current mode will transit to the
detailed configuration mode of the specified interface.
Configurable interface names vary depending on the
product.
 Edge Gateway
eth0, lan<0-3>, br<0-9>, ecm0, ppp<0-9>
 IoT router
eth<0-1>, br<0-9>, ecm0, ppp<0-9>
 Compact router
eth0, rmnet_data0

enable

no enable
bridge

For devices without a mobile module, this cannot be used
even if ecm0 has been enabled.

Enable the interface.

Disable the interface.

Add the interface name.
Setting

BRIDGE IFNAME

no bridge

mac

Network Settings

IFNAME

6

interface

Details

Details

Specify the bridge interface.

This command can be set only if the interface name is br<09>.

Specify the interface name of the bridge to delete the bridge
setting.
Setting

BRIDGE IFNAME

Details

Specify the bridge interface.

Set the MAC address of the bridge.
Setting

Details

MAC-IFNAME

Specify the interface name and assign the MAC
address of this interface.

auto

MAC-ADDRESS

Assign a MAC address automatically.
Assign a voluntary MAC address

It can be set only if the interface name is br<0-9>.

This setting is refrected after rebooting this product.
no mac
pmtu
no pmtu

Delete the setting of the MAC address.

Set Path MTU (Path Maximum Transmission Unit).
Setting

Details

manual

Set MSS (Maximum Segment Size) in the range
of 536 to 1460.

auto

Set Path MTU automatically.

Delete the setting of PMTU.
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Command

Details

Specify the setting name of the mobile module.

no mobile

It can be set only if the interface name is ecm<0-9> for Edge
Gateway / IoT router, and rmnet_data0 for compact router..

Delete the mobile settings.

Set DNS of mobile settings.
Setting

mobile dns

no mobile dns

PRIORITY

no mobile route

Set DNS priority.
Set in the range of 0 to 99.
The default is 20.

Do not use the DNS of the mobile settings.

Set the route information of the mobile settings.
MOBILEROUTE-METRIC

Details

Set the metric value.
Set in the range of 0 to 255.
The default is 30.

It is only available on the interface of the rmnet_data0 of
the compact router.

Do not use the route information of the mobile settings.
Set PPPoE (IPv4).
Setting

pppoe4

Details

It is only available on the interface of the rmnet_data0 of
the compact router.

Setting

mobile route

Details

Specify the setting name of the mobile
module.
The setting name is the name set in "5.7
Setting a Mobile Line."

Network Settings

mobile

MOB-PEERNAME

6

Setting

PPP-PEERNAME

Details

Specify the setting name of PPP.
 The setting name will be a name
specified in "6.1.5 Setting PPP".

It can be set only if the interface name is ppp<0-9>.
no pppoe4
pppoe4 dns
no pppoe4 dns
pppoe4 route
no pppoe4 route

Delete the PPPoE (IPv4) setting.
Set DNS of PPPoE (IPv4).
Setting

PRIORITY

Detail

Set the priority of DNS in the range of 0 to 99.
"20" is set by default.

Do not use DNS of PPPoE (IPv4).

Set the route information of PPPoE (IPv4).
Setting

PPPOE4ROUTE-METRIC

Detail

Set the metric value in the range of 0 to 255.
"30" is set by default.

Do not use the route information of PPPoE (IPv4).
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Command

Details

Add the static IP address.
ADDRESS/PREFIX

no address

Specify the IP Address / prefix.

It can be set only if the interface name falls under the
following.
 Edge Gateway
eth0, br<0-9>
 IoT router
eth<0-1>, br<0-9>
 Compact router
eth0

Delete the static IP address.

Network Settings

address

Details

6

Setting

Set the DHCP (IPv4) client.

It can be set only if the interface name falls under the
following.

dhcp4

no dhcp4
dhcp4 dns

 Edge Gateway
eth0, lan<0-3>, br<0-9>, ecm<0-9>, tun<0-9>, tap<0-9>
 IoT router
eth<0-1>, br<0-9>, ecm<0-9>, tun<0-9>, tap<0-9>
 Compact router
eth0

dhcp4-related settings are not available on the interface of
rmnet_data0 of the compact router.

Delete the DHCP (IPv4) client.

Set DNS of the DHCP (IPv4) client.
Setting

PRIORITY

Detail

Set the priority of DNS in the range of 0 to 99.
"30" is set by default.

no dhcp4 dns

Do not use DNS of the DHCP (IPv4) client.

no dhcp4 ntp

Do not use NTP of the DHCP (IPv4) client.

dhcp4 ntp

dhcp4 mtu

no dhcp4 mtu
dhcp4 route
no dhcp4 route

Set NTP of the DHCP (IPv4) client.

Set MTU of the DHCP (IPv4) client.

Do not use MTU of the DHCP (IPv4) client.

Set the route information of the DHCP (IPv4) client.
Setting

DHCP4-ROUTEMETRIC

Detail

Set the metric value in the range of 0 to 255.
"30" is set by default.

Do not use the route information of the DHCP (IPv4) client.
Set the IP address of the gateway.
Setting

GATEWAY4ADDRESS

Details

Specify the IP Address of the gateway.

The metric value (10) is set simultaneously.

gateway4 via

It can be set only if the interface name falls under the
following.
 Edge Gateway
eth0, br<0-9>, tun<0-9>, tap<0-9>
 IoT Router
eth<0-1>, br<0-9>, tun<0-9>, tap<0-9>
 Compact Router
eth0
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Command

Details

Set the IP address of the gateway.

gateway4

no gateway4
dynamic-snat4
no dynamic-snat4
mtu

mru

Detail

Set the metric value of the gateway, in the
range of 0 to 255.

It can be set only if the interface name falls under the
following.
 Edge Gateway
eth0, br<0-9>, tun<0-9>, tap<0-9>
 IoT Router
eth<0-1>, br<0-9>, tun<0-9>, tap<0-9>
 Compact Router
eth0

Network Settings

GATEWAY4ROUTE-METRIC

6

Setting

Delete the setting of the gateway.

Set a dynamic SNAT.

Interface lan<0-3> cannot be set.

Delete dynamic SNAT settings.

Set MTU (Maximum Transmission Unit).
Set in the range of 576 to 9676. The default is 1500.

The default is 1454 only when the interface name is ppp<09>.

Set MRU (Maximum Receive Unit).
Set in the range of 576 to 9676. The default is 1454.

It can be set only if the interface name is ppp<0-9>.

Set the mode of the interface.
Setting

Details

10baseT-Full

10BASE-T Full duplex static connection

10baseT-Half
100baseT-Auto
100baseT-Half
mode

proxy-arp

no proxy-arp
optional

10BASE-T Half duplex static connection
100BASE-T Auto negotiation

100BASE-T Half duplex static connection

100baseT-Full

100BASE-T Full duplex static connection

1000baseT-Full

1000BASE-T Full duplex static connection

1000baseT-Auto

1000BASE-T Auto negotiation

It can be set only if the interface name falls under the
following.
 Edge Gateway
eth0, lan<0-3>
 IoT router
eth<0-1>
 Compact router
eth0

For the compact router, "1000baseT-Auto" and "1000baseTFull" cannot be set.

Set the proxy ARP.

Delete the proxy ARP.

Set the interface startup wait disable function when the device is
started.
This cannot be configured with the compact router.
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Details

exit

Exit the detailed configuration mode, and transit to the
configuration mode.

no optional

Delete the interface specified in [ IFNAME ].

Example 1

Changing the IP address of eth0 from DHCP client (default) to 192.168.254.254/24

Network Settings

no interface

Delete the interface startup wait disable function when the device is
started.

6

Command

amnimo(cfg)# interface eth0 
amnimo(cfg-interface-eth0)# no dhcp4 
amnimo(cfg-interface-eth0)# address 192.168.254.254/24 

Example 2

In the default setting, add eth0 as the bridge interface to br0.

amnimo(cfg)# interface eth0 
amnimo(cfg-interface-eth0)# no dhcp4  ←Disabled because the default setting of eth0 is DH
CP
amnimo(cfg-interface-eth0)# exit 
amnimo(cfg)# interface br0 
amnimo(cfg-interface-br0)# bridge eth0 
amnimo(cfg-interface-br0)# show config 
enable
bridge lan0
bridge lan1
bridge lan2
bridge lan3
bridge eth0
mac lan0
pmtu auto
address 192.168.0.254/24
mtu 1500
proxy-arp
no optional




You must enable the interface that you add to the bridge interface.
If the interface you add to the bridge interface has a DHCP setting or static IP address
setting, disable it.
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Example 3

Setting the mobile interface to ecm0, according to Example 1 of "5.7 Setting a Mobile Line".
6


mobile amnimo 
dhcp4 
enable 
show config 

Network Settings

amnimo(cfg)# interface ecm0
amnimo(cfg-interface-ecm0)#
amnimo(cfg-interface-ecm0)#
amnimo(cfg-interface-ecm0)#
amnimo(cfg-interface-ecm0)#
enable
pmtu auto
mobile amnimo
dhcp4
dhcp4 dns 30
dhcp4 ntp
dhcp4 mtu
dhcp4 route 30
mtu 1500
proxy-arp
no optional

Example 4

Setting the PPPoE interface to ppp0, according to Example of "6.1.5 Setting PPP".

amnimo(cfg)# interface ppp0
amnimo(cfg-interface-ppp0)#
amnimo(cfg-interface-ppp0)#
amnimo(cfg-interface-ppp0)#
enable
pmtu auto
pppoe4 amnimo-ppp
pppoe4 dns 20
pppoe4 route 20
mtu 1454
mru 1454
proxy-arp
no optional


pppoe4 amnimo-ppp 
enable 
show config 
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6.3

Configuring Routing

Network Settings

Displaying the routing table

To display the routing table, execute the show routing command.
Syntax

show routing

Output format
TO
TO
(Omitted)

VIA
VIA

Output items

METRIC
METRIC

INTERFACE
IFNAME

Item

Details

VIA

The gateway address is displayed.

TO

METRIC

IFNAME

6

Display the routing table and the routing settings, and configure the static routing settings.

←Header line

The destination network is displayed.
The metric value is displayed.

The interface name is displayed.

Example (Edge Gateway, IoT Router)

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.

amnimo$ show routing 
TO
VIA
default
192.168.0.1
192.168.0.0/24
0.0.0.0
192.168.1.0/24
0.0.0.0

METRIC
0
0
0

INTERFACE
eth0
eth0
br0

Example (compact router)

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.

amnimo$ show routing 
TO
VIA
0.0.0.0/0
192.168.0.1
127.0.0.0/8
0.0.0.0
c value is automatically set.
192.168.0.0/24
0.0.0.0
c value is automatically set.

METRIC
1

INTERFACE
eth0
lo
← This is not displayed when the metri
eth0

← This is not displayed when the metri
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Displaying the routing settings

To display the routing settings, execute the show config routing static command.
6

Syntax

show config routing static [STATIC-ROUTE-NAME]

Item

STATIC-ROUTE-NAME

Output format

Details

Specify the static routing name.

Network Settings

Setting item

# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- routing static STATIC-ROUTE-NAME configure ---TO-ADDRESS
VIA-ADDRESS
INTERFACE
METRIC
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit

Output items
Item

Details

TO-ADDRESS

The destination network address is displayed.

STATIC-ROUTE-NAME

The static routing name is displayed.

VIA-ADDRESS

The gateway IP address in the route is displayed.

METRIC

The metric value on the route is displayed.

INTERFACE

Example

The interface to which the route is assigned is displayed.

amnimo(cfg)# show config routing static default 
# ---- routing static default configure ---routing static default
to 0.0.0.0/0
via 192.168.0.1
metric 0
exit
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Setting the routing table

The information set here is written in the configuration file.
routing static STATIC-ROUTE-NAME
to TO-ADDRESS/PREFIX
via VIA-ADDRESS
interface IFNAME
metric METRIC
exit
no routing static STATIC-ROUTE-NAME

Commands
Command

routing static STATIC-ROUTENAME

Details

Specify the static routing name in [ STATIC-ROUTE-NAME ] and
execute the command.

If specifying the static routing name and executing the
command in configuration mode, the current mode will
transit to the detailed configuration mode of the specified
routing name.

to

Set the destination network address.

interface

Set the interface.

via

metric
exit

no routing static

Network Settings

Syntax

6

To configure routing, transit to the detailed configuration mode of static routing, and execute the
setting commands.

Set the gateway IP address in the route.
Set the metric.

Exit the detailed configuration mode, and transit to the
configuration mode.
Delete the static routing settings.

The gateway IP address and interface cannot be set at the same time.
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Example

The following shows an example of a routing setting with the environment below.
eth0

Setting details

192.168.0.254/24 (static IP)

Network Settings

Route setting via gateway 1 (192.168.0.1) as the default route
amnimo(cfg)# routing static default 
amnimo(cfg-rts-default)# to 0.0.0.0/0 
amnimo(cfg-rts-default)# via 192.168.0.1 
amnimo(cfg-rts-default)# exit 

6

Interface

Route setting to the network A (172.16.1.0/24), which is connected beyond the gateway 2 (192.16
8.0.2)
amnimo(cfg)# routing static network_a 
amnimo(cfg-rts-network_a)# to 172.16.1.0/24 
amnimo(cfg-rts-network_a)# via 192.168.0.2 
amnimo(cfg-rts-network_a)# interface eth0 
amnimo(cfg-rts-network_a)# exit 
Deleting the route setting for the network A (172.16.1.0/24)
amnimo(cfg)# no routing static network_a 
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6.4

Configuring Packet Filtering

A combination of matching conditions and policies is called a rule. If setting multiple rules, they will
be checked in ascending order of INDEX. If a rule is applied, rules with the subsequent INDEX will
not be checked. If there are no rules to be applied, the default policies will be applied.

Displaying the packet filtering settings

Network Settings

In packet filtering, the packet matching conditions and the policies for how to handle packets when
they match with each other are set for packet input, output and forward.

6

Configure the settings for packet filtering, and display the settings.

To display the packet filtering settings, execute the show config filter command.
Syntax

show config filter < input | output | forward >

Setting items
Item

Details

output

Specify this if displaying the packet filtering settings for output.

input

forward

Output format

Specify this if displaying the packet filtering settings for input.

Specify this if displaying the packet filtering settings for forward.

If displaying the packet filtering settings for input
# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- filter input configure ---filter input default-policy DEFAULT-POLICY
# ---- rule INDEX ---filter input INDEX
ENABLE
policy POLICY REJECT-CODE
(Displays the settings for the log and packet matching conditions)
exit
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit
(Omitted)
If displaying the packet filtering settings for output
# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- filter output configure ---filter output default-policy DEFAULT-POLICY
# ---- rule INDEX ---filter output rule INDEX
ENABLE
policy POLICY REJECT-CODE
(Displays the settings for the log and packet matching conditions)
exit
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit
If displaying the packet filtering settings for forward
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Network Settings

# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- filter forward configure ---filter forward default-policy DEFAULT-POLICY
# ---- rule INDEX ---filter forward rule INDEX
ENABLE
policy POLICY REJECT-CODE
(Displays the settings for the log and packet matching conditions)
exit
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit

To display the settings for the log and packet matching conditions, refer to the following
pages.
"6.6.1 Displaying the settings of the packet matching conditions"
"6.6.4 Displaying the log output settings"

Output items
Item

Details

DEFAULT-POLICY

The default policy is displayed.

ENABLE

Information when the filter is enabled/disabled, is displayed.

INDEX

The rule index number is displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

"no enable" is displayed.

Enable
POLICY

REJECT-CODE

"enable" is displayed.

The policy settings are displayed.

If specifying reject in [ POLICY ], an error response will be displayed.
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Example

Network Settings

amnimo(cfg)# show config filter forward 
# ---- filter forward configure ---filter forward default-policy accept
# ---- rule 100 ---filter forward 100
enable
policy drop
match protocol udp dst-port 137:138
exit
# ---- rule 110 ---filter forward 110
enable
policy drop
match protocol udp src-port 137:138
exit
# ---- rule 120 ---filter forward 120
enable
policy drop
match protocol tcp dst-port 137
exit
# ---- rule 130 ---filter forward 130
enable
policy drop
match protocol tcp src-port 137
exit
# ---- rule 140 ---filter forward 140
enable
policy drop
match protocol tcp dst-port 139
exit
# ---- rule 150 ---filter forward 150
enable
policy drop
match protocol tcp src-port 139
exit
# ---- rule 160 ---filter forward 160
enable
policy drop
match protocol tcp dst-port 445
exit
# ---- rule 170 ---filter forward 170
enable
policy drop
match protocol tcp src-port 445
exit

6

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.
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Setting the default policy for packet filtering

Syntax

Setting items
Item

Details

output

Specify this when setting the default policy for output.

accept

Receive packets.

input

forward
drop

Example

Specify this when setting the default policy for input.

Network Settings

filter < input | output | forward > default-policy < accept | drop >

6

To set the default policy, specify either input, output or forward for the filter command and execute
it.

Specify this when setting the default policy for forward.
Discard packets. No error response is sent.

amnimo(cfg)# filter input default-policy accept 
policy for input.

←Sets accept to the default
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Setting packet filtering rules

Syntax

Commands
Command

filter input INDEX
filter output INDEX
filter forward INDEX

enable

no enable

Network Settings

filter <input | output | forward> INDEX
enable
no enable
policy < accept |
drop |
reject [icmp-net-unreachable |
icmp-port-unreachable |
icmp-host-unreachable |
icmp-proto-unreachable |
icmp-net-prohibited |
icmp-host-prohibited |
icmp-admin-prohibited] >
match … (The command defined for the packet matching condition setting control can be issued
here.)
log …
(The command defined for the log output settings can be issued here.)
exit
no filter <input | output | forward> INDEX

6

To set packet filtering rules, transit to the detailed configuration mode of rules, and execute the
setting commands. The information set here is written in the configuration file.

Details

Specify either input, output or forward as the destination for adding
rules, and specify the index number of the packet filtering rule in
[ INDEX ], and execute the command.
 For the index number, specify the rule confirmation
order in the range of 1 to 1000. Though values do not
need to be sequential, they are checked in ascending
order.
 If specifying the index number of a rule and executing
the command in configuration mode, the current mode
will transit to the detailed configuration mode of the
specified rule.
Enable a rule.

Disable a rule.
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Command
policy

Details

Set the policy.

drop

Discard packets. No error response is sent.

accept
reject

Receive packets.

Reject packets. An error response is sent.

If setting reject, specify what kind of error response will be sent.
Item

Details

icmp-port-unrechable

The destination port cannot be
reached.

icmp-net-unreachable

icmp-host-unreachable
icmp-proto-unreachable
icmp-net-prohibited

icmp-host-prohibited
icmp-admin-prohibited
match
log
exit
no filter input INDEX
no filter output INDEX
no filter forward INDEX

The destination network cannot be
reached.

Network Settings

Display

6

Setting

The destination host cannot be
reached.

The protocol cannot be reached.
Transferring to the destination
network is forbidden.

Transferring to the destination host is
forbidden.
Transferring is forbidden by the
administrator.

Set the packet matching conditions.
"6.6.2 Setting the packet matching conditions"

Set the log output.
"6.6.5 Setting outputting logs"

Exit the detailed configuration mode, and transit to the
configuration mode.

Specify the index number in [ INDEX ] to delete the packet filtering
rule.

Example

amnimo(cfg)# filter input 100 
amnimo(cfg-fin-100)# policy drop 
matching condition 100
amnimo(cfg-fin-100)# exit 

←Sets drop for the policy for the packet input
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6.5

Setting NAT

Configure the settings for dynamic SNAT, static SNAT and DNAT, and display their settings.

Syntax

show config nat < dynamic-snat | static-snat | dnat >

Setting items
Item

Details

static-snat

Specify this if displaying the settings of static SNAT (static-snat).

dynamic-snat
dnat

Output format

Network Settings

To display the settings of NAT, execute the show config nat command.

6

Displaying the settings of NAT

Specify this if displaying the settings of dynamic SNAT (dynamicsnat).
Specify this if displaying the settings of DNAT (dnat).

If displaying the settings of dynamic SNAT (dynamic-snat)
# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- nat dynamic-snat configure ---# ---- rule INDEX ---nat dynamic-snat INDEX
ENABLE
OUT-INTERFACE
TO-PORT
(Displays the settings for the log and packet matching conditions)
exit
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit

If displaying the settings of static SNAT (static-snat)
# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- nat static-snat configure ---# ---- rule INDEX ---nat static-snat INDEX
ENABLE
out-interface OUT-INTERFACE
to-ip TO-IP
(Displays the settings for the log and packet matching conditions)
exit
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit
If displaying the settings of DNAT (dnat)
# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- nat dnat configure ---# ---- rule INDEX ---nat dnat INDEX
ENABLE
in-interface IN-INTERFACE
to-ip TO-IP
(Displays the settings for the log and packet matching conditions)
exit
# ---- exit configure mode ----
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exit

Item

Details

ENABLE

Information when the NAT rule is enabled/disabled, is displayed.

INDEX

The index number of the NAT setting is displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

"no enable" is displayed.

Enable

"enable" is displayed.

OUT-INTERFACE

The setting of the output interface is displayed.

TO-PORT

If to-port is set, "to-port {destination port}" will be displayed. If toport is not set, "no to-port" is not displayed.

IN-INTERFACE
TO-IP

Example

Network Settings

Output items

6

To display the settings for the log and packet matching conditions, refer to the following
pages.
"6.6.1 Displaying the settings of the packet matching conditions"
"6.6.4 Displaying the log output settings"

The setting of the input interface is displayed.
The destination IP address is displayed.

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.
If displaying the settings of dynamic SNAT (dynamic-snat)
amnimo# show config nat dynamic-snat 
# ---- transition to configure mode. ---configure
# ---- nat dynamic-snat configure ---# ---- rule 100 ---nat dynamic-snat 100
enable
exit
# ---- exit configure mode. ---exit
If displaying the settings of static SNAT (static-snat)
amnimo# show config nat static-snat 
# ---- transition to configure mode. ---configure
# ---- nat static-snat configure ---# ---- rule 100 ---nat static-snat 100
enable
out-interface eth0
to-ip 234.192.0.10
exit
# ---- exit configure mode. ---exit
If displaying the settings of DNAT (dnat)
amnimo# show config nat dnat 
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# ---- transition to configure mode. ---configure
# ---- nat dnat configure ---# ---- rule 100 ---nat dnat 100
enable
in-interface eth0
to-ip 234.192.0.10
exit
# ---- exit configure mode. ---exit

Network Settings

Setting dynamic SNAT

To set dynamic SNAT, transit to the detailed configuration mode, and execute the setting commands.
The information set here is written in the configuration file.
Syntax

nat dynamic-snat INDEX
enable
no enable
out-interface [not] IFNAME
to-port PORT[-PORT]
no to-port
match … (The command defined for the packet matching condition setting control can be issued
here.)
log …
(The command defined for the log output settings can be issued here.)
exit
no nat dynamic-snat INDEX

Commands
Command

nat dynamic-snat

enable

no enable

out-interface

Details

Specify the index number of the dynamic SNAT rule in [ INDEX ], and
execute the command.
 For the index number, specify the rule confirmation
order in the range of 1 to 1000. Though values do not
need to be sequential, they are checked in ascending
order.
 If specifying the index number of a rule and executing
the command in configuration mode, the current mode
will transit to the detailed configuration mode of the
specified rule.
Enable a rule.

Disable a rule.

Specify the transmission source interface to which dynamic SNAT
applies.
Setting

Display

IFNAME

Specify the transmission source interface.

not

Reverse the condition specified below.
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Command
to-port

Details

Setting

Specify the port range of the conversion
destination.

no to-port

Delete the setting of the conversion destination port.

log

Set the log output.
"6.6.5 Setting outputting logs"

match

exit
no nat dynamic-snat

Example 1

Set the packet matching conditions.
"6.6.2 Setting the packet matching conditions"

Network Settings

PORT[-PORT]

Display

6

Specify the conversion destination port of dynamic SNAT (optional
settings).

Exit the detailed configuration mode, and transit to the
configuration mode.
Delete the dynamic SNAT rule of the specified INDEX.

The following shows an example of overwriting the source address 192.168.0.x of a packet sent from
a device with the IP address 192.168.0.x/24 with an IP address obtained dynamically by DHCP of
eth0 and sending it to the eth0 side.
Interface

IP address

br0

192.168.0.1/24

eth0

(DHCP client)

amnimo(cfg)# nat dynamic-snat 101 
← Specifies a rule number.
amnimo(cfg-dsnat-101)# out-interface eth0 
← Specifies a transmission interface.
amnimo(cfg-dsnat-101)# match src-ip 192.168.0.0/24  ← Specifies a transmission source n
etwork address.
amnimo(cfg-dsnat-101)# enable 
amnimo(cfg-dsnat-101)# exit 

Example 2

The following example shows how to configure a dynamic-snat rule that converts a source IP
address to an IP address configured on the interface (eth0) with regard to packets sent from a source
(network address: 192.168.0.0/24) to a destination (network address: 172.16.0.0/24).
amnimo(cfg)# nat dynamic-snat 102 
← Specifies a rule number.
amnimo(cfg-dsnat-102)# out-interface eth0 
← Specifies a transmission interfac
e.
amnimo(cfg-dsnat-102)# match src-ip 192.168.0.0/24  ← Specifies a transmission source n
etwork address.
amnimo(cfg-dsnat-102)# match dst-ip 172.16.0.0/16 
← Specifies a transmission destinati
on network address.
amnimo(cfg-dsnat-102)# enable 
amnimo(cfg-dsnat-102)# exit 
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▌ "dynamic-snat4" setting of the interface function
Example

amnimo(cfg)# interface eth0
eth0.
amnimo(cfg-interface-eth0)# dynamic-snat4 
amnimo(cfg-interface-eth0)# exit 

← Specifies the transmission interface

Network Settings

The following shows an example where, if there is an interface configured with a static IP that is
connected to something other than eth0 (Ex: br0 is set as 192.168.0.254/24), packets coming from
the network are subject to SNAT and are converted to the eth0 IP address.

6

By enabling the dynamic-snat4 function in the "6.2.3 Setting the interface to save the setting
information" setting, you can easily set dynamic SNAT.

← Specifies dynamic SNAT.
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Setting static SNAT

To set static SNAT, transit to the detailed configuration mode, and execute the setting commands.

nat static-snat INDEX
enable
no enable
out-interface [not] IFNAME
to-ip ADDRESS[-ADDRESS][:PORT[-PORT]]
match … (The command defined for the packet matching condition setting control can be issued
here.)
log …
(The command defined for the log output settings can be issued here.)
exit
no nat static-snat INDEX

Commands
Command

Details

enable

Enable a rule.

nat static-snat INDEX

no enable

out-interface

Specify the index number of the static SNAT rule in [ INDEX ], and
execute the command.
 For the index number, specify the rule confirmation
order in the range of 1 to 1000. Though values do not
need to be sequential, they are checked in ascending
order.
 If specifying the index number of a rule and executing
the command in configuration mode, the current mode
will transit to the detailed configuration mode of the
specified rule.
Disable a rule.

Specify the transmission source interface to which static SNAT
applies.
Setting

Display

IFNAME

Specify the transmission source
interface.

not
to-ip

match
log
exit
no nat dynamic-snat

Network Settings

Syntax

6

The information set here is written in the configuration file.

Reverse the condition specified below.

Specify the conversion IP address and the port for static SNAT.
Setting

ADDRESS[ADDRESS][:PORT[PORT]]

Display

Specify the IP address range and the
port number range of the conversion
destination.

Set the packet matching conditions.
"6.6.2 Setting the packet matching conditions"

Set the log output.
"6.6.5 Setting outputting logs"

Exit the detailed configuration mode, and transit to the
configuration mode.
Delete the static SNAT rule of the specified INDEX.
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Example

IP address

br0

192.168.0.1/24

eth0

10.0.0.1/24

amnimo(cfg)# nat static-snat 100 
amnimo(cfg-ssnat-100)# out-interface eth0 
amnimo(cfg-ssnat-100)# to-ip 10.0.0.1 
amnimo(cfg-ssnat-100)# match src-ip 192.168.0.0/24 
amnimo(cfg-ssnat-100)# enable 
amnimo(cfg-ssnat-100)# exit 

← Specifies a rule number.

Network Settings

Interface

6

The following shows an example of overwriting the transmission source address 192.168.0.x of a
packet sent from a device with the IP address 192.168.0.x/24 with the IP address of eth0 10.0.01 and
sending it to the eth0 side.
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Setting DNAT

To set DNAT, transit to the detailed configuration mode, and execute the setting commands.

nat dnat INDEX
enable
no enable
in-interface [not] IFNAME
to-ip ADDRESS[-ADDRESS][:PORT[-PORT]]
match … (The command defined for the packet matching condition setting control can be issued
here.)
log …
(The command defined for the log output settings can be issued here.)
exit
no nat dnat INDEX

Commands
Command

Details

enable

Enable a rule.

nat dnat

no enable

in-interface

Specify the index number of the DNAT rule in [ INDEX ], and execute
the command.
 For the index number, specify the rule confirmation
order in the range of 1 to 1000. Though values do not
need to be sequential, they are checked in ascending
order.
 If specifying the index number of a rule and executing
the command in configuration mode, the current mode
will transit to the detailed configuration mode of the
specified rule.
Disable a rule.

Specify the transmission source interface to which DNAT applies.
Setting

Display

IFNAME

Specify the transmission source
interface.

not
to-ip

match
log
exit
no nat dnat

Network Settings

Syntax

6

The information set here is written in the configuration file.

Reverse the condition specified below.

Specify the conversion destination IP address and the port of DNAT.
Setting

ADDRESS[ADDRESS][:PORT[PORT]]

Display

Specify the IP address range and the
port number range of the conversion
destination.

Set the packet matching conditions.
 "6.6.2 Setting the packet matching conditions"
Set the log output.
 "6.6.5 Setting outputting logs"

Exit the detailed configuration mode, and transit to the
configuration mode.
Deletes the DNAT rule of the specified INDEX.
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Example

101 
in-interface eth0 
to-ip 192.168.0.200:80 

← Specifies a rule number.
← Specifies a reception interface.
← Specifies a destination IP address a

match protocol tcp dst-port 11080 

← Specifies a packet matchin

Network Settings

amnimo(cfg)# nat dnat
amnimo(cfg-dnat-101)#
amnimo(cfg-dnat-101)#
nd port.
amnimo(cfg-dnat-101)#
g condition.
amnimo(cfg-dnat-101)#
amnimo(cfg-dnat-101)#

6

The following example shows how to transfer packets received on port 10080 of eth0 to port 80 of
192.168.0.200 of the connected devices of a private network under br0.

enable 
exit
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6.6

Configuring the Common Settings for Packet Filtering and NAT

The following shows the items displayed as the settings of the packet matching conditions.
Output format

SRC-IP
DST-IP
IN-IFNAME
OUT-IFNAME
MAC-ADDRESS
PKT-TYPE
ICMP
TCP-SRC-PORT
TCP-DST-PORT
TCP-FLAG
UDP-SRC-PORT
UDP-DST-PORT
AH-SPI
ESP-SPI
PROTOCOL-NUMBER
CONNTRACK-STATE
CONNTRACK-PROTO
CONNTRACK-ORIGSRC-IP
CONNTRACK-ORIGDST-IP
CONNTRACK-ORIGDST-IP
CONNTRACK-ORIGDST-IP
CONNTRACK-ORIGSRC-PORT
CONNTRACK-ORIGDST-PORT
CONNTRACK-REPLSRC-PORT
CONNTRACK-REPLDST-PORT
CONNTRACK-STATUS
CONNTRACK-DIRECTION
HASHLIMIT-UPTO
HASHLIMIT-ABOVE
HASHLIMIT-BURST
HASHLIMIT-MODE
HASHLIMIT-SRC-MASK
HASHLIMIT-DST-MASK
LIMIT-RATE
LIMIT-BURST

Output items
Item

Details

DST-IP

The transmission destination IP address is displayed.

SRC-IP

IN-IFNAME

OUT-IFNAME

MAC-ADDRESS
PKT-TYPE

Network Settings

Displaying the settings of the packet matching conditions

6

Packet filtering and NAT have the common setting items of the log and packet matching conditions.

The transmission source IP address is displayed.
The input interface name is displayed.

The output interface name is displayed.
The MAC address is displayed.
The packet type is displayed.
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TCP-SRC-PORT

If "match protocol tcp src-ip" is set, "match protocol tcp src-ip
{transmission source IP address of TCP packet}" will be displayed.
If "match protocol tcp src-ip" is not set (runtime of "no match
protocol tcp src-ip"), it will not be displayed.

ICMP

TCP-DST-PORT

TCP-FLAG

UDP-SRC-PORT

UDP-DST-PORT

AH-SPI

ESP-SPI

PROTOCOL-NUMBER

CONNTRACK-STATE

CONNTRACK-PROTO

CONNTRACK-ORIGSRC-IP

If "match protocol icmp" is set, "match protocol icmp {response
error}" will be displayed.
If "match protocol icmp" is not set (runtime of "no match protocol
icmp"), it will not be displayed.

If "match protocol tcp dst-ip" is set, "match protocol tcp dst-ip
{transmission destination IP address of TCP packet}" will be
displayed.
If "match protocol tcp dst-ip" is not set (runtime of "no match
protocol tcp dst-ip"), it will not be displayed.

Network Settings

Details

6

Item

If "match protocol tcp flags" is set, "match protocol tcp flags
{confirmation target flags of TCP packet} {among the confirmation
target flags, those that have been set}" will be displayed.
If "match protocol tcp flags" is not set (runtime of "no match
protocol tcp flags"), it will not be displayed.
If "match protocol udp src-ip" is set, "match protocol udp src-ip
{transmission source IP address of UDP packet}" will be displayed.
If "match protocol udp src-ip" is not set (runtime of "no match
protocol udp src-ip"), it will not be displayed.
If "match protocol udp dst-ip" is set, "match protocol udp dst-ip
{transmission destination IP address of UDP packet}" will be
displayed.
If "match protocol udp dst-ip" is not set (runtime of "no match
protocol udp dst-ip"), it will not be displayed.

If "match protocol ah" is set, "match protocol ah {SPI field value}"
will be displayed.
If "match protocol ah" is not set (runtime of "no match protocol
ah"), it will not be displayed.

If "match protocol esp" is set, "match protocol esp {SPI field value}"
will be displayed.
If "match protocol esp" is not set (runtime of "no match protocol
esp"), it will not be displayed.
If "match protocol" is set, "match protocol {protocol number}" will
be displayed.
If "match protocol" is not set (runtime of "no match protocol"), it
will not be displayed.
If "match conntrack state" is set, "match conntrack state
{connection state}" will be displayed.
If "match conntrack state" is not set (runtime of "no match
conntrack state"), it will not be displayed.

If "match conntrack proto" is set, "match conntrack proto {protocol
number}" will be displayed.
If "match conntrack proto" is not set (runtime of "no match
conntrack proto"), it will not be displayed.

If "match conntrack origsrc-ip" is set, "match conntrack origsrc-ip
{transmission source IP address of outgoing packet}" will be
displayed.
If "match conntrack origsrc-ip" is not set (runtime of "no match
conntrack origsrc-ip"), it will not be displayed.
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Item

CONNTRACK-ORIGDST-IP

CONNTRACK-ORIGSRC-PORT

CONNTRACK-ORIGDST-PORT

CONNTRACK-REPLSRC-PORT

CONNTRACK-REPLDST-PORT

CONNTRACK-STATUS

CONNTRACK-DIRECTION

HASHLIMIT-UPTO

HASHLIMIT-ABOVE

HASHLIMIT-BURST

If "match conntrack replsrc-ip" is set, "match conntrack replsrc-ip
{transmission source IP address of response packet}" will be
displayed.
If "match conntrack replsrc-ip" is not set (runtime of "no match
conntrack replsrc-ip"), it will not be displayed.

If "match conntrack repldst-ip" is set, "match conntrack repldst-ip
{transmission destination IP address of response packet}" will be
displayed.
If "match conntrack repldst-ip" is not set (runtime of "no match
conntrack repldst-ip"), it will not be displayed.

Network Settings

CONNTRACK－REPLDST -IP

If "match conntrack origdst-ip" is set, "match conntrack origdst-ip
{transmission destination IP address of outgoing packet}" will be
displayed.
If "match conntrack origdst-ip" is not set (runtime of "no match
conntrack origdst-ip"), it will not be displayed.

6

CONNTRACK－REPLSRC-IP

Details

If "match conntrack origsrc-port" is set, "match conntrack origsrcport {transmission source port of outgoing packet}" will be
displayed.
If "match conntrack origsrc-port" is not set (runtime of "no match
conntrack origsrc-port"), it will not be displayed.

If "match conntrack origdst-port" is set, "match conntrack origdstport {transmission destination port of outgoing packet}" will be
displayed.
If "match conntrack origdst-port" is not set (runtime of "no match
conntrack origdst-port"), it will not be displayed.
If "match conntrack replsrc-port" is set, "match conntrack replsrcport {transmission source port of response packet}" will be
displayed.
If "match conntrack replsrc-port" is not set (runtime of "no match
conntrack replsrc-port"), it will not be displayed.

If "match conntrack repldst-port" is set, "match conntrack repldstport {transmission destination port of response packet}" will be
displayed.
If "match conntrack repldst-port" is not set (runtime of "no match
conntrack repldst-port"), it will not be displayed.
If "match conntrack status" is set, "match conntrack status
{connection status}" will be displayed.
If "match conntrack status" is not set (runtime of "no match
conntrack status"), it will not be displayed.

If "match conntrack direction" is set, "match conntrack direction
{connection packet direction}" will be displayed.
If "match conntrack direction" is not set (runtime of "no match
conntrack direction"), it will not be displayed.

If "match hashlimit upto" is set, "match hashlimit upto {specified
time}" will be displayed.
If "match hashlimit upto" is not set (runtime of "no match hashlimit
upto"), it will not be displayed.

If "match hashlimit above" is set, "match hashlimit above { specified
time}" will be displayed.
If "match hashlimit above" is not set (runtime of "no match
hashlimit above"), it will not be displayed.
If "match hashlimit burst" is set, "match hashlimit burst {number of
packets that can be consecutively matched}" will be displayed.
If "match hashlimit burst" is not set (runtime of "no match hashlimit
burst"), it will not be displayed.
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HASHLIMIT-SRC-MASK

If "match hashlimit src-mask" is set, "match hashlimit src-mask" (If
srcip is specified for [ HASHLIMIT-MODE ], address prefixes to be
grouped by transmission source IP address) will be displayed.
If "match hashlimit src-mask" is not set (runtime of "no match
hashlimit src-mask"), they will not be displayed.

HASHLIMIT-MODE

HASHLIMIT-DST-MASK

LIMIT-RATE

LIMIT-BURST

If "match hashlimit mode" is set, "match hashlimit mode {target of
hashlimit mode}" will be displayed.
If "match hashlimit mode" is not set (runtime of "no match
hashlimit mode"), it will not be displayed.

If "match hashlimit dst-mask" is set, "match hashlimit dst-mask" (If
dstip is specified for [ HASHLIMIT-MODE ], address prefixes to be
grouped by transmission destination IP address) will be displayed.
If "match hashlimit dst-mask" is not set (runtime of "no match
hashlimit dst-mask"), they will not be displayed.

Network Settings

Details

6

Item

If "match limit rate" is set, "match limit rate {number of packets
within the specified time}" will be displayed.
If "match limit rate" is not set (runtime of "no match limit rate"), it
will not be displayed.

If "match limit burst" is set, "match limit burst {number of packets
that can be consecutively matched}" will be displayed.
If "match limit burst" is not set (runtime of "no match limit burst"), it
will not be displayed.

 For execution examples, refer to "6.4.1 Displaying the packet filtering settings".
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Setting the packet matching conditions

This subsection explains the setting commands for the packet matching conditions.

Network Settings

match src-ip [not] ADDRESS[/PREFIX]
no match src-ip
match dst-ip [not] ADDRESS[/PREFIX]
no match dst-ip
match in-interface [not] IFNAME
no match in-interface
match out-interface [not] IFNAME
no match out-interface
match mac [not] MAC-ADDRESS
no match mac
match pkt-type < unicast | broadcast | multicast >
no match pkt-type
match protocol icmp < any |
destination-unreachable |
network-unreachable |
host-unreachable |
protocol-unreachable |
port-unreachable |
fragmentation-needed |
source-route-failed |
network-unknown |
host-unknown |
network-prohibited |
host-prohibited |
TOS-network-unreachable |
TOS-host-unreachable |
communication-prohibited |
host-precedence-violation |
precedence-cutoff |
source-quench |
redirect |
network-redirect |
host-redirect |
TOS-network-redirect |
TOS-host-redirect |
echo-request |
echo-reply |
router-advertisement |
router-solicitation |
time-exceeded |
ttl-exceeded |
ttl-zero-during-transit |
ttl-zero-during-reassembly |
parameter-problem |
ip-header-bad |
required-option-missing |
timestamp-request |
timestamp-reply |
address-mask-request |
address-mask-reply >
no match protocol icmp
match protocol tcp src-port [not] PORT
match protocol tcp dst-port [not] PORT
match protocol tcp flags [not] < syn,ack,fin,rst,urg,psh,all,none > < syn,ack,fin,rst,
urg,psh,all,none >

6

Syntax

158

6
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no match protocol tcp src-port
no match protocol tcp dst-port
no match protocol tcp flags
no match protocol tcp
match protocol udp src-port [not] PORT
match protocol udp dst-port [not] PORT
no match protocol udp src-port
no match protocol udp dst-port
no match protocol udp
match protocol ah SPI[-SPI]
no match protocol ah
match protocol esp SPI[-SPI]
no match protocol esp
match protocol NUMBER
no match protocol NUMBER
match conntrack state [not] < invalid,new,established,related,untracked,snat,dnat >
match conntrack proto [not] NUMBER
match conntrack origsrc-ip [not] ADDRESS[/PREFIX]
match conntrack origdst-ip [not] ADDRESS[/PREFIX]
match conntrack replsrc-ip [not] ADDRESS[/PREFIX]
match conntrack repldst-ip [not] ADDRESS[/PREFIX]
match conntrack origsrc-port [not] PORT
match conntrack origdst-port [not] PORT
match conntrack replsrc-port [not] PORT
match conntrack repldst-port [not] PORT
match conntrack status [not] < none,expected,seen_reply,assured,confirmed >
match conntrack direction < original | reply >
no match conntrack state
no match conntrack proto
no match conntrack origsrc-ip
no match conntrack origdst-ip
no match conntrack replsrc-ip
no match conntrack repldst-ip
no match conntrack origsrc-port
no match conntrack origdst-port
no match conntrack replsrc-port
no match conntrack repldst-port
no match conntrack status
no match conntrack direction
no match conntrack
match hashlimit upto NUMBER< /second | /minute | /hour | /day >
match hashlimit above NUMBER< /second | /minute | /hour | /day >
match hashlimit burst NUMBER
match hashlimit mode < srcip | srcport | dstip | dstport >
match hashlimit src-mask PREFIX
match hashlimit dst-mask PREFIX
no match hashlimit upto
no match hashlimit above
no match hashlimit burst
no match hashlimit mode
no match hashlimit src-mask
no match hashlimit dst-mask
no match hashlimit
match limit rate NUMBER< /second | /minute | /hour | /day >
match limit burst NUMBER
no match limit rate
no match limit burst
no match limit
no match
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Commands
Command

The transmission source address matches the packet of
ADDRESS/PREFIX.
Details

ADDRESS

Specify the transmission source IP address.

not
match dst-ip

PREFIX

Setting

Details

ADDRESS

Specify the transmission destination IP
address.

PREFIX

Specify the prefix length.

Setting

Details

IFNAME

Specify an input interface name.

Reverse the condition specified below.
Configurable interface names vary
depending on the product.

 Edge Gateway
eth0, lan<0-3>, br<0-9>, ecm0,
ppp<0-9>, tun<0-9>, tap<0-9>
 IoT router
eth<0-1>, br<0-9>, ecm0, ppp<0-9>,
tun<0-9>, tap<0-9>

The output interface matches the packet of IFNAME.
Setting

Details

IFNAME

Specify an output interface name.

not

match mac

Reverse the condition specified below.

The input interface matches the packet of IFNAME.
not

match out-interface

Specify the prefix length.

The transmission destination address matches the packet of
ADDRESS/PREFIX.
not

match in-interface

Reverse the condition specified below.

Network Settings

Setting

6

match src-ip

Details

Reverse the condition specified below.
Configurable interface names vary
depending on the product.

 Edge Gateway
eth0, lan<0-3>, br<0-9>, ecm0,
ppp<0-9>, tun<0-9>, tap<0-9>
 IoT router
eth<0-1>, br<0-9>, ecm0, ppp<0-9>,
tun<0-9>, tap<0-9>

The MAC address matches the packet of MAC-ADDRESS.
Setting

Details

MAC-ADDRESS

Specify the MAC address in the following
format.
xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx

not

Reverse the condition specified below.
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Command

match pkt-type

Details

Match the specified packet type.

broadcast

Match broadcast.

unicast
match protocol icmp

match protocol tcp src-port

multicast

Match multicast.

Match the packet whose ICMP message type is the following.
Setting

any
destination-unreachable
network-unreachable
host-unreachable
protocol-unreachable
port-unreachable
fragmentation-needed
source-route-failed
network-unknown
host-unknown
network-prohibited
host-prohibited
TOS-network-unreachable
TOS-host-unreachable
communication-prohibited
host-precedence-violation
precedence-cutoff
source-quench
redirect
network-redirect
host-redirect
TOS-network-redirect
TOS-host-redirect
echo-request
echo-reply
router-advertisement
router-solicitation
time-exceeded
ttl-exceeded
ttl-zero-during-transit
ttl-zero-during-reassembly
parameter-problem
ip-header-bad
required-option-missing
timestamp-request
timestamp-reply
address-mask-request
address-mask-reply

Details

Specify the ICMP message type.
For details on message types,
refer to RFC 792.

The transmission source port matches the TCP packet of PORT.
Setting

Details

PORT

Specify the port number.

not
match protocol tcp dst-port

Match unicast.

Network Settings

Details

6

Setting

Reverse the condition specified below.

The transmission destination port matches the TCP packet of PORT.
Setting

Details

PORT

Specify the port number.

not

Reverse the condition specified below.
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Command

match tcp protocol flags

Details

Match the TCP packet that satisfies the following flags.

MASK

Specify a flag to confirm from sync, ack, fi, rst,
urg, psh, all or none.
If specifying multiple flags, separate them
with commas (,).

not

COMP
match protocol udp src-port

Setting

Details

PORT

Specify the port number.

Setting

Details

PORT

Specify the port number.

Setting

Details

SPI

Specify the SPI field value.

Reverse the condition specified below.

Match if the SPI field of the ESP packet is SPI.
Setting

Details

SPI

Specify the SPI field value.

Setting

Details

not
match protocol NUMBER

Reverse the condition specified below.

Match if the SPI field of the AH packet is SPI.
not

match protocol esp

Reverse the condition specified below.

The transmission destination port matches the UDP packet of
PORT.
not

match protocol ah

Among the flags specified for MASK, specify a
flag that should be 1.
sync, ack, fi, rst, urg, psh, all, none

The transmission source port matches the UDP packet of PORT.
not

match protocol udp dst-port

Reverse the condition specified below.

Network Settings

Details

6

Setting

Reverse the condition specified below.

The protocol number matches the packet of NUMBER.
NUMBER

Specify the protocol number.
For the protocol number, refer to the
following web page.
https://www.iana.org/assignments/protocolnumbers/protocol-numbers.xhtml
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Command

match conntrack state

Details

Match the state of connection.

new

This is a packet that started a new connection.

not

established
related
snat

dnat

match conntrack proto

This is a packet that started a new connection
but is associated with the existing connection.
This is a state in which the transmission
source address of the packet differs from the
transmission destination IP address of the
response packet.
This is a state in which the transmission
destination IP address of the packet differs
from the transmission source address of the
response packet.

Setting

Details

NUMBER

Specify the L4 protocol number.

Reverse the condition specified below.

Match the transmission source IP address (origsrc-ip) of the
specified outgoing packet, the transmission destination IP address
(origdst-ip) of the outgoing packet, the transmission source IP
address (replsrc-ip) of the response packet, and the transmission
destination IP address (repldst-port) of the response packet.
Setting

Details

ADDRESS

Specify the IP address.

not
match conntrack origsrc-port
match conntrack origdst-port
match conntrack replsrc-port
match conntrack repldst-port

This is a packet on the connection that
confirmed a bidirectional packet.

Match the protocol of the packet.
not

match conntrack origsrc-ip
match conntrack origdst-ip
match conntrack replsrc-ip
match conntrack repldst-ip

Reverse the condition specified below.

Network Settings

Details

6

Setting

PREFIX

Reverse the condition specified below.

Specify the prefix length.

Match the transmission source IP port (origsrc-port) of the specified
outgoing packet, the transmission destination IP port (origdst-port)
of the outgoing packet, the transmission source IP port (replsrcport) of the response packet, and the transmission destination IP
port (replsrc-port) of the response packet.
Setting

Details

PORT

Specify the port number.

not

Reverse the condition specified below.
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Command

match conntrack status

Details

Match the connection status.

none

This is a state that does not apply to any of
the following.

not

expected

seen_reply
assured
confirmed
match conntrack direction

This is an expected connection.

This is a state in which a bidirectional packet
has been confirmed.
This is a state in which a bidirectional packet
has been confirmed and which does not
expire.

This is a state in which a connection has been
confirmed.

Match the packet direction.
Setting

Details

reply

Match the response packet.

original
match hashlimit upto
match hashlimit above

Reverse the condition specified below.

Network Settings

Details

6

Setting

Match the outgoing packet.

Specify the upper limit for the number of packets within the
specified time.




For upto, packets up to the upper limit will match.
For above, packets exceeding the upper limit will match.

The maximum number of packets is decided by the number of
packets decided for "match hashlimit burst".
Setting

match hashlimit burst

NUMBER/second
NUMBER/minute
NUMBER/hour
NUMBER/day

Specify the upper limit for the number of
packets within the specified time.

Specify the initial value for the number of packets that can be
matched.
This number of packets is decremented for each packet, and when
it reaches 0, it will not match the subsequent packets. The number
of packets is incremented at each time interval specified for "match
limit rate".
However, the upper limit of the increment is the number of packets
specified here.
Setting

NUMBER
match hashlimit mode

Details

Details

Specify the maximum number of packets that
can be matched within the specified time.

The limit set for match hashlimit is applied in the units specified
below.
Setting

Details

dstip

Specify the transmission destination IP
address.

srcip

srcport

dstport

Specify the transmission source IP address.
Specify the transmission source port number.
Specify the transmission destination port
number.
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match hashlimit dst-mask

If specifying dstip for [ HASHLIMIT-MODE ], specify address prefixes
to be grouped by transmission destination IP address in the range
of 0 to 32.

match hashlimit src-mask

match limit rate

If specifying srcip for [ HASHLIMIT-MODE ], specify address prefixes
to be grouped by transmission source IP address in the range of 0 to
32.

Set the average number of packets that can be matched within the
specified time.
If there is a vacancy in the number of packets specified for "match
limit burst", packets will match. If there is no vacancy, they will not
match.
Setting

NUMBER/second
NUMBER/minute
NUMBER/hour
NUMBER/day

match limit burst

Details

Specify the average number of packets that
can be matched within the specified time.

Set the initial value for the number of packets that can be matched.
This number of packets is decremented for each packet, and when
it reaches 0, it will not match the subsequent packets. The number
of packets is incremented at each time interval specified for "match
limit rate".
However, the upper limit of the increment is the number of packets
specified here.
Setting

NUMBER

Example
amnimo(cfg-fin-100)#
amnimo(cfg-fin-100)#
amnimo(cfg-fin-100)#
amnimo(cfg-fin-100)#
amnimo(cfg-fin-100)#
amnimo(cfg-fin-100)#
amnimo(cfg-fin-100)#
amnimo(cfg-fin-100)#
amnimo(cfg-fin-100)#
amnimo(cfg-fin-100)#
amnimo(cfg-fin-100)#
amnimo(cfg-fin-100)#

Network Settings

Details

6

Command

match
match
match
match
match
match
match
match
match
match
match
match

Details

Specify the maximum number of packets that
can be matched within the specified time.

src-ip 234.192.0.1/24 
dst-ip 234.192.0.1/24 
in-interface eth0 
mac 00:00:5E:00:53:FF 
pkt-type multicast 
protocol icmp destination-unreachable 
protocol tcp dst-port 80 
protocol tcp flags all syn,ack 
protocol udp src-port 5353 
protocol ah 500 
protocol esp 500 
protocol 51 

Deleting the packet matching conditions

This subsection explains the command for deleting the packet matching conditions.
Syntax

no match

Example
amnimo(cfg-fin-100) # no match 
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Displaying the log output settings

The following shows an item displayed as the log output settings.
6

Output format
LOG

Item
LOG

Output example

Details

If log is set, "log {log level} {prefix}" will be displayed.
If log is not set (runtime of "no log"), it will not be displayed.

Network Settings

Output item

log informational

Setting outputting logs

This subsection explains the setting commands for outputting logs.
Syntax

log LEVEL [PREFIX]

Commands
Command
log

Details

Configure the settings for outputting logs.
Setting

Details

PREFIX

Specify a character string to be added to the
beginning of a log.

LEVEL

no log

Example

Specify either of the following.
Emergencies, alerts, criticals, errors, warnings,
notifications, informational, debugging

Logs are not output.

log notifications prefix 
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6.7

Setting IPsec

Displaying the IPsec status

To display the IPsec status, add the status or xfrm option to the show ipsec command and execute
it.

Network Settings

The compact router does not support this feature. (It will be supported in the next version)

6

Display the status and settings of IPsec, manually connect and disconnect IPsec, and configure the
settings for IPsec.

Syntax

show ipsec status [SA-NAME]
show ipsec xfrm state
show ipsec xfrm policy

Setting items
Item

status
xfrm

Details

Specify this if displaying the IPsec status.

If SA-NAME is omitted, all SA status will be displayed.

If displaying the xfrm state or policy, specify either of the following
options.
Setting

Details

policy

Specify this if displaying the xfrm policy.

state

Output format

Specify this if displaying the xfrm state.

If executing the show ipsec status command
IPSEC-STATUS
If executing the show ipsec xfrm state command
IPSEC-XFRM-STATE
If executing the show ipsec xfrm policy command
IPSEC-XFRM-POLICY

Output items
Item

Details

IPSEC-XFRM-STATE

The xfrm state is displayed. Information of the protocol and SPI
used for communication is displayed.

IPSEC-STATUS

IPSEC-XFRM-POLICY

The IPsec status is displayed.

The xfrm policy is displayed. States used for each communication
are displayed.
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Example

Network Settings

amnimo$ show ipsec status 
Status of IKE charon daemon (weakSwan 5.6.2, Linux 4.19.93-02926-g51250a0eff3c, aarch6
4):
uptime: 14 seconds, since Feb 28 06:34:04 2020
malloc: sbrk 2572288, mmap 0, used 639760, free 1932528
worker threads: 11 of 16 idle, 5/0/0/0 working, job queue: 0/0/0/0, scheduled: 5
loaded plugins: charon aes rc2 sha2 sha1 md4 md5 mgf1 random nonce x509 revocation co
nstraints pubkey pkcs1 pkcs7 pkcs8 pkcs12 pgp dnskey sshkey pem openssl fips-prf gmp ag
ent xcbc hmac gcm attr kernel-netlink resolve socket-default connmark stroke updown ea
p-mschapv2 xauth-generic counters
Listening IP addresses:
172.16.1.13
192.168.1.254
Connections:
sa01: 192.168.1.254...192.168.1.10 IKEv1, dpddelay=5s
sa01: local: [test2.test2.test2] uses pre-shared key authentication
sa01: remote: [test.test.test] uses pre-shared key authentication
sa01: child: 192.168.0.0/24 === 192.168.10.0/24 TUNNEL, dpdaction=clear
sa02: child: 192.168.0.0/24 === 192.168.20.0/24 TUNNEL, dpdaction=clear
Security Associations (1 up, 0 connecting):
sa01[1]: ESTABLISHED 10 seconds ago, 192.168.1.254[test2.test2.test2]...192.16
8.1.10[test.test.test]
sa01[1]: IKEv1 SPIs: dce80832e5e9fe43_i c707f12f9adcf60c_r*, pre-shared key rea
uthentication in 2 hours
sa01[1]: IKE proposal: AES_CBC_128/HMAC_SHA1_96/PRF_HMAC_SHA1/MODP_2048
sa01{1}: INSTALLED, TUNNEL, reqid 1, ESP SPIs: cee4939e_i ca99e852_o
sa01{1}: AES_CBC_128/HMAC_SHA2_256_128/MODP_2048, 0 bytes_i, 0 bytes_o, rekeyi
ng in 43 minutes
sa01{1}:
192.168.0.0/24 === 192.168.10.0/24
sa02{2}: INSTALLED, TUNNEL, reqid 2, ESP SPIs: c7a43d8d_i c9545378_o
sa02{2}: AES_CBC_128/HMAC_SHA2_256_128/MODP_2048, 0 bytes_i, 0 bytes_o, rekeyi
ng in 45 minutes
sa02{2}:
192.168.0.0/24 === 192.168.20.0/24
amnimo$ show ipsec xfrm state 
src 192.168.1.254 dst 192.168.1.10
proto esp spi 0xc9545378 reqid 2 mode tunnel
replay-window 0 flag af-unspec
auth-trunc hmac(sha256) 0x27c4dbbddf858753e42d10b58501f9173fb55dd3e88a23864ee1
7c8fac3b62c1 128
enc cbc(aes) 0x1523a3ad8abe4c1a743a660c7c549c1f
anti-replay context: seq 0x0, oseq 0x0, bitmap 0x00000000
src 192.168.1.10 dst 192.168.1.254
proto esp spi 0xc7a43d8d reqid 2 mode tunnel
replay-window 32 flag af-unspec
auth-trunc hmac(sha256) 0x8f9347e1e732351f0d26bdec4024e6b2803bf77404701e97efb7
08f931d14eab 128
enc cbc(aes) 0x22eb34273c78e5b8f791200ccd6d03b8
anti-replay context: seq 0x0, oseq 0x0, bitmap 0x00000000
src 192.168.1.254 dst 192.168.1.10
proto esp spi 0xca99e852 reqid 1 mode tunnel
replay-window 0 flag af-unspec
auth-trunc hmac(sha256) 0xe6c59c4464bb741a58071b44329e6292dd41f9613d988ac05d30
3056c9e54e66 128

6

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.
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enc cbc(aes) 0xdd5c0a0654002853119cd9648d876213
anti-replay context: seq 0x0, oseq 0x0, bitmap 0x00000000
src 192.168.1.10 dst 192.168.1.254
proto esp spi 0xcee4939e reqid 1 mode tunnel
replay-window 32 flag af-unspec
auth-trunc hmac(sha256) 0x733709c60f1d312e7c5199b8057550bc5896b19ac96aeb97f7e3
c34620f96ef3 128
enc cbc(aes) 0x5201ae28eb579c9f08b06a4f511ed97e
anti-replay context: seq 0x0, oseq 0x0, bitmap 0x00000000
amnimo$ show ipsec xfrm policy 
src 192.168.0.0/24 dst 192.168.20.0/24
dir out priority 375423 ptype main
tmpl src 192.168.1.254 dst 192.168.1.10
proto esp spi 0xc9545378 reqid 2 mode tunnel
src 192.168.20.0/24 dst 192.168.0.0/24
dir fwd priority 375423 ptype main
tmpl src 192.168.1.10 dst 192.168.1.254
proto esp reqid 2 mode tunnel
src 192.168.20.0/24 dst 192.168.0.0/24
dir in priority 375423 ptype main
tmpl src 192.168.1.10 dst 192.168.1.254
proto esp reqid 2 mode tunnel
src 192.168.0.0/24 dst 192.168.10.0/24
dir out priority 375423 ptype main
tmpl src 192.168.1.254 dst 192.168.1.10
proto esp spi 0xca99e852 reqid 1 mode tunnel
src 192.168.10.0/24 dst 192.168.0.0/24
dir fwd priority 375423 ptype main
tmpl src 192.168.1.10 dst 192.168.1.254
proto esp reqid 1 mode tunnel
src 192.168.10.0/24 dst 192.168.0.0/24
dir in priority 375423 ptype main
tmpl src 192.168.1.10 dst 192.168.1.254
proto esp reqid 1 mode tunnel
src 0.0.0.0/0 dst 0.0.0.0/0
socket in priority 0 ptype main
src 0.0.0.0/0 dst 0.0.0.0/0
socket out priority 0 ptype main
src 0.0.0.0/0 dst 0.0.0.0/0
socket in priority 0 ptype main
src 0.0.0.0/0 dst 0.0.0.0/0
socket out priority 0 ptype main
src ::/0 dst ::/0
socket in priority 0 ptype main
src ::/0 dst ::/0
socket out priority 0 ptype main
src ::/0 dst ::/0
socket in priority 0 ptype main
src ::/0 dst ::/0
socket out priority 0 ptype main
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Connecting IPsec manually

To start manually connecting IPsec, execute the ipsec connect command.
6

Syntax

ipsec connect IPSEC-SA-NAME

Item

IPSEC-SA-NAME

Details

Specify the IPsec SA policy name to connect to.

By pressing the [ Tab ] key, you can complete the entry of
the IPsec SA policy name.

Example

Network Settings

Setting item

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of connecting to IPsec SA sa01 in administrator mode.

amnimo# ipsec connect sa01 

Disconnecting IPsec

To disconnect IPsec, execute the no ipsec connect command.
Syntax

no ipsec connect IPSEC-SA-NAME

Setting item
Item

IPSEC-SA-NAME

Details

Specify the IPsec SA policy name to disconnect.

Example

By pressing the [ Tab ] key, you can complete the entry of
the IPsec SA policy name.

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of disconnecting IPsec SA sa01 in administrator mode.

amnimo# no ipsec connect sa01 
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Displaying the settings of IPsec

Syntax

Setting items
Item

Details

ike

Specify the IPsec IKE setting name for [ IKE-NAME ] to display the
IPsec IKE settings.

sa

Specify the IPsec SA setting name for [ SA-NAME ] to display the
IPsec SA settings.

log-level

Output format

Specify this when displaying the log level of each function used for
IPsec.

Network Settings

show config ipsec log-level
show config ipsec ike [IKE-NAME]
show config ipsec sa [SA-NAME]

6

To display the settings of IPsec, add either the log-level, ike or sa option to the show config ipsec
command and execute it.

If IKE-NAME is omitted, all IPsec IKE settings will be
displayed.
If SA-NAME is omitted, all IPsec SA settings will be
displayed.

If executing the command by adding the log-level option
# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- ipsec log-levle configure ---ipsec loglevel
asn LOGLEVEL
cfg LOGLEVEL
chd LOGLEVEL
dmn LOGLEVEL
enc LOGLEVEL
esp LOGLEVEL
ike LOGLEVEL
imc LOGLEVEL
imv LOGLEVEL
job LOGLEVEL
knl LOGLEVEL
lib LOGLEVEL
mgr LOGLEVEL
net LOGLEVEL
pts LOGLEVEL
tls LOGLEVEL
tnc LOGLEVEL
exit
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit
If executing the command by adding the ike option
# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- ipsec ike IKE-NAME configure ---ipsec ike IKE-NAME
local address LOCAL-ADDRESS
LOCAL-IDENTIFY
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remote address REMOTE-ADDRESS
REMOTE-IDENTIFY
version IKE-VERSION
MOBIKE
AUTHENTICATION
IKE-MODE
FRAGMENTATION
retry RETRY-COUNT
IKE-TRANSFORM-RESTRICTION
IKE-TRANSFORM
lifetime IKE-LIFETIME
DPD-ACTION
dpd interval DPD-INTERVAL
dpd timeout DPD-TIMEOUT
exit
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit

Network Settings

If executing the command by adding the sa option
# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- ipsec sa SA-NAME configure ---ipsec sa SA-NAME
ENABLE
key-exchange ike USE-IKE-NAME
NEGOTIATION-MODE
REKEY
type SA-TYPE
mode SA-MODE
IPCOMP
SA-TRANSFORM-RESTRICTION
SA-TRANSFORM
lifetime SA-LIFE-TIME
LOCAL-SUBNET
REMOTE-SUBNET
exit
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit

Output items
Item

LOGLEVEL

Details

The log level setting for each function is displayed.
Display

Details

audit

Basic logs are output.

silent

control

controlmore
raw

private
IKE-NAME

Logs are not output.

Logs of the control flow are output.

Logs of the detailed control flow are output.
Logs until binary information are output.

Logs until confidential information such as
keys are output.

The setting names of IPsec IKE are displayed.
 If there is no setting, it will not be displayed.
 If there are multiple settings, all setting names will be
displayed.
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Item

LOCAL-ADDRESS

The ID setting on the local side is displayed in the following format
depending on the specified value.
Setting

Format

IPv6

local id ipv6 ADDRESS

IPv4

FQDN

UserFQDN
key id

REMOTE-ADDRESS
REMOTE-IDENTIFY

local id userfqdn USERFQDN
local id key KEYID

The address on the remote side is displayed.

The ID setting on the remote side is displayed in the following
format depending on the specified value.
Setting

Format

IPv6

remote id ipv6 ADDRESS

FQDN

UserFQDN
key id

MOBIKE

local id fqdn FQDN

If there is no setting, it will not be displayed.

IPv4

IKE-VERSION

local id ipv4 ADDRESS

remote id ipv4 ADDRESS
remote id fqdn FQDN

remote id userfqdn USERFQDN

remote id key KEYID

If there is no setting, it will not be displayed.

The version of IKE is displayed.

Information when the Mobike protocol operation is
enabled/disabled, is displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

"no mobike" is displayed.

Enable

"mobike" is displayed.

AUTHENTICATION

The setting used for authentication is displayed.

IKE-MODE

The IKE mode is displayed.

If there is no setting, it will not be displayed.

Display

Details

aggressive

Aggressive mode

main
FRAGMENTATION

Main mode

Information if fragmentation is enabled/disabled is displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

"no flagmentation" is displayed.

Enable
RETRY-COUNT

Network Settings

The address on the local side is displayed in the following format
depending on the specified value.
any
ipv4 X.X.X.X
ipv6 X:X::X:X

6

LOCAL-IDENTIFY

Details

"flagmentation" is displayed.

The setting of the retry count is displayed.
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Item

Information when the operation that limits IKE transform is
enabled/disabled, is displayed.
Display

Disable

Not displayed.

Enable
IKE-TRANSFORM

IKE-LIFETIME
DPD-ACTION

"transform restriction" is displayed.

The IKE transform settings are displayed in the following format.

transform encryption ENCRYPTION integrity INTEGRITY prf
PFS dh-group GROUP

 If there is no setting, it will not be displayed.
 If there are multiple settings, all setting names will be
displayed.

The life time of IKE is displayed.

The action when IPsec connection is closed by DPD (Dead Peer
Detection) is displayed.
Setting

Details

hold

"dpd action held" is displayed.

clear

restart
none

"dpd action clear" is displayed.
"dpd action restart" is displayed.
Not displayed.

DPD-INTERVAL

The interval of DPD is displayed.

SA-NAME

The setting names of IPsec SA are displayed.
 If there is no setting, it will not be displayed.
 If there are multiple settings, all setting names will be
displayed.

DPD-TIMEOUT

ENABLE

The timeout of DPD is displayed.

Information when the SA settings of IPsec are enabled/disabled, is
displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

"no enable" is displayed.

Enable
USE-IKE-NAME

NEGOTIATION-MODE

The connection operation of IPsec is displayed.
Setting

Details

ondemand

"negotiation-mode ondemand" is displayed.

hold

"negotiation-mode initiate" is displayed.
"negotiation-mode hold" is displayed.

Information when rekey is enabled/disabled, is displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

"no rekey" is displayed.

Enable
SA-TYPE

"enable" is displayed.

The IKE name to be used is displayed.

initiate
REKEY

Network Settings

Setting

6

IKE-TRANSFORMRESTRICTION

Details

"rekey" is displayed.

The protocol type is displayed.
Display

Details

ah

AH protocol

esp

ESP protocol
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Item

SA-MODE

Details

The communication mode is displayed.

transport

transport mode

tunnel
IPCOMP

Information when IPComp is enabled/disabled, is displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

Not displayed.

Enable
ANTI-REPLAY

Setting

Display

Disable

"no anti-replay" is displayed.

SA-LIFETIME

LOCAL-SUBNET

REMOTE-SUBNET

"anti-replay" is displayed.

Information when the operation that limits SA transform is
enabled/disabled, is displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

Not displayed.

Enable
SA-TRANSFORM

"ipcomp" is displayed.

Information when the replay defense settings are enabled/disabled.
Enable

SA-TRANSFORMRESTRICTION

tunnel mode

Network Settings

Details

6

Display

"transform restriction" is displayed.

The SA transform settings are displayed in the following format.

transform encryption ENCRYPTION integrity INTEGRITY pfs
PFS

 If there is no setting, it will not be displayed.
 If there are multiple settings, all setting names will be
displayed.

The life time of SA is displayed.

The subnets on the local side in the following format are displayed.
local subnet LOCAL-SUBNET

 If there is no setting, it will not be displayed.
 If there are multiple settings, all setting names will be
displayed.

The subnets on the remote side in the following format are
displayed.
remote subnet REMOTE-SUBNET

Example

 If there is no setting, it will not be displayed.
 If there are multiple settings, all setting names will be
displayed.

The following shows an example of connecting IPsec in administrator mode and configuration
mode.

amnimo# show config ipsec log-level 
n
# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- ipsec log-levle configure ----

←Displays the log level of each functio
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ipsec loglevel
asn contro
cfg contro
chd contro
dmn contro
enc contro
esp contro
ike contro
imc contro
imv contro
job contro
knl contro
lib contro
mgr contro
net contro
pts contro
tls contro
tnc contro
exit
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit
amnimo# show config ipsec ike ike01 
←Displays the IPsec IKE setting
# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- ipsec ike IKE-NAME configure ---ipsec ike ike01
local address 192.168.0.254
remote address 192.168.0.253
version 2
mobike
authentication pre-shard-key secret dGVzdA==
mode main
fragmentation
retry 3
transform encryption aes128 integrity sha1 prf sha1 dh-group 14
lifetime 3h
dpd interval 150s
dpd timeout 30s
exit
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit
amnimo# show config ipsec sa sa01 
←Displays the IPsec SA setting
# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- ipsec sa sa01 configure ---ipsec sa sa01
enable
key-exchange ike ike01
negotiation-mode initiate
rekey
type esp
mode tunneltransform encryption aes128 integrity sha1 pfs 14
lifetime 1h
exit
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit
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amnimo(cfg)# show config ipsec log-level 
←Displays
n
# ---- ipsec log-levle configure ---ipsec log-level
asn contro
cfg contro
chd contro
dmn contro
enc contro
esp contro
ike contro
imc contro
imv contro
job contro
knl contro
lib contro
mgr contro
net contro
pts contro
tls contro
tnc contro
exit
amnimo(cfg)# show config ipsec ike ike01 
←Displays
# ---- ipsec ike IKE-NAME configure ---ipsec ike ike01
local address 192.168.0.254
remote address 192.168.0.253
version 2
mobike
authentication pre-shard-key secret dGVzdA==
mode main
fragmentation
retry 3
transform encryption aes128 integrity sha1 prf sha1 dh-group
lifetime 3h
dpd interval 150s
dpd timeout 30s
exit
amnimo(cfg)# show config ipsec sa sa01 
←Displays
# ---- ipsec sa sa01 configure ---ipsec sa sa01
enable
key-exchange ike ike01
negotiation-mode initiate
rekey
type esp
mode tunneltransform encryption aes128 integrity sha1 pfs 14
lifetime 1h
exit

the IPsec IKE setting

14

the IPsec SA setting

If executing the show config command in detailed configuration mode of IPsec, information
similar to that of configuration mode will be displayed.
To transit to the detailed configuration mode of IPsec, add either the "log-leve", "ike" or "sa"
option to the ipsec command and execute it.
The following shows an example of displaying the IPsec setting information in each detailed
configuration mode.
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←The following is the same as config
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←The following is the same as config

6

amnimo(cfg)# ipsec log-level 
amnimo(cfg-ips-log)# show config 
asn contro
uration mode
cfg contro
(Omitted)
amnimo(cfg)# ipsec ike ike01
amnimo(cfg-ips-ike-ike01)# show config
local address 192.168.0.254
uration mode
remote address 192.168.0.253
(Omitted)
amnimo(cfg-ips-ike-ike01)# exit 
amnimo(cfg)# ipsec sa sa01 
amnimo(cfg-ips-sa-sa01)# show config 
enable
uration mode
key-exchange ike ike01
(Omitted)

←The following is the same as config
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Setting IPsec

To set IPsec, transit to the detailed configuration mode, and execute the setting commands.

▌ Setting the log level

To set the log level for each function, execute the ipsec log-level command.
Syntax

ipsec log-level
asn LOGLEVEL
cfg LOGLEVEL
chd LOGLEVEL
dmn LOGLEVEL
enc LOGLEVEL
esp LOGLEVEL
ike LOGLEVEL
imc LOGLEVEL
imv LOGLEVEL
job LOGLEVEL
knl LOGLEVEL
lib LOGLEVEL
mgr LOGLEVEL
net LOGLEVEL
pts LOGLEVEL
tls LOGLEVEL
tnc LOGLEVEL
exit

Commands
Command

ipsec log-level

asn

Details

Execute the command for setting the log level of IPsec.

If executing the command in configuration mode, the
current mode will transit to the detailed configuration
mode.

In [ LOGLEVEL ], specify the log level of low level encode/decode
(ASN.1, X.509, etc.).
Setting

Details

audit

Basic logs are output.

controlmore

Logs of the detailed control flow are output.

silent

control
raw

private
cfg
chd
dmn

Network Settings

The information set here is written in the configuration file.

6

IPsec has the detailed configuration modes for setting the log level, IKE and SA. To transit to each
detailed configuration mode, add an option to the ipsec command and execute it.

Logs are not output.

Logs of the control flow are output.

Logs until binary information are output.

Logs until confidential information such as
keys are output.

In [ LOGLEVEL ], specify the log level of configuration management.
silent, audit, control, controlmore, raw or private can be specified.
In [ LOGLEVEL ], specify the log level of CHILD_SA/IPsec SA. silent,
audit, control, controlmore, raw or private can be specified.

In [ LOGLEVEL ], specify the log level of the setup, cleanup or signal
processing of main daemons. silent, audit, control, controlmore,
raw or private can be specified.
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esp

In [ LOGLEVEL ], specify the log level of the IPsec library. silent,
audit, control, controlmore, raw or private can be specified.

enc

ike
imc
imv
job
knl
lib
mgr
net
pts
tls
tnc
exit

In [ LOGLEVEL ], specify the log level of encode/decode
(encrypt/decrypt operation). silent, audit, control, controlmore, raw
or private can be specified.
In [ LOGLEVEL ], specify the log level of IKE SA/ISAKMP SA. silent,
audit, control, controlmore, raw or private can be specified.

In [ LOGLEVEL ], specify the log level of IMC (Integrity Measurement
Collector). silent, audit, control, controlmore, raw or private can be
specified.

In [ LOGLEVEL ], specify the log level of LMV (Integrity Measurement
Verifier). silent, audit, control, controlmore, raw or private can be
specified.

Network Settings

Details

6

Command

In [ LOGLEVEL ], specify the log level of queuing/processing and
thread pool management. silent, audit, control, controlmore, raw or
private can be specified.
In [ LOGLEVEL ], specify the log level of the kernel interface of the
IPsec network. silent, audit, control, controlmore, raw or private can
be specified.

In [ LOGLEVEL ], specify the log level of the strongswan library.
silent, audit, control, controlmore, raw or private can be specified.
In [ LOGLEVEL ], specify the log level of the IKE_SA manager that
processes IKE_SA access synchronization. silent, audit, control,
controlmore, raw or private can be specified.
In [ LOGLEVEL ], specify the log level of packet exchange. silent,
audit, control, controlmore, raw or private can be specified.

In [ LOGLEVEL ], specify the log level of PTS (Platform Trust Service).
silent, audit, control, controlmore, raw or private can be specified.
In [ LOGLEVEL ], specify the log level of the TLS library. silent, audit,
control, controlmore, raw or private can be specified.

In [ LOGLEVEL ], specify the log level of the TNC (Trusted Network
Connect) function. silent, audit, control, controlmore, raw or private
can be specified.
Exit the detailed configuration mode, and transit to the
configuration mode.
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Example

6
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amnimo(cfg)# ipsec log-level 
amnimo(cfg-ips-log)# asn controlmore
amnimo(cfg-ips-log)# cfg controlmore
amnimo(cfg-ips-log)# chd controlmore
amnimo(cfg-ips-log)# dmn controlmore
amnimo(cfg-ips-log)# enc controlmore
amnimo(cfg-ips-log)# esp controlmore
amnimo(cfg-ips-log)# ike controlmore
amnimo(cfg-ips-log)# imc controlmore
amnimo(cfg-ips-log)# imv controlmore
amnimo(cfg-ips-log)# job controlmore
amnimo(cfg-ips-log)# knl controlmore
amnimo(cfg-ips-log)# lib controlmore
amnimo(cfg-ips-log)# mgr controlmore
amnimo(cfg-ips-log)# net controlmore
amnimo(cfg-ips-log)# pts controlmore
amnimo(cfg-ips-log)# tls controlmore
amnimo(cfg-ips-log)# tnc controlmore
amnimo(cfg-ips-log)# exit
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▌ Setting IPsec IKE

To set IPsec IKE, execute the ipsec ike command.
6

Syntax

Commands
Command
ipsec ike

local address

Network Settings

ipsec ike IKE-NAME
local address <any | LOCAL-ADDRESS>
local id <ipv4 ADDRESS | ipv6 ADDRESS | fqdn FQDN | userfqdn USERFQDN | key KEYID>
no local id
remote address <any | REMOTE-ADDRESS>
remote id <ipv4 ADDRESS | ipv6 ADDRESS | fqdn FQDN | userfqdn USERFQDN | key KEYID>
no remote id
version <1 | 2>
mobike
no mobike
authentication pre-shard-key [secret PRE-SHARD-KEY-DATA]
mode <main | aggressive>
fragmentation
no fragmentation
retry <forever | <1 - 255>>
transform restriction
no transform restriction
transform encryption <aes128 | aes192 | aes256 | 3des> integrity <md5 | sha1 | sha256 |
sha384 | sha512> prf <md5 | sha1 | sha256 | sha384 | sha512> dh-group <1 | 2 | 5 | 14
| 15 | 16 | 17 | 18>
no transform encryption <aes128 | aes192 | aes256 | 3des> integrity <md5 | sha1 | sha25
6 | sha384 | sha512> prf <md5 | sha1 | sha256 | sha384 | sha512> dh-group <1 | 2 | 5 |
14 | 15 | 16 | 17 | 18>
lifetime <1081s - 86400s | 1m - 1440m | 1h - 24h>
dpd action <clear | hold | restart>
no dpd action
dpd interval <1s - 86400s | 1m - 1440m | 1h - 24h>
dpd timeout <1s - 86400s | 1m - 1440m | 1h - 24h>
exit
no ipsec ike IKE-NAME

Details

Specify the IKE name in [ IKE-NAME ], and execute the command for
setting IKE of IPsec.
If executing the command in configuration mode, the
current mode will transit to the detailed configuration
mode of IKE.

In [ LOCAL-ADDRESS ], set addresses on the local side. If allowing all
addresses, specify "any".
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Command
local id

Details

Set an ID on the local side.

ipv6

In [ ADDRESS ], specify an address in IPv6
format.

ipv4

In [ ADDRESS ], specify an address in IPv4
format.

fqdn

In [ FQDN ], specify an address in FQDN
format.

userfqdn

In [ USERFQDN ], specify an address in USER
FQDN format.
An ID whose payload type is
RFC822_ADDR.

key

In [ KEYID ], set an ID in KEY ID format.

An ID whose ID payload type is
KEY_ID.

no local id

Delete the ID settings on the local side.

remote id

Set an ID on the remote side.

remote address

In [ REMOTE-ADDRESS ], set addresses on the remote side
(connection destination). If allowing all addresses, specify "any".
Setting

Details

ipv6

In [ ADDRESS ], specify an address in IPv6
format.

ipv4

In [ ADDRESS ], specify an address in IPv4
format.

fqdn

In [ FQDN ], specify an address in FQDN
format.

userfqdn

In [ USERFQDN ], specify an address in USER
FQDN format.
An ID whose payload type is
RFC822_ADDR.

key
no remote id
version

Network Settings

Details

6

Setting

In [ KEYID ], set an ID in KEY ID format.

An ID whose ID payload type is
KEY_ID.

Delete the ID settings on the remote side.
Set the version of IKE.
Setting

Details

2

Set IKE version 2.

1

Set IKE version 1.

mobike

Enable the Mobike protocol operation.

no mobike

Disable the Mobike protocol operation.

Only for IKEv2, it is enabled.
Only for IKEv2, it is enabled.
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Command

authentication

Details

Configure the settings for authentication.

secret

This is used when specifying a character string
encrypted the per-shared key (PSK).

pre-shard-key

mode

In [ PRE-SHARD-KEY-DATA ], specify the preshared key (PSK).

Specify the IKE mode.

Only for IKEv1, it is enabled.

Setting

Details

aggressive

Set to aggressive mode.

main

Set to main mode.

fragmentation

Enable fragmentation.

retry

Specify the retry count in the range of 1 to 255 If there is no upper
limit for the retry count, specify "forever".

no fragmentation
transform restriction

no transform restriction
transform

Network Settings

Details

6

Setting

Disable fragmentation.

Enable the operation limiting only to the specified transform.

Disable the operation limiting only to the specified transform.

Configure the settings for transform. Up to four of them can be set.
An index will be added to them in order of setting.
Setting

encryption

integrity

Details

Specify either of the following encryption
algorithms.
 aes128
AES-CBC 128bits
 aes192
AES-CBC 192bits
 aes256
AES-CBC 256bits
 3des
3DES

Specify either of the following authentication
algorithms.
 md5
MD5 HMAC
 sha1
SHA1 HMAC
 sha256
SHA2-256 HMAC
 sha384
SHA2-384 HMAC
 sha512
SHA2-512 HMAC
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Command

Details
prf

Only for IKEv2, it is enabled.





dh-group

no transform
lifetime

Set the life time of IKE. This can be set in seconds, minutes or hours.
Unit

Details

Minute

Specify a value in the range of 1m to 1440m.

Hour

Specify a value in the range of 1081s to
86400s.

Specify a value in the range of 1h to 24h.

Specify the action when IPsec connection is closed by DPD (Dead
Peer Detection).
Setting

Details

hold

After deleting the SA information, if there is
communication that matches the IPsec
settings, the IKE negotiation processing will
be performed.

clear

restart
no dpd action

Specify either of the following Diffie Hellman
Groups.
 1
DH Group 1（MODP768）
 2
DH Group 2（MODP1024）
 5
DH Group 5（MODP1536）
 14
DH Group 14（MODP2048）
 15
DH Group 15（MODP3072）
 16
DH Group 16（MODP4096）
 17
DH Group 17（MODP6144）
 18
DH Group 18（MODP8192）

Delete the transform settings.
The options that can be set are the same as those for the transform
command.

Second

dpd action

md5
MD5 PRF
sha1
SHA1 PRF
sha256
SHA2_256 PRF
sha384
SHA2_384 PRF
sha512
SHA2_512 PRF

Network Settings



6

Specify either of the following PRFs (PseudoRandom Functions).

Delete the SA information. After deleting it,
automatic connection will not be performed.

After deleting the SA information, the IKE
negotiation processing will be started.

Delete the setting of DPD.
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Command

dpd interval

Details

Details

Minute

Specify a value in the range of 1m to 1440m.

Second
dpd timeout

Hour

exit

Example

Specify a value in the range of 1h to 24h.

Specify the timeout of DPD. This can be set in seconds, minutes or
hours.
Unit

Details

Minute

Specify a value in the range of 1m to 1440m.

Second
no ipsec ike

Specify a value in the range of 1s to 86400s.

Hour

Specify a value in the range of 1s to 86400s.

Network Settings

Unit

6

Specify the interval of DPD. This can be set in seconds, minutes or
hours.

Specify a value in the range of 1h to 24h.

Specify the IKE name in [ IKE-NAME ] to delete the settings.
Exit the detailed configuration mode, and transit to the
configuration mode.

The following shows an example of configuring the settings on the IKE side to connect IPsec.

amnimo(cfg)# ipsec ike ike01 
amnimo(cfg-ips-ike-ike01)# local address 192.168.0.254 
amnimo(cfg-ips-ike-ike01)# remote address 192.168.0.253 
amnimo(cfg-ips-ike-ike01)# version 2 
amnimo(cfg-ips-ike-ike01)# mobike 
amnimo(cfg-ips-ike-ike01)# authentication pre-shard-key secret dGVzdA== 
amnimo(cfg-ips-ike-ike01)# mode main 
amnimo(cfg-ips-ike-ike01)# fragmentation 
amnimo(cfg-ips-ike-ike01)# retry 3 
amnimo(cfg-ips-ike-ike01)# transform encryption aes128 integrity sha1 prf sha1 dh-grou
p 14 
amnimo(cfg-ips-ike-ike01)# lifetime 3h 
amnimo(cfg-ips-ike-ike01)# dpd action restart 
amnimo(cfg-ips-ike-ike01)# dpd interval 150s 
amnimo(cfg-ips-ike-ike01)# dpd timeout 30s 
amnimo(cfg-ips-ike-ike01)# exit 
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▌ Setting IPsec SA

To set IPsec SA, execute the ipsec sa command.
6

Syntax

Commands
Command
ipsec sa

Details

Specify the SA name in [ SA-NAME ], and execute the command for
setting SA of IPsec.
If executing the command in configuration mode, the
current mode will transit to the detailed configuration
mode of SA.

enable

Enable the SA settings of IPsec.

key-exchange ike

In [ IKE-NAME ], specify the IKE name used for exchanging keys.

no enable

Network Settings

ipsec sa SA-NAME
enable
no enable
key-exchange ike IKE-NAME
negotiation-mode <initiate | ondemand | hold>
rekey
no rekey
type <esp | ah>
mode <tunnel | transport>
ipcomp
no ipcomp
anti-replay
no anti-replay
transform restriction
no transform restriction
transform encryption <aes128 | aes192 | aes256 | 3des> integrity <md5 | sha1 | sha256 |
sha384 | sha512> [pfs <1 | 2 | 5 | 14 | 15 | 16 | 17 | 18 | none>]
no transform encryption <aes128 | aes192 | aes256 | 3des> integrity <md5 | sha1 | sha25
6 | sha384 | sha512> [pfs <1 | 2 | 5 | 14 | 15 | 16 | 17 | 18 | none>]
lifetime <1081s - 86400s | 1m - 1440m | 1h - 24h>
local subnet <X.X.X.X/XX | X:X::X:X/XX>
no local subnet [<X.X.X.X/XX | X:X::X:X/XX>]
remote subnet <X.X.X.X/XX | X:X::X:X/XX>
no remote subnet [<X.X.X.X/XX | X:X::X:X/XX>]
exit
no ipsec sa SA-NAME

Disable the SA settings of IPsec.
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Command

negotiation-mode

Details

Set the connection operation of IPsec.

Setting

Details

ondemand

Specify the operation that adds a route.
(Performs the initiate operation by
communication.)

initiate

hold

Specify the operation that performs Initiate.

Specify the operation that only performs SA
setting.

rekey

Enable rekey.

type

Specify the protocol.

no rekey

Disable rekey.
Setting

Details

ah

Specify the AH protocol.

esp
mode

Specify the ESP protocol.

Specify the communication mode.
Setting

Details

transport

Specify the transport mode.

tunnel

Specify the tunnel mode.

ipcomp

Enable IPComp (IP Payload Compression Protocol).

anti-replay

Enable the replay defense settings.

no ipcomp

no anti-replay

transform restriction

no transform restriction
transform

Network Settings

Also, in all settings, if receiving Initiate communication from
the other party, operation will be performed as the
Responder side if possible.

6

IPsec connection works in the following order.
 Perform the initiate operation.
 Add a route (performs the initiate operation by
communication)
 Perform only SA setting (does not perform the initiate
operation)

Disable IPComp.

Disable the replay defense settings.

Enable the operation limiting only to the specified transform.

Disable the operation limiting only to the specified transform.

Configure the settings for transform. Up to four of them can be set.
An index will be added to them in order of setting.
Setting

encryption

Details

Specify either of the following encryption
algorithms.
 aes128
AES-CBC 128bits
 aes192
AES-CBC 192bits
 aes256
AES-CBC 256bits
 3des
3DES
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Command

Details

integrity










lifetime

no local subnet
remote subnet

no remote subnet

1
DH Group 1（MODP768）
2
DH Group 2（MODP1024）
5
DH Group 5（MODP1536）
14
DH Group 14（MODP2048）
15
DH Group 14（MODP3072）
16
DH Group 15（MODP4096）
17
DH Group 17（MODP6144）
18
DH Group 18（MODP8192）
Not specified
PFS is not used.

Delete the transform settings.
The options that can be set are the same as those for the transform
command.

Set the life time of SA. This can be set in seconds, minutes or hours.
Unit

Details

Minute

Specify a value in the range of 1m to 1440m.

Second

local subnet

Network Settings

Specify either of the following PFSs (Perfect
Forward Secrecy).



no transform

6

pfs

Specify either of the following authentication
algorithms.
 md5
MD5 HMAC
 sha1
SHA1 HMAC
 sha256
SHA2-256 HMAC
 sha384
SHA2-384 HMAC
 sha512
SHA2-512 HMAC

Hour

Specify a value in the range of 1081s to
86400s.

Specify a value in the range of 1h to 24h.

Specify subnets on the local side in the following format.
X.X.X.X/XX
X:X::X:X/XX

Up to four of them can be set. However, multiple of them
can be set only for IKEv2.

Delete the subnets on the specified local side.

Specify subnets on the remote side in the following format.
X.X.X.X/XX
X:X::X:X/XX

Up to four of them can be set. However, multiple of them
can be set only for IKEv2.

Delete the subnets on the specified remote side.
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Details

no ipsec sa

Specify the SA name in [ SA-NAME ] and delete the settings.

exit

Exit the detailed configuration mode, and transit to the
configuration mode.

The following shows an example of configuring the settings on the ISA side to connect IPsec.

amnimo(cfg)# ipsec sa sa01 
amnimo(cfg-ips-sa-sa01)# enable 
amnimo(cfg-ips-sa-sa01)# key-exchange ike ike01 
amnimo(cfg-ips-sa-sa01)# negotiation-mode initiate 
amnimo(cfg-ips-sa-sa01)# rekey 
amnimo(cfg-ips-sa-sa01)# type esp 
amnimo(cfg-ips-sa-sa01)# mode tunnel 
amnimo(cfg-ips-sa-sa01)# anti-replay 
amnimo(cfg-ips-sa-sa01)# transform encryption aes128 integrity sha1 pfs 14 
amnimo(cfg-ips-sa-sa01)# lifetime 1h 
amnimo(cfg-ips-sa-sa01)# local subnet 192.168.10.0/24 
amnimo(cfg-ips-sa-sa01)# remote subnet 192.168.20.0/24 
amnimo(cfg-ips-sa-sa01)# exit 

Network Settings

Example

6

Command
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7.1

Setting the Host Name

This chapter explains the important server settings for using this product, such as host names, time
zones, time, SSH, DNS, DHCP, schedules and system logs.

Display and set the host name.

Displaying the host name

Settings of Servers

Settings of Servers

7

7

To display the host name, execute the show hostname command.
Example

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.

amnimo$ show hostname 
amnimo
←Displays the host name
amnimo$

Displaying the settings of the host name

To display the settings of the host name, execute the show config hostname command.
Syntax

show config hostname

Output format
# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- hostname configure ---hostname HOSTNAME
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit

Output item
Item

HOSTNAME

Details

The host name is displayed.
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Example
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amnimo# show config hostname 
# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- hostname configure ---hostname amnimo
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit

amnimo(cfg)# show config hostname 
# ---- hostname configure ---hostname amnimo

Changing the host name

To change the host name, execute the hostname command.
Syntax

hostname HOSTNAME

Setting item
Item

HOSTNAME

Example

Details

Specify the host name.

amnimo(cfg)# hostname amnimo2 
amnimo(cfg)# show hostname 
amnimo2

←Changes the host name
←Checks the host name
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7.2

Setting the Time Zone
7

Display and set the time zone.

To display the time zone, execute the show timezone command.
Example

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.

amnimo$ show timezone 
UTC
amnimo$ show timezone 
Asia/Tokyo

Settings of Servers

Displaying the time zone

←If UTC is set for the time zone

←If Asia/Tokyo is set for the time zone

Displaying the settings of the time zone

To display the settings of the time zone, execute the show config timezone command.

Syntax

show config timezone

Output format
# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- timezone configure ---timezone TZ-AREA TZ-LOCATION
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit

Output items
Item

Details

TZ-LOCATION

The place name of the time zone is displayed.
 The place name is the part after "/" of the time zone
value.
 If UTC is set for the area of the time zone, the place
name will be displayed as a blank.

TZ-AREA

The area of the time zone is displayed.
 The area is the part before "/" of the time zone value.
For example: Asia
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amnimo# show config timezone 
# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- timezone configure ---timezone Asia Tokyo
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit

amnimo(cfg)# show config timezone 
# ---- timezone configure ---timezone Asia Tokyo

Setting the time zone

To change the time zone, execute the timezone command.
Syntax

timezone TIMEZONE

Setting item
Item

TIMEZONE

Example

Details

Specify the time zone.

amnimo(cfg)# timezone UTC 
amnimo(cfg)# timezone Asia Tokyo 

←Changes the time zone to UTC
←Changes the time zone to Asia/Tokyo
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7.3

Setting the Time

This section explains how to set the time manually and how to set it by using an NTP server.

▌ Displaying the time

To display the time currently set, execute the show date command.
Time is displayed in RFC 3339 format. However, date and time are separated by a singlebyte space instead of T. Time zone is displayed after time.
In the following example, +09:00 shows Japan Standard Time that is 9 hours ahead.

Settings of Servers

There are several ways to set the time manually by running the command.

7

Setting the time manually

2020-05-20 17:30:53+09:00

Example

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.

amnimo$ show date 
2020-05-20 17:30:53+09:00

▌ Setting the time

To input the time and set it manually, execute the date manual command.

In the same way as displaying the time, specify it in RFC 3339 format. It is unnecessary to specify
the time zone.
 For setting the time zone, refer to "7.2 Setting the Time Zone".
Example

Since setting the time is related to controlling the startup of devices, the settings cannot be
displayed in general user mode.
The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# date manual 2020-05-20 17:40:00 
amnimo# show date
←Checks the time
2020-05-20 17:40:10+09:00
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▌ Contacting an external NTP server to set the time
By using the ntp protocol, the time can be synchronized.

7

Syntax

date ntp NTP-SERVER

Item

NTP-SERVER

Example

Details

Specify the IP address or FQDN of the NTP server.

Since setting the time is related to controlling the startup of devices, the settings cannot be
displayed in general user mode.

Settings of Servers

Setting item

The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# date ntp ntp.nict.jp 
amnimo# show date 
2020-05-20 17:40:10+09:00

←Checks the time
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Displaying the NTP status

Display the NTP status such as NTP sources, NTP clients and NTP synchronization performances.

 For displaying the existence of NTP clients, refer to "Displaying NTP clients".

Syntax

show ntp sources

Output format

Settings of Servers

To display the NTP status, execute the show ntp sources command.

7

▌ Displaying NTP sources

MS Name/IP address
Stratum Poll Reach LastRx Last sample
===============================================================================
MS NAME-IP
STM
PL
RCH
LRX
LAST-SAMPLE

Output items
Item
M

Details

The mode of an NTP source is displayed.
Display

Details

=

Peers (devices to be synchronized with each
other)

^
#
S

Locally connected reference clock (e.g., GPS
module)

NTP sources are displayed.
Display

Details

+

Acceptable sources

?

Sources that packets cannot reach

*
-

STM

In sync

Sources excluded from acceptable ones

x
NAME-IP

Server (upper device to synchronize)

Time errors occur

~

Sources with excessive fluctuation in time

The name or IP address of an NTP source, or the locally connected
reference clock (e.g., GPS module) is displayed.
The numerical value of Stratum is displayed.

PL

The polling interval is displayed.

LRX

The time elapsed since the last packet was received from the
source is displayed.

RCH

LAST-SAMPLE

The reachability of the source is displayed in octal.
For "377", it means that valid replies have been received during all
the last 8 communications.
The offset time between the local clock and the last source is
displayed in the following format.
xxxx [ yyyy ] +/- zzzz




xxxx:
yyyy:
zzzz:

Adjustment offset value
Offset value during measurement
Estimation error
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Example

If a GPS module exists (for an NPT server of Stratum1)
amnimo$ show ntp source 
MS Name/IP address
Stratum Poll Reach LastRx Last sample
===============================================================================
#* GPS1
0
4
77
25 -1130us[+3785us] +/- 200ms

Settings of Servers

If connecting to a normal NTP server
amnimo$ show ntp source 
MS Name/IP address
Stratum Poll Reach LastRx Last sample
===============================================================================
^* 192.168.0.203
1
6 377
38 -1397us[-2217us] +/- 201ms

7

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.

Because IoT routers do not support GPS, the example of "If a GPS module exists" will
not be displayed.
 Priority for acquiring time when using GPS
 Because the GPS Stratum is 0, the time acquisition on the GPS is the highest priority.
 The priority for acquiring time on the GPS and priority for acquiring time on the NTP
server via the Internet cannot be changed.
 GPS: Stratum 0
 NTP server: Stratum 1 to 16
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▌ Displaying NTP clients

If NTP clients exist, execute the show ntp clients command to output a list of them.
7

Syntax

show ntp clients

Hostname
NTP
Drop Int IntL Last
Cmd Drop Int Last
===============================================================================
HOSTNAME
NTP
DP1 I1
IL LST1
CMD
DP2 I2
LST2

Output items
Item

Details

NTP

The number of NTP packets received from the NTP client is
displayed.

HOSTNAME
DP1
I1
IL

LST1
CMD
DP2
I2

LST2

Settings of Servers

Output format

The host name of an NTP client is displayed.

Due to the response timeout from the NTP client, the number of
NTP packets that could not be received is displayed.
The average interval between NTP packets is displayed.

The average interval between NTP packets after the response times
out is displayed.
The time elapsed since the last NTP packet was received is
displayed.

The number of command packets received from the NTP client is
displayed.
Due to the response timeout from the NTP client, the number of
command packets that could not be received is displayed.
The average interval between command packets is displayed.

The time elapsed since the last command packet was received is
displayed.

Example

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode of Edge Gateway.

amnimo$ show ntp clients 
Hostname
NTP
Drop Int IntL Last
Cmd Drop Int Last
===============================================================================
192.168.0.106
79
0
6 14
0
0
172.16.0.2
0
0
- 1
0
2
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▌ Displaying the NTP synchronization performance

To display the NTP synchronization performance, execute the show ntp tracking command.
Syntax

Output items
Item

Details

Stratum

The number of hops from the computer to which the reference
clock is connected is displayed.

Reference ID

Ref time
System time
Last offset

RMS offset

Frequency
Residual freq
Skew

Root delay
Root dispersion
Update interval
Leap status

The refid and name (or IP address) of the server to which the
computer is currently synchronized are displayed.

Settings of Servers

show ntp tracking

7

If an NTP client exists, its information will be displayed.

The time (UTC) when the last measurement from the reference
source was processed is displayed.
The system time is displayed.

The estimated local offset of the time when the clock was updated
last time is displayed.
The long-term average of the offset value is displayed.

If the system clock is failed to be corrected, an incorrect rate in
system clock is displayed.

The difference between the frequency indicated by the
measurement value from the reference source and the frequency
currently in use is displayed.
The estimation error range of frequency is displayed.

The total network path delay to the stratum-1 computer to which
the computer will be ultimately synchronized is displayed.

The total variance accumulated across all computers returning to
the stratum-1 computer to which they will be ultimately
synchronized, is displayed.
The interval between the last two clock updates is displayed.
The leap second sync status.
Display

Details

Insert Second

Leap second insertion status

Normal

Delete Second

Not synchronized

Normal status

Leap second deletion status

Leap status not synchronized
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Example
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amnimo$ show ntp tracking 
Reference ID
: C0A800CB (192.168.0.203)
Stratum
: 2
Ref time (UTC) : Tue Mar 18 11:14:35 2020
System time
: 0.002314539 seconds fast of NTP time
Last offset
: +0.004517063 seconds
RMS offset
: 0.004669765 seconds
Frequency
: 34.202 ppm fast
Residual freq
: +3.553 ppm
Skew
: 20.510 ppm
Root delay
: 0.200332880 seconds
Root dispersion : 0.103083454 seconds
Update interval : 64.4 seconds
Leap status
: Normal

7

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.

Displaying the NTP settings

To display the NTP settings, execute the show config ntp command.
Syntax

show config ntp

Output format
# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
#
ntp
# ---- NTP configure ---ENABLE
max-update-skew SKEW_VALUE
make-steps THRESHOLD_VALUE LIMIT_VALUE
PRIORITY
SYNC_INTERFACE
POOL_INFO
POOL_INFO
POOL_INFO
(Omitted)
SERVER_INFO
(Omitted)
GPS_ENABLE
exit
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Output items
Item

Information when the NTP server is enabled/disabled, is displayed.
Display

Disable

"no enable" is displayed.

Enable

"enable" is displayed.

SKEW_VALUE

The value set for the error prediction difference range is displayed.

LIMIT_VALUE

The limited number of times for step-style synchronization is
displayed.

THRESHOLD_VALUE
PRIORITY

The threshold value of step-style synchronization is displayed.

If the process priority settings of the NTP server are set, they will be
displayed din the following format (optional settings).
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Setting

7

ENABLE

Details

priority PRIORITY_VALUE

Setting item

PRIORITY_VALUE
SYNC_INTERFACE

Display

The process priority settings of the NTP
server is displayed.
The setting range is 0 to 99.

If the synchronization settings of the NTP server are set, they will be
displayed in the following format (optional settings).
sync-interface SYNC_IFNAME

Setting item

SYNC_IFNAME

POOL_INFO

Details

Synchronization is performed at the time
when the specified interface is
connected/disconnected.
Specify an interface in the following format.
Multiple interfaces cannot be specified.
 Edge Gateway
eth0, lan<0-3>, br<0-9>, ecm<0-9>,
ppp<0-9>, tun<0-9>, tap<0-9>
 IoT router
eth<0-1>, br<0-9>, ecm<0-9>, ppp<0-9>,
tun<0-9>, tap<0-9>
 Compact router
eth0, rmnet_data0

If the NTP server pool is set, it will be displayed in the following
format.
pool POOL_ADDRESS MAX-SOURCES

POOL_ADDRESS
MAX-SOURCES
GPS_ENABLE

Multiple items may be displayed.

The IP address and the server name of the NTP server pool are
displayed.

The maximum value for the NTP server pool source is displayed.

Information when the startup of the GPS linked with the NTP server
is enabled/disabled, is displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

"no gps" is displayed.

Enable

"gps GPS INTERVAL" is displayed.

Because IoT routers do not support GPS, GPS_ENABLE will
not be displayed.
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Item

Details

SERVER_INFO

If the NTP server is set, it will be displayed in the following format.

SERVER_ADDRESS
POLLING_MIN

POLLING_MAX

POLLING_TAGET
PORT_NO

Example

Because IoT routers do not support GPS, GPS_INTERVAL
will not be displayed.

server SERVER_ADDRESS [min POLLING_MIN] [max POLLING_MA
X] [polltarget POLLING_TARGET] [port PORT_NO]

Multiple items may be displayed.

The IP address and the server name of the NTP server are displayed.
Multiple items may be displayed.
The minimum polling interval (multiplier of 2) is displayed.
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The time interval (in milliseconds) to access the GPS module is
displayed.
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GPS_INTERVAL

The maximum polling interval (multiplier of 2) is displayed.

Within the polling interval range, the number of polling targets used
in the regression algorithm is displayed.
The number of the UDP ports used for NTP is displayed.

Since setting of NTP is related to controlling the startup of devices, the settings cannot be displayed
in general user mode.

The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode and
configuration mode of Edge Gateway.

amnimo# show config ntp 
# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- NTP configure ---ntp
enable
max-update-skew 100.0
make-steps 1 3
sync-interface eth0
server ntp.nict.jp min 6 max 10 poolltarget 6 port 123
no gps
exit
# ---- exit configure mode. ---exit

amnimo(cfg)# show config ntp
# ---- NTP configure ---ntp
enable
max-update-skew 100.0
make-steps 1 3
sync-interface eth0
server ntp.nict.jp min 6 max 10 polltarget 6 port 123
no gps
exit
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If executing the show config command in detailed configuration mode of NTP, information
similar to that of configuration mode will be displayed.

To set NTP, transit to the detailed configuration mode and execute the setting commands.
The information set here is written in the configuration file.

Settings of Servers

Setting NTP

7

amnimo(cfg)# ntp 
←Transits to the detailed configuration mode of NTP
amnimo(cfg-ntp)# show config 
enable
←The following is the same as configuration mode
(Omitted)

Syntax

ntp
max-update-skew SKEW_VALUE
make-steps THRESHOLD_VALUE LIMIT_VALUE
priority PRIORITY_VALUE
sync-interface SYNC_IFNAME
pool POOL_ADDRESS MAX-SOURCES
gps [GPS_INTERVAL]
server SERVER_ADDRESS min [POLLING_MIN] max [POLLING_MAX] [polltarget POLLING_TARGET]
[port PORT_NO]
←Setting items of server are in no particular order
no server SERVER_ADDRESS
no pool POOL_ADDRESS
no gps
no make-steps
no max-update-skew
no priority
no sync-interface
no enable
exit
no ntp

Commands
Command
ntp

max-update-skew

Details

Execute the setting command of NTP.

If executing the command in configuration mode, the
current mode will transit to the detailed configuration
mode.

Set the error prediction difference range in the range of 0.1 to
214748364. By default, "100.0" is set.
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Command

make-steps

Details

Setting

LIMIT_VALUE

priority

PRIORITY_VALUE

Details

Set the process priority for the NTP server
in the range of 0 to 99.

Configure the NTP server synchronization settings (optional
settings).
Setting

SYNC_IFNAME

pool

The limited number of times for step-style
synchronization in the range of 1 to
214748364 is displayed. By default, "3" is
set.
If exceeding the limited number of times
set here, step-style synchronization will
stop.

Set the process priority settings for the NTP server (optional
settings).
Setting

sync-interface

Set the threshold value for step-system
synchronization in the range of 0.1 to
214748364. By default, "1" is set. If
exceeding the threshold value set here,
synchronization will be started.
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THRESHOLD_VALUE

Details

7

Set the threshold value and the limited number of times for stepstyle synchronization.

Details

Specify an interface which is synchronized
at the time when the system is
connected/disconnected in the following
format.
Multiple interfaces cannot be specified.
 Edge Gateway
eth0, lan<0-3>, br<0-9>, ecm<0-9>,
ppp<0-9>, tun<0-9>, tap<0-9>
 IoT router
eth<0-1>, br<0-9>, ecm<0-9>, ppp<09>, tun<0-9>, tap<0-9>
 Compact router
eth0, rmnet_data0

Specify the IP address and the server name of the NTP server pool,
and set to the NTP server pool mode. Multiple items can be set.
Setting

Details

MAX-SOURCES

Set the maximum value for the NTP server
pool source in the range of 1 to 16. By
default, "4" is set.

POOL_ADDRESS

Set the IP address and the server name of
the NTP server pool.
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Command
gps

Details

Because IoT routers do not support GPS, the gps command
cannot be executed.

server

In [ GPS_INTERVAL ], the time interval (in milliseconds) to access
the GPS module can be specified in the range of 100.0 to 1000.0. By
default, "100.0" is set.
 The NTP server obtains the GPS information from the
gpsd daemon.
 If GPS_INTERVAL is omitted, "100.0" set by default will
be used.

By specifying the IP address and the server name of the NTP server
in [ SERVER_ADDRESS ], set the NTP server mode.
If the following are not specified, the default values will be set. Also,
the following can be specified in any order.
Setting

Details

max

Set the maximum polling interval
(multiplier of 2) to the NTP server in the
range of 0 to 24. By default, "512s" is set.

min

polltarget

port
enable

show
no server
no pool
no gps

Set the minimum polling interval
(multiplier of 2) to the NTP server in the
range of -4 to 24. By default, "64s" is set.

Within the polling interval range, set the
number of polling targets used in the
regression algorithm in the range of 6 to
60. By default, "6" is set.

Set the UPD port number used for NTP in
the range of 1 to 65535. By default, "123" is
set.

Enable the startup of the NTP server to start the service. If the GPS
daemon is disabled, enable the GPS daemon as well.

Because IoT routers do not support GPS, the GPS daemon
cannot be enabled.

Display the settings of the NTP server.
For details, refer to "7.3.3 Displaying the NTP settings".
Delete the settings of the NTP server.

Delete the settings of the NTP server pool.

Delete the GPS daemon settings to stop the GPS daemon.

Because IoT routers do not support GPS, the no gps
command cannot be executed.

no make-steps

Delete the threshold value for step-system synchronization.

no priority

Delete the the process priority settings for the NTP server.

no max-update-skew
no sync-interface
no enable

Settings of Servers

By enabling this setting, you will be able to synchronize the
time with the GPS from "stratum-0". In that case, this
product will operate as "stratum-1".
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Enable the startup of the GPS daemon gpsd linked with the NTP
server.

Delete the setting for the error prediction difference range.
Delete the NTP server synchronization settings.

Disable the startup of the NTP server to stop the service. If the GPS
daemon is enabled, disable the GPS daemon as well.
IoT routers do not support GPS.
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Details

no ntp

Delete the settings of NTP.

exit

Exit the detailed configuration mode of NTP, and transit to the
configuration mode.

The following shows an example in which Edge Gateway is set to Japan Standard Time released by
NICT. The minimum polling interval to the NTP server shall be set as 64 seconds (2 to the 6th power),
the maximum polling interval as 1024 seconds (2 to the 10th power), the number of polling targets
as 6, and the NTP port number as 123.

amnimo(cfg)# ntp
amnimo(cfg-ntp)#
amnimo(cfg-ntp)#
amnimo(cfg-ntp)#

Settings of Servers

Example 1
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Command


server ntp.nict.jp min 6 max10 polltarget 6 port 123
enable 
exit 

Example 2

The following example shows how to configure Edge Gateway for time synchronization with GPS:

amnimo(cfg)# ntp
amnimo(cfg-ntp)#
amnimo(cfg-ntp)#
amnimo(cfg-ntp)#


gps 1000.0 
enable 
exit 

←Time is synchronized with GPS under intervals of 1000 ms

▌ Timing of acquiring time

The timing of acquiring time differs when using GPS and when using the NTP server via the Internet.
Sync to
GPS

NTP server

Timing of acquiring time

Time is synchronized with the intervals set in [GPS_INTERVAL] (in milliseconds).
IoT routers do not support GPS.

Time is synchronized with the intervals set in [POLLING_MIN] and [POLLING_MAX]
(in seconds).
If configured in sync-interface [SYNC_IFNAME], time is acquired at the timing
when the interface is connected.
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7.4

Setting SSH

To display the settings of SSH, execute the show config ssh command.
Syntax

show config ssh

Output format

Settings of Servers

Displaying the settings of SSH

7

Display the settings of SSH (Secure Shell), and configure the settings for SSH.

# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- ssh configure ---ssh
ENABLE
port PORT_NO
keepalive
ciphers CIPHER_TYPE
exit
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit

Output items
Item

ENABLE

Details

Information when the SSH server is enabled/disabled, is displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

"no enable" is displayed.

Enable
PORT_NO

CIPHER_TYPE

"enable" is displayed.

The port number of the SSH server is displayed.

The encryption methods available for the SSH server are listed.
"default" is displayed by default.
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Example

amnimo# show config ssh 
# ---- transition to configure mode. ---configure
# ---- ssh configure ---ssh
enable
port 22
keepalive
ciphers default
exit
# ---- exit configure mode. ---exit

Settings of Servers

The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode and
configuration mode.

7

Since setting SSH is related to controlling the startup of devices, the settings of SSH cannot be
displayed in general user mode.

amnimo(cfg)# show config ssh 
# ---- ssh configure ---ssh
enable
port 22
keepalive
ciphers default
exit

If executing the show config command in detailed configuration mode of SSH, simillar
information as shown on configuration mode will be displayed.
amnimo(cfg)# ssh 
←Transits to the detailed configuration mode of SSH
amnimo(cfg-ssh)# show config 
enable
←The following is the same as configuration mode
(Omitted)
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Setting SSH

To set SSH, transit to the detailed configuration mode, and execute the setting commands.
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Syntax

ssh
port PORT_NO
keepalive
ciphers CIPHER_TYPE
show config
no keepalive
enable
no enable
exit
no ssh

Commands
Command
ssh

port
keepalive
ciphers

Details

Execute the setting command of SSH.

If executing the command in configuration mode, the
current mode will transit to the detailed configuration
mode.

In [ PORT_NO ], specify the port number of SSH in the range of 1 to
65535.
Enable the TCP keepalive.

In [ CIPHER_TYPE ], set the encryption methods available for the
SSH server. Multiple encryption methods can be specified by
separating them with commas.
Setting

Details

aes128-ctr

AES128bit CTR（Counter)

default

aes192-ctr
aes256-ctr

aes128-cbc
aes192-cbc
aes256-cbc
show config
no keepalive
enable

3des-cbc








chacha20-poly1305@openssh.com
aes128-ctr
aes192-ctr
aes256-ctr
aes128-gcm@openssh.com
aes256-gcm@openssh.com

AES192bit CTR（Counter)
AES256bit CTR（Counter)

AES128bit CBC（Cihper Block Chaining）
AES192bit CBC（Cihper Block Chaining）
AES256bit CBC（Cihper Block Chaining）

Triple-DES CBC（Cihper Block Chaining）

Display the settings of the SSH server.
For details, refer to "7.4.1 Displaying the settings of SSH".
Disable the TCP keepalive.
Start the service.

no enable

Stop the service.

no ssh

Delete the setting of SSH.

exit

7

The information set here is written in the configuration file.

Exit the detailed configuration mode of SSH, and transit to the
configuration mode.
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Example


ciphers aes128-ctr,aes192-ctr,aes256-ctr 
port 222 
enable 
exit 
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amnimo(cfg)# ssh
amnimo(cfg-ssh)#
amnimo(cfg-ssh)#
amnimo(cfg-ssh)#
amnimo(cfg-ssh)#

7

The following shows an example in which the encryption method CBC (Cipher Block Chaining) is
omitted and operation is performed with a port number other than 22/TCP.
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7.5

Setting DNS

Search the name of DNS, display the status and settings of DNS, and configure the settings for DNS.

Syntax

nslookup <DOMAIN | ADDRESS> [query-type QUERY-TYPE] [server SERVER-ADDRESS]

Setting item
Item

Details

DOMAIN

Specify the domain name to inquire.

QUERY-TYPE

Specify either of the query types: a, aaaa, ptr, mx, ns, soa, txt, any.
If omitted, a (IPv4) and aaaa (IPv6) are set in the forward lookup and
ptr is set in the reverse lookup.

ADDRESS

SERVER-ADDRESS

Example

Settings of Servers

To search for a name in DNS, execute the nslookup command.
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Searching for a name in DNS

Specify the address to inquire.
If the address is specified, it will be searched by the reverse lookup.

Specify the DNS server address of the inquiry destination.
If omitted, a user’s own default name server will be set.

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.

amnimo$ nslookup google.co.jp query-type a server 8.8.8.8 
; <<>> DiG 9.11.3-1ubuntu1.11-Ubuntu <<>> google.co.jp @8.8.8.8
;; global options: +cmd
;; Got answer:
;; ->>HEADER<<- opcode: QUERY, status: NOERROR, id: 26406
;; flags: qr rd ra; QUERY: 1, ANSWER: 1, AUTHORITY: 0, ADDITIONAL: 1
;; OPT PSEUDOSECTION:
; EDNS: version: 0, flags:; udp: 512
;; QUESTION SECTION:
;google.co.jp.
IN

A

;; ANSWER SECTION:
google.co.jp.

A

;;
;;
;;
;;

299

IN

172.217.161.227

Query time: 67 msec
SERVER: 8.8.8.8#53(8.8.8.8)
WHEN: Tue Feb 18 14:18:17 JST 2020
MSG SIZE rcvd: 57
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Displaying the status of DNS

Syntax

Settings of Servers

show dns
show dns cache

7

To display the status of DNS, execute the show dns command. Also, to display cache of DNS, execute
the show dns cache command.

Output format

Output of show dns
server-address ADDRESS
Output of show dns cache
START_RRSET_CACHE
－RRSET-CACHE-DATA－
END_RRSET_CACHE
START_MSG_CACHE
－MSG-CACHE-DATA－
END_MSG_CACHE
EOF

Output items
Item

ADDRESS

RRSET-CACHE-DATA
MSG-CACHE-DATA

Details

The address of the inquiry destination DNS server currently being
used is displayed.
If there are multiple inquiry destination DNS servers, multiple
addresses will be displayed.
The rrset cache data is displayed.
The msg cache data is displayed.
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Example
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amnimo$ show dns 
server-address 8.8.8.8 8.8.4.4
amnimo$
amnimo$ show dns cache 
START_RRSET_CACHE
;rrset 3093 1 1 8 0
x.arin.net.
42693
IN
A
199.71.0.63
x.arin.net.
42693
IN
RRSIG
A 5 3 43200 20200302130008 20200217120008 64
608 arin.net. BpaLgmjMKKIhZ20O88fNBU2lVGxmvcmwUMtusWRBhIEhm2bltv9ijX0geDZ1ESfrguA9KxzJ
gQSbw3xL6+gykMHLP33ynfAS7BiopVYOQgNIXE9wGvVOnwkMMC1Tjdekpt4J3sQbJNhPFrWxZDi5a5jea9RrK
3o5p+bVeVOjaXU= ;{id = 64608}
;rrset 3093 1 0 8 0
pdns196.ultradns.info.
3093
IN
A
156.154.68.196
(Omitted)
END_RRSET_CACHE
START_MSG_CACHE
msg google.co.jp. IN AAAA 32896 1 393 0 1 0 0
google.co.jp. IN AAAA 0
msg pdns196.ultradns.info. IN AAAA 32896 1 393 0 1 1 0
pdns196.ultradns.info. IN AAAA 0
(Omitted)
END_MSG_CACHE
EOF

7

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.
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Displaying the settings of DNS

To display the settings of DNS, execute the show config dns command.
7

Syntax

show config dns

# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- dns configure ---dns
ENABLE
port PORT-NUNBER
QUERY-PORT-RANGE
log-level NUNBER
DNSSEC-SERVICE
DNSSEC-PERMISSIVE
cache-ttl min CACHE-MIN-TTL max CACHE-MAX-TTL
cache-ttl negative-max CACHE-NEGATIVE-MAX-TTL
ROOT-SERVER
SERVER-ADDRESS
FORWARD
LOCAL-ZONE
LOCAL-ADDRESS
exit
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit

Output items
Item

ENABLE

Details

Information when the DNS server is enabled/disabled, is displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

"no enable" is displayed.

Enable
PORT-NUMBER

QUERY-PORT-RANGE

"enable" is displayed.

The settings of the DNS port number are displayed.

The settings of the DNS port range in the following format are displayed.
min MIN-PORT max MAX-PORT

Item

Details

MAX-PORT

The port range (end value) of the query is displayed in
the range of 1025 to 65535.

MIN-PORT

LOG-LEVEL

Settings of Servers

Output format

The port range (start value) of the query is displayed in
the range of 1024 to 65534.

The log output level is displayed.
Display

Details

detail-operational

Output the detailed operation information.

algorithm

Output information of the algorithm level.

operational
query

client-cache-miss

Output the operation information.

Output information on the query level.

Output information on the cache miss level.
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Item

DNSSEC-SERVICE

Details

Information when DNSSEC is enabled is displayed.

Disable

Not displayed.

Enable
DNSSECPERMISSIVE

"dnssec service" is displayed.

Information when a response is enabled when an error occurs in verifying
DNSSEC, is displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

Not displayed.

Enable

"dnssec permissive" is displayed.

CACHE-MIN-TTL

The minimum TTL value (sec) at the time of caching is displayed.

CACHE-NEGATIVEMAX-TTL

The maximum TTL value (sec) for negative cache is displayed.

CACHE-MAX-TTL
ROOT-SERVER

The maximum TTL value (sec) at the time of caching is displayed.
Information when the root server settings are enabled/disabled, is displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

"no root-server" is displayed.

Enable
SERVER-ADDRESS

"root-server" is displayed.

The server address is displayed in the following format.
server-address ADDRESS priority PRIORITY

Item

Details

PRIORITY

The priority is displayed.

ADDRESS
FORWARD
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Display
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Setting

The address of the server is displayed.

The domain to forward to and the inquiry destination IP address in the
following format are displayed.
forward DOMAIN address ADDRESS

Item

Details

ADDRESS

The address is displayed.

DOMAIN

LOCAL-ZONE

Forward is a function to send inquiries about the specified domain
to the specified address.

The local zone settings in the following format are displayed.
local zone ZONE type TYPE

Item

Details

TYPE

The type settings are displayed.

ZONE
LOCAL-ADDRESS

The domain is displayed.

The zone settings are displayed.

The local address settings in the following format are displayed.
local address ADDRESS name HOSTNAME ttl TTL

Item

Details

HOSTNAME

The host name is displayed.

ADDRESS
TTL

The address is displayed.

The TTL value is displayed.
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Example
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amnimo# show config dns 
# ---- transition to configure mode. ---configure
# ---- dns configure ---dns
enable
port 53
query-port-range min 1024 max 65535
log-level operational
cache-ttl min 900 max 3600
cache-ttl negative-max 900
root-server
server-address 8.8.8.8 priority 10
exit
# ---- exit configure mode. ---exit

7

The following shows an example displaying the DNS server settings that the DNS server is enabled
and the inquiry destination address is set to 8.8.8.8 in administrator mode and configuration mode.

amnimo(cfg)# show config dns 
# ---- dns configure ---dns
enable
port 53
query-port-range min 1024 max 65535
log-level operational
cache-ttl min 900 max 3600
cache-ttl negative-max 900
root-server
server-address 8.8.8.8 priority 10
exit

If executing the show config dns command in detailed configuration mode, similar
information will be displayed.
amnimo(cfg-dns)# show config dns 
enable
←The following is the same as configuration mode
port 53
(Omitted)
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Setting DNS

To set DNS, transit to the detailed configuration mode, and execute the setting commands.

dns
enable
no enable
port PORT-NUMBER
query-port-range min <1024 – 65534> max <1025 – 65535>
log-level <operational | detail-operational | query | algorithm | client-cache-miss>
dnssec service
no dnssec service
dnssec permissive
no dnssec permissive
cache-ttl min <10 – 2419200> max <10 – 2419200>
cache-ttl negative-max <10 – 2419200>
root-server
server-address ADDRESS [priority <0 - 99>]
no server-address ADDRESS
forward DOMAIN address ADDRESS
no forward DOMAIN
local zone ZONE_STRING type < deny | refuse | static | transparent | typetransparent |
redirect | nodefault >
no local zone ZONE_STRING
local address ADDRESS name HOSTNAME [ttl <10 - 2419200>]
no local address ADDRESS
exit

Commands
Command
dns

Details

Execute the setting command of DNS.

If executing the command in configuration mode, the
current mode will transit to the detailed configuration
mode.

enable

Start the service.

port

Specify the port number in [ PORT-NUMBER ].

no enable
query-port-range
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Syntax

7

The information set here is written in the configuration file.

Stop the service.

Specify the range of ports to issue queries.

Be sure to set a larger value for max than that for min.

Setting

Details

max

In [ MAX ], specify the maximum value of the
query issuing port range in the range of 1025
to 65535.

min

In [ MIN ], specify the minimum value of the
query issuing port range in the range of 1024
to 65534.
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Command
log-lovel

Details

In [ LOGLEVEL ], set the log output level.

detail-operational

Output the detailed operation
information.

operational
query
algorithm

client-cache-miss

Output the operation information.
Output information of the query level for
each query.
Output information of the algorithm
level.

Output information of identifying a client
with a cache miss.

dnssec service

Enable DNSSEC (DNS Security Extensions).

dnssec permissive

Enable a response when an error occurs in verifying DNSSEC.

no dnssec service

no dnssec permissive
cache-ttl

Disable DNSSEC.

Disable a response when an error occurs in verifying DNSSEC.
Set the cache retention period.

Be sure to set a larger value for max than that for min.

Setting

Details

max

In [ MAX-TTL ], specify the maximum TTL value
for the cache retention period in the range of
10 to 2419200.

min

cache-ttl negative-max
root-server

no root-server

server-address

forward

Enable queries to the root server.

Disable queries to the root server.

Set upper DNS servers at the inquiry destination. (Up to two of them
can be set.)
Setting

Details

priority

In [ PRIORITY ], specify the priority with a
numerical value from 0 to 99.

Specify addresses of upper DNS servers at the
inquiry destination.

Specify addresses in [ ADDRESS ] and delete upper DNS servers at
the inquiry destination.

Forwards queries about the specified domain to upper DNS servers.
(Up to eight of them can be set.)
Setting

Details

address

In [ ADDRESS ], specify addresses of upper
DNS servers at the inquiry destination.

DOMAIN
no forward

In [ MIN-TTL ], specify the minimum TTL value
for the cache retention period in the range of
10 to 2419200.

Set the maximum retention period for negative cache.
In [MAX-TTL] specify the maximum retention period (sec) for
negative cache in the range of 10 to 2419200.

ADDRESS

no server-address
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Details

7

Setting

Specify the domain.

Specify the domain in [ DOMAIN ], and delete upper DNS servers at
the inquiry destination.
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Command
local zone

Details

Details

type

In [ ZONE_TYPE ], specify the operation type of
the local zone settings shown in the following
table named "Specifiable operation types".

ZONE_STRING

Specify local zones.

Specify the operation when the
specified zone is applicable and the
settings by the local address
command do not exist.
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Setting

7

Specify local zones, and set the operation. (Up to 16 of them can be
set.)
If a specified local zone does not exist, it will be added.

Specifiable operation types

Operation type

Details

refuse

By setting REFUSED to rcode, returns an error
message.

deny

static

transparent

typetransparent
redirect
nodefault
no local zone
local address

Perform the recursive inquiry processing.

Perform the recursive inquiry processing.
However, even if a type (e.g., AAAA) differs, it
will be treated as a match.

Respond to a query by itself.
Used for redirecting the domain with the
settings by the local address command.

Turn off the default settings for the AS112
zone (the reverse lookup of private addresses).

Respond to queries of specified addresses and host names. (Up to
64 of them can be set.)
Setting

Details

name

In [ HOSTNAME ], specify host names to
respond to.

ttl

exit

Return nodata or nxdomain.

Specify the local zone in [ ZONE-STRING ] to delete the settings for
the local zone command.

ADDRESS

no local address

Does not return a response.

Specify addresses to respond to.

In [ TTL ], set the TTL value returned in
response with a numerical value from 10 to
2419200.

Specify addresses in [ ADDRESS ] and delete the settings of the local
address command.
Exit the detailed configuration mode, and transit to the
configuration mode.
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Example


enable
port 53
query-port-range min 1024 max 65535
log-level operational
cache-ttl min 900 max 3600
cache-ttl negative-max 900
root-server
server-address 8.8.8.8 priority 10
exit
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amnimo(cfg)# dns
amnimo(cfg-dns)#
amnimo(cfg-dns)#
amnimo(cfg-dns)#
amnimo(cfg-dns)#
amnimo(cfg-dns)#
amnimo(cfg-dns)#
amnimo(cfg-dns)#
amnimo(cfg-dns)#
amnimo(cfg-dns)#
amnimo(cfg)#

7

In the following example, the DNS server settings are enabled and the inquiry destination address
is set to 8.8.8.8 in configuration mode.
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7.6

Setting DHCP

To display the DHCP lease list, execute the show dhcp lease command.
Syntax

show dhcp lease IFNAME

Setting item
Item

IFNAME

Settings of Servers

Displaying the DHCP lease list

7

Display the DHCP lease list and the DHCP settings, and configure the settings for DHCP.

Details

Specify the interface name of IPv4.

Example

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.

amnimo$ show dhcp lease eth0 
MAC
IP
hostname
valid until
manufacturer
=====================================================================================
==========
00:50:43:01:d3:23 192.168.0.100
test-client1
2020-03-03 02:38:47 -NAdc:a6:32:5e:4c:94

192.168.0.102

test-client3

2020-03-03 02:39:26 -NA-
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Displaying the settings of DHCP

To display the settings of DHCP, execute the show config dhcp command.
7

Syntax

show config dhcp [IFNAME]

Item

IFNAME

Details

Specify the interface name of IPv4.

If IFNAME is omitted, the DHCP settings of all configured
interfaces will be displayed.

Output format

Settings of Servers

Setting item

# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
#
dhcp IFNAME
# ---- dhcp IFNAME configure ---ENABLE
DYNAMIC-IPV4-ADDRESS-RANGE
netmask IPV4-ADDRESS
leasetime MIN-TIME MAX-TIME
router IPV4-ADDRESS
DNS-SERVER-NAME
domain DOMAIN-NAME
NTP-SERVER
static MAC-ADDRESS IPV4-ADDRESS
STATIC-IPV4-ADDRESS
(If there are multiple items, they will be displayed in multiple lines)
exit
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit

Output items
Item

ENABLE

Details

Information when the DHCP server of the specified IFNAME is
enabled/disabled, is displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

"no enable" is displayed.

Enable
IFNAME

"enable" is displayed.

The network interface of the DHCP server is displayed.

Displayed interface names depend on the product.
 Edge Gateway
eth0, br<0-9>
 IoTrouter
eth<0-1>, br<0-9>
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Item

If the range of dynamically leased addresses is set, the following is
displayed:
dynamic IPV4-ADDRESS-START IPV4-ADDRESS-END

Details

IPV4-ADDRESSEND

End IP address of lease address

IPV4-ADDRESSSTART
MIN-TIME

MAX-TIME

DNS-SERVER-NAME

The minimum lease period is displayed.

The maximum lease period is displayed.

If the settings of the DNS server exist, the following is displayed:
dns SERVER-NAME,SERVER-NAME,･･･

Item
DOMAIN-NAME

STATIC-IPV4-ADDRESS

Start IP address of lease address

Settings of Servers

Item

7

DYNAMIC-IPV4-ADDRESSRANGE

Details

SERVER-NAME

Details

The IP address or the server name of the
server

The domain name of DNS is displayed.

If there is a combination of a statically set IP address and a MAC
address, the following is displayed:
static MAC-ADDRESS STATIC-IPV4-ADDRESS

Item

Details

STATIC-IPV4ADDRESS

Static IPv4 address

MAC-ADDRESS
NTP-SERVER

MAC address to which the IP address is set

If the IP address of the NTP server is set, the following is displayed:
ntp SERVER-NAME,SERVER-NAME,…

Item

SERVER-NAME

Details

The IP address or the server name of the
server
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Example

amnimo# show config dhcp eth0 
# ---- transition to configure mode. ---configure
dhcp eth0
# ---- dhcp eth0 configure ---no enable
dynamic 192.168.3.20 192.168.3.40
netmask 255.255.255.0
leasetime 600 3600
router 10.5.5.1
dns ns2.example.org
domain example.org
ntp ntp2.org
static 12:34:56:78:90:60 fantasia.example.com
static 12:34:56:78:91:60 fantasia2.example.com
exit
# ---- exit configure mode. ---exit

Settings of Servers

The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode and
configuration mode.

7

Since setting the DHCP server is related to controlling the startup of devices, the settings of DHCP
cannot be displayed in general user mode.

amnimo(cfg)# show config dhcp eth0 
enable
dynamic 192.168.3.20 192.168.3.40
netmask 255.255.255.0
leasetime 600 3600
router 10.5.5.1
dns ns2.example.org
domain example.org
ntp ntp2.org
static 12:34:56:78:90:60 fantasia.example.com
static 12:34:56:78:91:60 fantasia2.example.com

If executing the show config command in detailed configuration mode of DHCP, the same
information as that of configuration mode will be displayed.

amnimo(cfg)# dhcp eth0 
←Transits to the detailed configuration mode of
DHCP
amnimo(cfg-dhcp-eth0)# show config 
dhcp eth0
←The following is the same as configuration m
ode
(Omitted)
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Setting DHCP

To set DHCP of IPv4, transit to the detailed configuration mode, and execute the setting commands.

Settings of Servers

Syntax

dhcp [IFNAME]
dynamic IPV4-ADDRESS IPV4-ADDRESS
netmask IPV4-ADDRESS
leasetime MIN-TIME MAX-TIME
router IPV4-ADDRESS
dns SERVER-NAME,SERVER-NAME,…
domain DOMAIN-NAME
ntp SERVER-NAME,SERVER-NAME,…
static MAC-ADDRESS IPV4-ADDRESS
show config
no static MAC-ADDRESS
no domain
no router
no dns
no ntp
enable
no enable
exit
no dhcp IFNAME

Commands
Command
dhcp

dynamic

netmask

7

The information set here is written in the configuration file.

Details

In [ IFNAME ], specify the interface name and execute the command.
eth0, br<0-9>
Configurable interface names vary depending on the
product.
 Edge Gateway
eth0, br<0-9>
 IoT router
eth<0-1>, br<0-9>
If you specify the interface and execute the command in
configuration mode, the current mode will transit to the
detailed configuration mode of DHCP (IPv4) of the specified
interface.

Set the range of automatically allocating dynamic IP addresses to
clients.
In [ IPV4-ADDRESS ], specify the IP addresses (IPv4s) of the upper
and lower limits of the range.
 Configurations that exceed the netmask range cannot
be performed.
 Even if a configuration is within the netmask range, a
range that exceeds 256 items cannot be configured.
In [ IPV4-ADDRESS ], specify the subnet mask.
The default value is 255.255.255.0.
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Command
leasetime

Details

Set the valid time to lease an IP address.

MAX-TIME

Specify the maximum lease period.
 The setting range is 1 to 86400 (sec).
 The default value is 86400 seconds.

MIN-TIME

router

Specify the minimum lease period.
 The setting range is 1 to 86400 (sec).
 The default value is 60 seconds.

In [ IPV4-ADDRESS ], specify the gateway address notified to the
DHCP client side.

If specifying auto, the IP address of IFNAME will be used.

dns

domain

The IP address must be configured within the dynamic
range.

In [ SERVER-NAME ], specify the IP address (IPv4) or the server name
of the DNS server notified to the DHCP client.
Multiple of them can be specified by separating them with commas.
If specifying auto, the IP address of IFNAME will be used. However,
multiple of them cannot be specified. The IP address must be
configured within the dynamic range.
In [ DOMAIN-NAME ], specify the DNS domain name notified to the
DHCP client.




ntp

static

It is necessary to specify the DNS domain name within 253
characters.
The beginning and end of the domain name must be one-byte
alphanumeric characters, and its remaining characters must
be only one-byte alphanumeric characters, "-"(hyphen) and
"."(period).

In [ SERVER-NAME ], specify the IP address (IPv4) of the NTP server
notified to the DHCP client.
Multiple of them can be specified by separating them with commas.
If specifying auto, the IP address of IFNAME will be used.
However, multiple of them cannot be specified. The IP
address must be configured within the dynamic range.

Assign fixed IP addresses to the client that retains the specified MAC
address.
Up to 16 of them can be set.
Setting

MAC-ADDRESS

show config
no static
no domain
no router
no dns
no ntp

enable

no enable

Settings of Servers

Details

7

Setting

IPV4-ADDRESS

Details

Specify the MAC address in the following
format.
XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX
Specify the IP address (IPv4).

Display the settings of the DHCP server.
For details, refer to "7.6.2 Displaying the settings of DHCP".

Delete the assignment of fixed IP address to the client that retains
the MAC address specified in [ MAC-ADDRESS ].
Delete the settings of the DNS domain name.

Delete the IP address settings of the gateway.

Delete the IP address settings of the DNS server.
Delete the IP address settings of the NTP server.

Enable the DHCP server of the specified IFNAME to start the service.

Disable the DHCP server of the specified IFNAME to stop the service.
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Details

no dhcp

Stop the service of the DHCP server of the specified IFNAME to
disable it.

exit

amnimo(cfg)# dhcp eth0 
amnimo(cfg-dhcp-eth0)# dynamic 192.168.3.20 192.168.3.40 
amnimo(cfg-dhcp-eth0)# netmask 255.255.255.0 
amnimo(cfg-dhcp-eth0)# leasetime 600 3600 
amnimo(cfg-dhcp-eth0)# router 10.5.5.1 
amnimo(cfg-dhcp-eth0)# dns ns2.example.org 
amnimo(cfg-dhcp-eth0)# domain example.org 
amnimo(cfg-dhcp-eth0)# ntp ntp2.org 
amnimo(cfg-dhcp-eth0)# static 12:34:56:78:90:60 fantasia.example.com 
amnimo(cfg-dhcp-eth0)# static 12:34:56:78:99:61 fantasia2.example.com 
amnimo(cfg-dhcp-eth0)# enable 
amnimo(cfg-dhcp-eth0)# exit 
amnimo(cfg)# no dhcp eth0 
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Example

Exit the detailed configuration mode, and transit to the
configuration mode.

7

Command
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7.7

Setting the Schedule

To display the operation status of the schedule, execute the show schedule command.

With this command, the operation status of the previously executed task or the currently executed
task can be checked.




Syntax

The operation status of each task is managed in a separate file.
When a task is executed, the operation status of the task will be updated.
When a task is deleted, the operation status of the task will not be displayed.

Settings of Servers

Displaying the operation status of the schedule

7

Display the operation status of the schedule, display the settings of the schedule, and configure the
settings for the schedule.

show schedule

Output format
NAME
TYPE
START
CMD/STATUS
TASKNAME SCHEDULE-TYPE START-TIME CMD-STATUS
(Omitted)

Output items
Item

Details

SCHEDULE-TYPE

One of the following schedule types is displayed:
 keep-alive:
alive monitoring
 general-control: executing control processes of this device
 user-define:
executing userdefined commands

TASKNAME

START-TIME

CMD-STATUS

The task name is displayed.

The time when executing the task will be started is displayed.

The action name or the execution status of the task is displayed.
Depending on the SCHEDULE-TYPE, displayed information differs.
Setting

keep-alive

Details




general-control
user-define

The name of the action to be executed is
displayed.



Common

If during transmission of ping,
"ping(running)" will be displayed.
If ping succeeds, "ping(OK)" will be
displayed.
If ping fails, the name of the action to be
executed will be displayed.
For example: soft-reboot
If the result of executing the command is
successful, "finished" will be displayed.
If the result of executing the command is
a failure, "failed" will be displayed.
 With the compact router, it is not
displayed.

For an unexecuted task, "waiting" will be
displayed.
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Example

show schedule 
TYPE
keep-alive
show schedule 
TYPE
keep-alive
general-control
user-define

START
CMD/STATUS
2020-02-11 23:02:00
ping(running)
START
CMD/STATUS
2020-02-11 23:05:00
soft-reboot
2020-02-12 01:10:00
poe-reset-supply
2020-02-13 10:00:00
finished
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amnimo$
NAME
task1
amnimo$
NAME
task1
task2
task3

7

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.

Because general-control cannot be set with the compact router, it cannot be displayed.

Displaying the settings of the schedule

To display the settings of the schedule, execute the show config schedule command.
With the compact router, general-control cannot be set.

Syntax
show config schedule keep-alive [TASKNAME]
show config schedule general-control [TASKNAME]
show config schedule user-define [TASKNAME]
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Output format
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←Task whose schedule type is keep-alive
# --- transition to configure mode --configure
# --- schedule keep-alive TASKNAME configure --schedule keep-alive TASKNAME
ENABLE
datetime DATETIME
action ACTION
ping dest DESTINATION
SOURCE
ping interval INTERVAL
ping count COUNT
DEADLINE
ping timeout TIMEOUT
ping delay MAX-DELAY
ping wait MAX-WAIT
exit
# --- exit configure mode --exit
Task whose schedule type is general-control
# --- transition to configure mode --configure
# --- schedule general-control TASKNAME configure --schedule general-control TASKNAME
ENABLE
datetime DATETIME
action ACTION
FAILSAFE
exit
# --- exit configure mode --exit
Task whose schedule type is user-define
# --- transition to configure mode --configure
# --- schedule user-define TASKNAME configure --schedule user-define TASKNAME
ENABLE
datetime DATETIME
command COMMAND
exit
# --- exit configure mode --exit
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Output items

ENABLE

Information if the task is enabled/disabled is displayed.

TASKNAME

The task name is displayed.
 If TASKNAME is omitted, the settings of all tasks of the relevant
schedule will be displayed.
 By pressing the [ Tab ] key, you can complete the entry of the task
name.
Setting

Display

Disable

"no enable" is displayed.

Enable
DATETIME

DESTINATION
SOURCE

"enable" is displayed.

The date and time when the task is executed, is displayed.

The host to which the ping request is sent, is displayed.

Depending on whether the transmission source of ping requests is specified,
information is displayed in the following formats (optional settings).
Setting

Display

Not specified

"no ping source" is displayed.

Specified

"ping source {IP-ADDRESS}" is displayed.

INTERVAL

The interval (sec) to send ping requests is displayed.

DEADLINE

Depending on whether the ping maximum execution time (sec) is specified,
information is displayed in the following formats (optional settings).

COUNT

The maximum number of ping requests to send is displayed.
Setting

Display

Not specified

"no ping deadline" is displayed.

Specified

"ping deadline {maximum execution time}" is displayed.

TIMEOUT

The timeout setting time (sec) of ping requests is displayed.

MAXWAIT

The upper limit value of random waiting time before changing ping destination
(sec) is displayed.

MAX-DELAY

COMMAND
FAILSAFE

Settings of Servers

Details
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Item

The upper limit value of random waiting time before executing ping (sec) is
displayed.
The command for a task specified by a user is displayed.

In the fail-safe function, the maximum number of soft-reboots or hard-reboots
which are executed if the number of retries exceeds 3 is displayed.
 If the schedule type is general-control and the action is soft-reboot or hardreboot
 If the schedule type is keep-alive and the action is soft-reboot, hard-reboot
or disconnect COMM
 Depending on whether the setting is Enable/Disable, information is
displayed in the following format.
Setting

Display

Disable

"no failsafe" is displayed.

Enable


"failsafe reboot {Maximum reboot count}" is displayed.

If the action is not one of the above, nothing will be displayed.
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ACTION

The action of the task is displayed.
Setting

If the soft reboot is set, the following is displayed:
action soft-reboot

If the hard reboot is set, the following is displayed:

poe-reset-supply

If the poe power supply is set to be reset, the following is
displayed:

action hard-reboot

action poe-reset-supply POE-IFNAME down-time TI
ME

Settings of Servers

hard-reboot

7

soft-reboot

Details

Because indoor-type IoT routers and compact
routers do not support PoE, poe-reset-supply will
not be displayed.
connect COMM

Connect each communication. * 1,2
ppp or ecm *3 is set for COMM.
 ppp
If the ppp communication is connected, the
following is displayed:
action connect ppp PPP-IFNAME



ecm
If the ecm communication is connected, the
following is displayed:
action connect ecm ECM-IFNAME

disconnect
COMM

Disconnect each communication type.
COMM is set to ppp, ecm, or ipsec.
 ppp
If the ppp communication is disconnected, the
following is displayed:
action disconnect ppp



ecm
Disconnect the ecm communication. *4 If the setting
is to disconnect the ecm communication, reset the
mobile module, and perform reconnection, the
following is displayed:

action disconnect ecm ECM-IFNAME reset enabl
e

If the setting is to disconnect the ecm
communication and not to reset the mobile module
and perform reconnection, the following is
displayed:
action disconnect ecm ECM-IFNAME reset disab
le



The setting to reset the mobile module is not
available for the compact router.

ipsec *5
If the IPsec communication is disconnected, the
following is displayed:
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Item

Details
action disconnect ipsec IPSEC-IFNAME
*2 The compact router does not support ppp.

*4 If the schedule type is keep-alive, reconnection is performed.
*5 Action used for tasks whose schedule type is keep-alive.

For information on interfaces specified in each setting, refer to the following
table.
Setting

ECM-IFNAME

Details



POE-IFNAME




Edge Gateway, IoT Router
ecm0
Compact router
rmnet_data0
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*3 With the compact router, the interface of the mobile module is rmnet_data.

7

*1 Action used for tasks whose schedule type is general-control.

Edge Gateway
lan<0-3>
Outdoor-type IoT Router
eth<0-1>

Because indoor-type IoT routers and compact
routers do not support PoE, POE-IFNAME cannot
be specified.

IPSEC-IFNAME

tun<0-9>、tap<0-9>

PPP-IFNAME

ppp<0-9>

Because compact routers do not support IPsec,
IPSEC-IFNAME cannot be specified.

Because compact routers do not support PPP,
PPP-IFNAME cannot be specified.
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Example

←Displays the schedule who
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amnimo# show config schedule keep-alive camera1 
se schedule type is keep-alive
# ---- transition to configure mode. ---configure
# ---- keep-alive configure ---schedule keep-alive camera1
enable
datetime * * * * *
action poe-reset-supply lan1 down-time 60
ping dest 192.168.1.100
no ping source
ping interval 3
ping count 3
no ping deadline
ping timeout 10
ping delay 0
ping wait 3
exit
# ---- exit configure mode. ---exit
amnimo# show config schedule general-control reboot 
se schedule type is general-control
# ---- transition to configure mode. ---configure
# ---- general-control configure ---schedule general-control reboot
enable
datetime 0 4 31 12 *
action hard-reboot
failsafe reboot 3
exit
# ---- exit configure mode. ---exit
amnimo# show config schedule user-define userping 
se schedule type is user-define
# ---- transition to configure mode. ---configure
# ---- user-define configure ---schedule user-define userping
enable
datetime 0 * * * *
command ping 192.168.2.110
exit
# ---- exit configure mode. ---exit

7

The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode and
configuration mode of Edge Gateway.

←Displays the schedule who

←Displays the schedule who
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←Displays the sched
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amnimo(cfg)# show config schedule keep-alive camera1 
ule whose schedule type is keep-alive
# ---- keep-alive configure ---schedule keep-alive camera1
enable
datetime * * * * *
action poe-reset-supply lan1 down-time 60
ping dest 192.168.1.100
no ping source
ping interval 3
ping count 3
no ping deadline
ping timeout 10
ping delay 0
ping wait 3
exit
amnimo(cfg)# show config schedule general-control reboot 
ule whose schedule type is general-control
# ---- general-control configure ---schedule general-control reboot
enable
datetime 0 4 31 12 *
action hard-reboot
failsafe reboot 3
exit
amnimo(cfg)# show config schedule user-define userping 
ule whose schedule type is user-define
# ---- user-define configure ---schedule user-define userping
enable
datetime 0 * * * *
command ping 192.168.2.110
exit

←Displays the sched

←Displays the sched

If executing the show config command in detailed configuration mode of the schedule,
information similar to that of configuration mode will be displayed.
Add either "keep-alive", "general-control" or "user-define" to the schedule command as a
schedule type, and execute it.
amnimo(cfg)# schedule keep-alive camera1 
nfiguration mode of the schedule
amnimo(cfg-sch-ka-camera1)# show config 
enable
as configuration mode
datetime * * * * *
(Omitted)

←Transits to the detailed co
←The following is the same
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Setting the schedule

To set the schedule, transit to the detailed configuration mode, and execute the setting commands.

With the compact router, general-control cannot be set.

Syntax

If setting a task whose schedule type is keep-alive
schedule keep-alive TASKNAME
enable
no enable
datetime DATETIME
action soft-reboot
action hard-reboot
action poe-reset-supply POE-IFNAME [down-time TIME]
action disconnect ppp PPP-IFNAME
action disconnect ecm ECM-IFNAME [reset <enable | disable>]
action disconnect ipsec IPSEC-NAME
ping dest DESTINATION
no ping dest DESTINATION
ping source SOURCE
no ping source
ping interval INTERVAL
ping count COUNT
ping deadline DEADLINE
no ping deadline
ping timeout TIMEOUT
ping delay MAX-DELAY
ping wait MAX-WAIT
failsafe reboot COUNT
no failsafe
exit
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The information set here is written in the configuration file.

7

By adding either "keep-alive", "general-control" or "user-define" to the schedule command as a
schedule type and executing it, transit to the detailed configuration mode of each of them.

If setting a task whose schedule type is general-control
schedule general-control TASKNAME
enable
no enable
datetime DATETIME
action soft-reboot
action hard-reboot
action poe-reset-supply POE-IFNAME [down-time TIME]
action disconnect ppp PPP-IFNAME
action disconnect ecm ECM-IFNAME [reset <enable | disable>]
action connect ppp PPP-IFNAME
action connect ecm ECM-IFNAME
failsafe reboot COUNT
no failsafe
exit
If setting a task whose schedule type is user-define
schedule user-define TASKNAME
enable
no enable
datetime DATETIME
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Command

schedule keep-alive
schedule general-control
schedule user-define

Details

Specify the task name in [ TASKNAME ], and execute the command
for setting the schedule.
If executing the command in configuration mode, the
current mode will transit to the detailed configuration
mode.

enable

Enable the task.

datetime

In [ DATETIME ], specify the date and time when executing the task
in the following format.
min hour dom month dow

no enable
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Commands
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command COMMAND
no schedule keep-alive TASKNAME
no schedule general-control TASKNAME
no schedule user-define TASKNAME

Disable the task.

Format

Setting

Details

hour

Hour (0-23)

min

dom

month
dow

Minute (0-59)
Day (1-31)

Month (1-12)

Day of week (0-6)
"0" represents Sunday.

Specification method

Specification
method
List

Range

List + Range
Interval

Setting example

Setting example: 0,10,20,30
If a value is specified for min, the process will
be performed at 0, 10, 20 or 30 minutes.
Setting example: 1-5
If a value is specified for month, the process
will be performed in January, February,
March, April or May.

Setting example: 1,6,9-11
If a value is specified for hour, the process will
be performed at 1, 6, 9, 10 or 11 o'clock.

Setting example: */10
If a value is specified for min, the process will
be performed at intervals of 10 minutes. The
process will be performed at intervals of the
value specified after "/".

action soft-reboot

Set soft reboot as an action.

action poe-reset-supply

Set poe power supply reset as an action.

action hard-reboot

Set hard reboot as an action.
Setting

Details

down-time
TIME

Specify the poe power supply stop time in
[ TIME ].

POE-IFNAME

Specify the poe interface name.
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Command

Details

action disconnect ecm

Set ecm communication disconnect as an action.

action disconnect ppp

Set ppp communication disconnect as an action.

reset enable

When ecm communication is disconnected,
reconnects.

ECM-IFNAME
reset disable

Specify the ecm interface name.

When ecm communication is disconnected,
does not reconnect.

Do not set this for a device that does not have a mobile
module.

action disconnect ipsec
ping dest

The setting to reset the mobile module is not available for
the compact router.

Specify the IPsec connection name in [ IPSEC-NAME ], and set IPsec
communication disconnect as an action.
Specify the IP address of the transmission destination host of ping
requests.
Setting

DESTINATION

no ping dest
ping source

ping interval

Setting

Details

Specify the IP address of the transmission
source host of ping requests.

Delete the IP address of the transmission source of ping requests.
Specify the transmission interval of ping requests.
Setting

Details

Specify the transmission interval (sec) of ping
requests.
 The setting range is 1 to 60 (sec).
 "3" is set by deafult.

Specify the maximum number of ping requests to send.
Setting
COUNT

ping deadline

Specify the IP address of the transmission
destination host of ping requests.
 Up to eight transmission destination
hosts can be registered.

Specify the IP address of the transmission source of ping requests.

INTERVAL

ping count

Details

Delete the IP address of the transmission destination of ping
requests.
SOURCE

no ping source
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Details

7

Setting

Details

Specify the maximum number of ping
requests.
 The setting range is 1 to 255.
 "3" is set by deafult.

Specify the ping maximum execution time per schedule of request
function (optional setting).
Setting

DEADLINE

Details

Specify the maximum execution time (sec) of
ping requests.
 The setting range is 1 to 3600 (sec).

The action commands set in the task are executed when
either condition is met; the maximum execution time of
ping requests (this setting), or the maximum number of
ping requests ("ping count").
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Details

ping timeout

Set the ping request timeout time.

no ping deadline

Delete the ping maximum execution time. If it is deleted, the
maximum execution time will not be limited.

TIMEOUT

ping delay

Setting

Setting

COUNT

command
exit

no schedule keep-alive
no schedule general-control
no schedule user-define

Set the maximum time for random waiting
time before executing ping transmission.
 The setting range is 0 to 3600 (sec).
 The default value is 0 seconds.
Details

Set random waiting time when changing ping
transmission destination.
 The setting range is 0 to 60 (sec).
 The default value is 3 seconds.

In the fail-safe function, the maximum number of soft-reboots or
hard-reboots which are executed if the number of retries exceeds 3
is set.
 If the schedule type is general-control and the action is softreboot or hard-reboot
 If the schedule type is keep-alive and the action is soft-reboot,
hard-reboot or disconnect ecm
 Depending on whether the setting is Enable/Disable,
information is set in the following format.
Setting

no failsafe

Details

Set random waiting time when changing ping transmission
destination.
MAX-WAIT

failsafe reboot

Specify the timeout time (sec) of ping
requests.
 The setting range is 1 to 600 (sec).
 "10" is set by deafult.

Set the maximum time for random waiting time before executing
ping transmission.
MAX-DELAY

ping wait

Details
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Setting
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Command

Details

Set the maximum number of reboots.
 The setting range is 1 to 10.
 The default value is 3.

 For more information on the fail-safe functions, refer to "12.3
Fail-safe".
Release failsafe function when the action is soft-reboot or hardreboot.
In [ COMMAND ], specify the command to execute.

Exit the detailed configuration mode of the schedule, and transit to
the configuration mode.

Specify the task name in [ TASKNAME ] to delete the schedule.
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Limitation on the number of registrations for the specific action setting
Details


Software reboot

hard-reboot



Hardware reboot

disconnect ecm



ecm disconnect

soft-reboot

Schedule type






keep-alive
general-control
keep-alive
general-control
keep-alive

Example 1 Common setting example
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Actions
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The maximum number of registrations is 32 for the following actions related to the fail-safe
functions. Beware of the number of registrations.

Add either "keep-alive", "general-control" or "user-define" to the schedule command as a schedule
type, and execute it.
The information set here is written in the configuration file.

Example of checking ecm communication every 10 minutes and restarting the ecm mobile modul
e when disconnection is detected
amnimo(cfg)# schedule keep-alive mobile 
←Sets a task whose schedule type is
keep-alive
amnimo(cfg-sch-ka-mobile)# datetime */10 * * * * 
amnimo(cfg-sch-ka-mobile)# action disconnect ecm ecm0 reset enable 
amnimo(cfg-sch-ka-mobile)# ping dest example.com 
amnimo(cfg-sch-ka-mobile)# enable 
amnimo(cfg-sch-ka-mobile)# exit 
Example of hard rebooting Edge Gateway at AM4:00 December 31st
amnimo(cfg)# schedule general-control reboot 
←Sets a task whose schedule type is
general-control
amnimo(cfg-sch-gc-reboot)# datetime 0 4 31 12 * 
amnimo(cfg-sch-gc-reboot)# action hard-reboot 
amnimo(cfg-sch-gc-reboot)# enable 
amnimo(cfg-sch-gc-reboot)# exit 
Example of issuing the ping command to an IP address at 0 minute every hour
amnimo(cfg)# schedule user-define userping 
←Sets a task whose schedule type is
user-define
amnimo(cfg-sch-ud-userping)# datetime 0 * * * * 
amnimo(cfg-sch-ud-userping)# command ping 192.168.2.110 
amnimo(cfg-sch-ud-userping)# enable 
amnimo(cfg-sch-ud-userping)# exit 

Do not use a public IP address as the ping destination host for monitoring network
connection status because it may result in a network failure on the destination server side.
We recommend arranging an individual connecting destination separately.
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Example 2 Specifying multiple transmission destination hosts of ping requests

Item
N1
N2
N3

Corresponding
command

Details

Unit

Default value

Second

0

ping timeout

Maximum time for random
waiting time before
executing ping transmission
Ping request timeout time
Ping request transmission
interval

Second
Second

10

ping delay

ping interval
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The following figure shows an example of an operation before taking an action when two
transmission destination hosts are set, and the relationship between setting items.

7

If you select "keep-alive" for the schedule type, you can specify multiple transmission destination
hosts of ping requests.

3
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Item

Unit

Default value

Times

3

N5

ping deadline

Maximum number of ping
requests to send

Second

Not specified

N6

ping wait

Maximum execution time
per schedule of the ping
request function

Random waiting time when
changing ping transmission
destination

Second

3

N4

ping count

amnimo(cfg)# schedule keep-alive TASKNAME 
amnimo(cfg-sch-ka-TASKNAME)# datetime DATETIME 
amnimo(cfg-sch-ka-TASKNAME)# action ACTION 
amnimo(cfg-sch-ka-TASKNAME)# ping dest host1,host2
amnimo(cfg-sch-ka-TASKNAME)# ping delay N1 
amnimo(cfg-sch-ka-TASKNAME)# ping timeout N2 
amnimo(cfg-sch-ka-TASKNAME)# ping interval N3 
amnimo(cfg-sch-ka-TASKNAME)# ping count N4 
amnimo(cfg-sch-ka-TASKNAME)# ping deadline N5 
amnimo(cfg-sch-ka-TASKNAME)# ping wait N6 
amnimo(cfg-sch-ka-TASKNAME)# enable 
amnimo(cfg-sch-ka-TASKNAME)# exit 
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Details
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Corresponding
command

← Specifies any task name.
← Specifies any task execution time.
← Specifies any action.
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7.8

Managing System Logs

To display Syslog messages, execute the show syslog message command.
Syntax

show syslog message [follow] [lines NUMBER]

Setting items
Item

Details

lines

In [ NUMBER ], specify the number of lines of a log to output.
If omitted, the latest log for 10 lines will be output.

follow

Output format
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Displaying Syslog messages

7

Displays Syslog messages, displays the Syslog settings, and configure the settings for Syslog. The
amlog message, which is a log of this product, is displayed.

If follow is specified, Syslog output will be monitored, and logs will
be output continuously.
To stop outputting logs, enter the [ CTRL ] key followed by the [ C ]
key.

SYSLOG
(Omitted)

Output items
Item

SYSLOG

Details

A log is displayed.
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Example

←If not specifying lines and follow
←A 10-line message is displayed
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amnimo# show syslog message 
2020-08-07T08:02:01.253126+00:00 test 1
2020-08-07T08:02:01.255466+00:00 test 2
2020-08-07T08:02:01.295917+00:00 test 3
2020-08-07T08:02:32.883885+00:00 test 4
2020-08-07T08:02:32.886249+00:00 test 2
2020-08-07T08:02:32.918905+00:00 test 5
2020-08-07T08:02:32.928120+00:00 test 3
2020-08-07T08:02:32.964404+00:00 test 6
2020-08-07T08:02:32.971292+00:00 test 7
2020-08-07T08:02:32.971713+00:00 test 8
amnimo# show syslog message lines 15 
2020-08-07T08:01:47.799239+00:00 test 2
2020-08-07T08:01:47.836894+00:00 test 3
2020-08-07T08:01:59.699354+00:00 test 1
2020-08-07T08:01:59.701602+00:00 test 2
2020-08-07T08:01:59.742651+00:00 test 3
2020-08-07T08:02:01.253126+00:00 test 1
2020-08-07T08:02:01.255466+00:00 test 2
2020-08-07T08:02:01.295917+00:00 test 3
2020-08-07T08:02:32.883885+00:00 test 4
2020-08-07T08:02:32.886249+00:00 test 2
2020-08-07T08:02:32.918905+00:00 test 5
2020-08-07T08:02:32.928120+00:00 test 3
2020-08-07T08:02:32.964404+00:00 test 6
2020-08-07T08:02:32.971292+00:00 test 7
2020-08-07T08:02:32.971713+00:00 test 8
amnimo# show syslog message follow 
2020-08-07T08:02:01.253126+00:00 test 1
2020-08-07T08:02:01.255466+00:00 test 2
2020-08-07T08:02:01.295917+00:00 test 3
2020-08-07T08:02:32.883885+00:00 test 4
2020-08-07T08:02:32.886249+00:00 test 2
2020-08-07T08:02:32.918905+00:00 test 5
2020-08-07T08:02:32.928120+00:00 test 3
2020-08-07T08:02:32.964404+00:00 test 6
2020-08-07T08:02:32.971292+00:00 test 7
2020-08-07T08:02:32.971713+00:00 test 8
Enter the [ Ctrl ] key followed by the [ C ] key

7

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

←If specified on line 15
←A 15-line message is displayed

←If specifying follow

to exit.
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Display the settings of Syslog

show config syslog [local | remote]

Setting item
Item

local
remote

Details

If adding "local" or "remote" to the command and executing it, the
settings of local log output or remote log transfer can be displayed
individually. If omitted, the settings of both items will be displayed.

Settings of Servers

Syntax

7

To display the settings of Syslog, execute the show config syslog command.

By pressing the [ Tab ] key, you can complete the entry of
"local" or "remote".

Output format

# --- transition to configure mode --configure
# --- syslog local configure --syslog local
ENABLE
rotate-size ROTATE-SIZE
rotate-count ROTATE-COUNT
level LEVEL
exit
# --- syslog remote configure --syslog remote
ENABLE
SERVER-ADDRESS
server-port SERVER-PORT
level LEVEL
exit
# --- exit configure mode --exit

Output items
Item

ENABLE

Details

Information when local log output or remote log transfer is
enabled/disabled, is displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

"no enable" is displayed.

Enable

"enable" is displayed.

ROTATE-SIZE

The log rotation threshold size is displayed.

LEVEL

The log output level is displayed.

ROTATE-COUNT
SERVER-ADDRESS

SERVER-PORT

The number of log rotation generations is displayed.
The IP address of the remote log transfer destination in "serveraddress {IP address}" format is displayed.
If the IP address of the remote log transfer destination is not set, it
will not be displayed.

The port number of the remote log transfer destination is displayed.
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Example
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amnimo# show config syslog 
# ---- transition to configure mode. ---configure
# ---- syslog local configure. ---syslog local
enable
rotate-size 10240
rotate-count 8
level informational
exit
# ---- syslog remote configure. ---syslog remote
enable
server-address 192.168.0.11
server-port 514
level informational
exit
# ---- exit configure mode. ---exit
amnimo# show config syslog local 
# ---- transition to configure mode. ---configure
# ---- syslog local configure. ---syslog local
enable
rotate-size 10240
rotate-count 8
level informational
exit
# ---- exit configure mode. ---exit
amnimo# show config syslog remote 
# ---- transition to configure mode. ---configure
# ---- syslog remote configure. ---syslog remote
enable
server-address 192.168.0.11
server-port 514
level informational
exit
# ---- exit configure mode. ---exit

7

The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode and
configuration mode.
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amnimo(cfg)# show config syslog 
# ---- syslog local configure. ---syslog local
enable
rotate-size 10240
rotate-count 8
level informational
exit
# ---- syslog remote configure. ---syslog remote
enable
server-address 192.168.0.11
server-port 514
level informational
exit
amnimo(cfg)# show config syslog local 
# ---- syslog local configure. ---syslog local
enable
rotate-size 10240
rotate-count 8
level informational
exit
amnimo(cfg)# show config syslog remote 
# ---- syslog remote configure. ---syslog remote
enable
server-address 192.168.0.11
server-port 514
level informational
exit
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If executing the show config command in detailed configuration mode of Syslog, the same
information as that of configuration mode will be displayed.
amnimo(cfg)# syslog local 
mode of Syslog
amnimo(cfg-syslog-local)# show config 
enable
uration mode
(Omitted)

←Transits to the detailed configuration
←The following is the same as config
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Setting Syslog

The information set here is written in the configuration file.
Syntax

If local log output is set
syslog local
enable
no enable
rotate-size SIZE
rotate-count COUNT
level <emergencies | alerts | critical | errors | warnings | notifications | informatio
nal | debugging>
exit

Settings of Servers

By adding either "local" or "remote" to the syslog command and executing it, the current mode will
transit to the detailed configuration mode of each of them.

7

To set Syslog, transit to the detailed configuration mode, and execute the setting commands.

If remote log transfer is set
syslog remote
enable
no enable
server-address IPADDRESS
server-port PORT
level <emergencies | alerts | critical | errors | warnings | notifications | informatio
nal | debugging>
exit

Commands
Command

syslog local

Details

Execute the setting command for local log output.

If executing the command in configuration mode, the
current mode will transit to the local log detailed
configuration mode.

syslog remote

Execute the setting command for remote log transfer.

enable

Start the service.
In the local detailed configuration mode, outputting local logs will
be enabled.
In the remote detailed configuration mode, transferring remote logs
will be enabled.

no enable

rotate-size

If executing the command in configuration mode, the
current mode will transit to the remote log detailed
configuration mode.

Stop the service.
In the local detailed configuration mode, outputting local logs will
be disabled.
In the remote detailed configuration mode, transferring remote logs
will be disabled.

Specify the local log rotation threshold size.
 Edge Gateway, IoT Router
Range: 512 to 10240 (default: 10240)
 Compact router
Range: 512 to 2048 (default: 2048)
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level

In the local detailed configuration mode, specify the local log
output level.
In the remote detailed configuration mode, specify the remote log
output level.

rotate-count

server-address
server-port
exit

Example

Specify the number of generations of local log rotation in the range
of 1 to 8. By default, "8" is set.

Specify the IP address of the remote log transfer destination.

Specify the port number of the remote log destination in the range
of 1 to 65535. By default, "514" is set.
Exit the detailed configuration mode, and transit to the
configuration mode.
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Details

7

Command

Add "local" or "remote" to the syslog command and execute it. The information set here is written
in the configuration file.
amnimo(cfg)# syslog local 
←Setting of local log output
amnimo(cfg-syslog-local)# rotate-size 10240 
amnimo(cfg-syslog-local)# rotate-count 8 
amnimo(cfg-syslog-local)# level informational 
amnimo(cfg-syslog-local)# enable 
amnimo(cfg-syslog-local)# exit 
amnimo(cfg)# syslog remote 
←Setting of remote log transfer
amnimo(cfg-syslog-remote)# server-address 192.168.0.11 
amnimo(cfg-syslog-remote)# server-port 514 
amnimo(cfg-syslog-remote)# level informational 
amnimo(cfg-syslog-remote)# enable 
amnimo(cfg-syslog-remote)# exit 
amnimo(cfg)# exit
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Displaying amlog messages

Syntax
show amlog [level <emergencies | alerts | critical | errors | warnings | notifications
| informational | debugging>] [tail [TAIL_LINENUM]]

Setting items
Item
level

Details

In [ LOG_LEVEL ], specify the log level with a numerical value.
Logs below the log level specified here will be displayed.
"informational" is set by default.
Setting

Details

alerts

LOG_ALERT. A log at a level that requires an
immediate action.

emergencies

critical

LOG_CRIT. A log indicating a fatal error.

LOG_ERR. An error log.

notifications

LOG_NOTICE. This is a log that occurs
normally but has important information.

informational

Output format

LOG_EMERG. A log indicating that the system
is unstable.

errors

warnings

tail
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The compact router does not support this feature.

7

If executing the amlog command, you can specify the log level, and extract and display the specified
number of lines from the latest log.

debugging

LOG_WARNING. A warning log.

LOG_INFO. An information log.

LOG_DEBUG. A debug level log.

In [ TAIL_LINENUM ], specify the number of lines of the latest log to
display.
 If tail is omitted, all lines will be displayed.
 If specifying tail, and if not specifying TAIL_LINENUM, 10
lines of the latest log will be displayed.

YYYY-mm-ddTHH:MM:ssZ LOG_LEVEL LOG_MESSAGE
YYYY-mm-ddTHH:MM:ssZ LOG_LEVEL LOG_MESSAGE
YYYY-mm-ddTHH:MM:ssZ LOG_LEVEL LOG_MESSAGE

Output items
Item

YYYY-mm-ddTHH:MM:ssZ

Details

The date and time when the log occurred are displayed.
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Item

LOG_LEVEL

Details

The numerical value of the log level is displayed.

alerts

LOG_ALERT. A log at a level that requires an
immediate action.

emergencies

critical

LOG_ERR. An error log.

notifications

LOG_NOTICE. This is a log that occurs
normally but has important information.

informational

Example

LOG_CRIT. A log indicating a fatal error.

errors

warnings

LOG_MESSAGE

LOG_EMERG. A log indicating that the system
is unstable.

debugging

LOG_WARNING. A warning log.
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Details
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Display

LOG_INFO. An information log.

LOG_DEBUG. A debug level log.

Information of a log message is displayed. The maximum size of a
message is 246 bytes and it can be divided and stored separately.

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.

amnimo$ show amlog level informational tail 5 
2020-07-20T10:21:48+0900 LOG_INFO U-Boot 2018.03-devel-18.12.3--g5007f1d952 (Jul 02 20
20 - 22:39:06 +0900)
2020-07-20T10:21:48+0900 LOG_INFO STATUS:SN=[300002],MAC0=[E8:1B:4B:00:30:02],BS=[a:1
b:308 h:0 s:0],DIPBM=[ubootcommand]
2020-07-20T10:22:08+0900 LOG_INFO Start mounting to /dev/mmcblk0p4
2020-07-20T10:22:08+0900 LOG_INFO Start mounting to /dev/mmcblk0p5
2020-07-20T10:22:09+0900 LOG_INFO Update bootarea to 1

Deleting amlog logs
Delete all logs.

It takes a few dozens of seconds to complete executing the command.
The compact router does not support this feature.

Example

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# amlog initialize 
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7.9

Configuring GUI

Displaying the settings of the GUI

To display the GUI settings, execute the show config gui command.

Settings of Servers

For the compact router, this feature is availabe in version 1.6.0 or later.

7

Display the settings for configuring this product using the Graphical User Interface (GUI) and
configure the GUI.

Syntax

show config gui

Output format
# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- gui configure ---gui
ENABLED
Protocol PROTOCOL_TYPE
port PORT_NUM
exit
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit

Output Item
Item

ENABLE

Details

Information when the GUI service startup is enabled/disabled, is
displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

"no enable" is displayed.

Enable
PROTOCOL_TYPE

The protocol used by the GUI service is displayed.
Setting

Display

HTTPS

"https" is displayed.

HTTP
PORT_NUM

Example

"enable" is displayed.

"http" is displayed.

The port number of the protocol used by the GUI service is
displayed.

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# show config gui 
# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- gui configure ---gui
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enable
Protocol http
port 80
exit
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit

To configure the GUI, transit to the detailed configuration mode, and execute the setting command.
The information set here is written in the configuration file.
Syntax

Settings of Servers

Configuring GUI

gui
enable
no enable
protocol < http | https >
port PORT_NUM
exit

Commands
Command
gui

enable

protocol

Details

Execute the setting command of the GUI.

If executing the command in configuration mode, the
current mode will transit to the detailed configuration
mode.

Start the service.

Configure the protocol used in the GUI.
Setting
http

https
port
no enable
exit

Example

amnimo(cfg)# gui
amnimo(cfg-gui)#
amnimo(cfg-gui)#
amnimo(cfg-gui)#
amnimo(cfg-gui)#

Details

Specify the HTTP protocol.

The port number is set as 80.

Specify the HTTPS protocol.

The port number is set as 443.

In [PORT_NO], specify the port number of the GUI within the range
of 1 to 65535.
Stop the service.

Exit the detailed configuration mode of the GUI, and transit to the
configuration mode.


enable 
protocol http 
port 80 
exit 
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8.1

Controlling the USB Device

This chapter explains the management of the hardware used in addition to this product.

Display the USB device connected to the USB bus 1, and turn ON/OFF the device.

Displaying the USB device

To display the USB device, execute the show device usb command.

Managing Hardware

Managing Hardware

8

8

Only the device connected to the USB bus 1 is displayed.

Example

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# show device usb 
Bus 001 Device 003: ID ****:**** amnimo Corp. / amnimo Corp.

Controlling the USB device

Set the VBUS of the USB port to ON or OFF.

▌ Turning ON/resetting the VBUS

To turn ON the VBUS of the USB port or reset it, execute the device usb command.



Only the device connected to the USB bus 1 is displayed.
If the HUB is connected to the USB bus, the HUB port will be excluded.

Syntax
device usb [reset [TIME[s|m]]]

Setting item
Item

reset

Details

During the time (secs or mins) specified in [ TIME ], the VBUS of the
USB port is turned OFF.
Setting
TIME

Details

Reset time for the USB port.
 In seconds: Range is 1 to 3600. Unit is s.
 In minutes: Range is 1 to 60. Unit is m.
If you do not specify a unit, it will be in seconds.
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Example

▌ Turning OFF the VBUS

To turn OFF the VBUS of the USB port, execute the no device usb command.



Only the device connected to the USB bus 1 is displayed.
If the HUB is connected to the USB bus, the HUB port will be excluded.

Managing Hardware

amnimo# device usb reset 60s 
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The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

Example

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# no device usb 
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8.2

Configuring Power Over Ethernet (PoE)

To display the PoE status, execute the show poe command.
Syntax

show poe [IFNAME]

Setting item
Item

IFNAME

Output format

Managing Hardware

Displaying the PoE status

8

Display the status and settings of PoE, control the port, and configure PoE settings.

Details

Specify the interface name of PoE.
 Since the Edge Gateway is implemented on the LAN0 to
3 side, only lan0 to 3 can be specified. In addition, since
outdoor-type IoT routers are implemented on the eth0
and eth1 side, only eth0 and eth1 can be specified.
 If omitting IFNAME, the PoE status of all configured
interfaces will be displayed.

# ---- poe IFNAME ---state
STATE
class
CLASS
poeplus
POEPLUS
limit-current
ICUT
Voltage
POE-VOLTAGE
Current
POE-CURRENT
Watt
POE-WATT

Output items
Item

Details

STATE

The connection status to the port is displayed.

IFNAME

The interface name is displayed.
Value

Description

disconnected

Disconnected

connected
CLASS

Connected

The recognition result of the PoE power class classification process
(classification) is displayed.
Value

Description

Class1

Class1 (IEE802.3af, PSE output power 4.0W)

Class0
Class2
Class3

Class0 (IEE802.3af, PSE output power 15.4W)
Class2 (IEE802.3af, PSE output power 7.0W)

Class3 (IEE802.3af, PSE output power 15.4W)

Class4

Class4 (IEE802.3at, PSE output power 30W)

Overcurrent

Overcurrent state

Unknown

Class-mismatch

Unrecognized state

Classification mismatch
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Item

POEPLUS

Details

Display

Disable

"off" is displayed.

Enable
ICUT

"on" is displayed.

The setting status of the current limit value of PoE is displayed.
Value

Description

204mA

Current limit value 204mA (PoEPlus disabled)

110mA
374mA

Current limit value 110mA (PoEPlus disabled)
Current limit value 374mA (PoEPlus disabled)

592mA

Current limit value 592mA (PoEPlus enabled)

754mA

Current limit value 754mA (PoEPlus enabled)

645mA
920mA

Current limit value 645mA (PoEPlus enabled)
Current limit value 920mA (PoEPlus enabled)

POE-VOLTAGE

The voltage value at the present time (in V) is displayed.

POE-WATT

The power value at the present time (in W) is displayed.

POE-CURRENT

Example
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Setting

8

Information when enabling/disabling the PoE-Plus (IEEE802.3at) is
displayed.

The current value at the present time (in mA) is displayed.

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode with Edge Gateway.

amnimo$ show poe lan0 
# ---- Poe lan0 ---state
connected
class
Class0
poeplus
off
limit-current
374mA
Voltage
53.894V
Current
50.235mA
Watt
2.707W
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Controlling the PoE port

To control the PoE port, execute the device poe command.
8

Syntax

Commands
Command

Details

device poe power

Specify the interface name of PoE in [ IFNAME ], and enable the
power output of the PoE port.

no device poe power

Specify the interface name of PoE in [ IFNAME ], and disable the
power output of the PoE port.

device poe icut

Specify the interface name of PoE in [ IFNAME ], and change the
current control value of the PoE port.
 Since the Edge Gateway is implemented on the LAN0 to
3 side, only lan0 to 3 can be specified. In addition, since
outdoor-type IoT routers are implemented on the eth0
and eth1 side, only eth0 and eth1 can be specified.
 Either 110, 204, 374, 592, 645, 754, 920, or auto can be
specified as a numerical value.
 If auto is specified, a value will be automatically set.

device poe reset

device poe

Managing Hardware

device poe reset <IFNAME> [0-3600]
no device poe power <IFNAME>
device poe power <IFNAME>
device poe icut <IFNAME> <110|204|374|592|645|754|920|auto>
device poe
no device poe

The PoE port is reset.
Specify the interface name of PoE in [ IFNAME ], and specify a
numerical value for the OFF period (secs) at reset in the range of 0
to 3600.
 Since the Edge Gateway is implemented on the LAN0 to
3 side, only lan0 to 3 can be specified. In addition, since
outdoor-type IoT routers are implemented on the eth0
and eth1 side, only eth0 and eth1 can be specified.
 If setting a numerical value is omitted, reset will be
performed in 60 seconds set by default.
Since the Edge Gateway is implemented on the LAN0 to 3
side, only lan0 to 3 can be specified. In addition, since
outdoor-type IoT routers are implemented on the eth0 and
eth1 side, only eth0 and eth1 can be specified.

Since the Edge Gateway is implemented on the LAN0 to 3
side, only lan0 to 3 can be specified. In addition, since
outdoor-type IoT routers are implemented on the eth0 and
eth1 side, only eth0 and eth1 can be specified.

Disable the shutdown output so that the PoE device will operate.
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Command

no device poe

Managing Hardware

Enable the shutdown output so that the PoE device will not
operate.
 Once the shutdown output is enabled, the PoE device
connected with the ON control is powered OFF.
 If the shutdown output is returned to Disable with the
device poe command, the PoE device will not be turned
ON because the PoE controller of this device will be
initialized. If you want to turn ON the PoE device,
execute device poe power <IFNAME> or device poe
reset <IFNAME>.
 PoE devices can also be turned ON with alive
monitoring of a separate schedule setting.
 For more information, refer to "7.7.3 Setting the
schedule".

8

Example

Details

Since controlling the PoE port is related to controlling the startup of the device, the settings cannot
be displayed in general user mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in
administrator mode.

amnimo#
amnimo#
amnimo#
amnimo#
amnimo#
amnimo#

device poe reset lan0 120 
no device poe power lan0 
device poe power lan0 
device poe icut lan0 592 
device poe 
no device poe 

Displaying the PoE settings

To display the PoE settings, execute the show config poe command.
Syntax

show config poe [IFNAME]

Setting item
Item

IFNAME

Output format

Details

Specify the interface name of PoE.
 Since the PoE control function is implemented on the
LAN0 to 3 side, only lan0 to 3 can be specified.
 If omitting IFNAME, the PoE status of all configured
interfaces will be displayed.

# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
#
poe IFNAME
# ---- poe IFNAME configure ---ENABLE
limit-current ICUT
ondelay ONDELAY
exit
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit
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Output items
ENABLE

Information when enabling/disabling the PoE power supply is
displayed.

IFNAME

The interface name of PoE is displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

"no enable" is displayed.

Enable
ICUT

The current control value of PoE is displayed.
Value

Description

204

Current limit value 204mA (PoEPlus disabled)

110
374

Current limit value 110mA (PoEPlus disabled)

Current limit value 374mA (PoEPlus disabled)

592

Current limit value 592mA (PoEPlus enabled)

754

Current limit value 754mA (PoEPlus enabled)

645
920
ONDELAY

"enable" is displayed.

auto

Managing Hardware

Details

8

Item

Current limit value 645mA (PoEPlus enabled)
Current limit value 920mA (PoEPlus enabled)
Automatic configuration mode

The delay time (secs) at startup is displayed.
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Example

8

Since the PoE settings are related to controlling the startup of the device, they cannot be displayed
in general user mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator
mode with Edge Gateway.

Managing Hardware

amnimo# show config poe lan0 
# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- Poe lan0 configure ---poe lan0
enable
limit-current 592
ondelay 120
exit
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit

amnimo(cfg)# show config poe lan0 
# ---- Poe lan0 configure ---poe lan0
enable
limit-current 592
ondelay 120
exit
amnimo(cfg)#

If executing the show config command in detailed configuration mode of PoE, information
similar to that of configuration mode will be displayed.
amnimo(cfg)# poe lan0 
mode of PoE
amnimo(cfg-poe- lan0)# show config 
enable
uration mode
limit-current 592
(Omitted)

←Transits to the detailed configuration
←The following is the same as config
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Configuring PoE

The information set here is written in the configuration file.
poe [IFNAME]
ondelay <0-3600>
limit-current <110|204|374|754|592|645|920|auto>
enable
show config
no enable
exit
no poe IFNAME

Commands
Command
poe

ondeley

limit-current

enable

show config
no enable
exit

no poe

Example

amnimo(cfg)# poe lan0
amnimo(cfg-poe-lan0)#
amnimo(cfg-poe-lan0)#
amnimo(cfg-poe-lan0)#
amnimo(cfg-poe-lan0)#

Managing Hardware

Syntax

8

To configure PoE, transit to the detailed configuration mode of PoE, and execute the setting
commands.

Details

Specify the interface name of PoE in [ IFNAME ], and execute the
setting command of PoE.
If executing the command in configuration mode, the
current mode will transit to the detailed configuration
mode of the specified interface.

Specify the delay time (secs) at startup in the range of 0 to 3600.

Set the current control value of the PoE port.
 Either 110, 204, 374, 592, 645, 754, 920, or auto can be
specified as a numerical value.
 If auto is specified, a value will be automatically set.
Enable the PoE power supply to start the service.

The settings of PoE are displayed.
For details, refer to "8.2.3 Displaying the PoE settings".
Disable the PoE power supply to stop the service.

Exit the detailed configuration mode of PoE, and transit to the
configuration mode.

Specify the interface name of PoE in [ IFNAME ], and delete the PoE
settings.


ondelay 1200 
limit-current 592 
enable 
exit 
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8.3

Managing the Status of the D IN/D OUT

To display the status of the digital input (D IN terminal), execute the show din command.
Syntax

show din [permanent]

Setting item
Item

permanent

Output format
DI-1:
DI-2:
DI-3:
DI-4:

Managing Hardware

Displaying the status of the D IN

8

Display the status of the digital input (D IN terminal) and digital output (D OUT terminals) on the
back of this product. Also, control the digital output.

Details

The change of the digital input is monitored, and the status is
output continuously.
To stop the output, press the [ CTRL ] + [ C ] keys.

DI-STATUS
DI-STATUS
DI-STATUS
DI-STATUS

Output item
Item

DI-STATUS

Details

The status of the digital input is displayed.
Display

Details

OFF

OFF status

ON

Example

ON status

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.

amnimo$ show din 
DI-1: ON
DI-2: ON
DI-3: OFF
DI-4: OFF
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Displaying the status of the D OUT

To display the status of the digital output (D OUT terminal), execute the show dout command.
8

Syntax

show dout
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Output format
DO-1: DO-STATUS
DO-2: DO-STATUS

Output item
Item

DO-STATUS

Details

The status of the digital output is displayed.
Display

Details

OFF

OFF status

ON

Example

ON status

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.

amnimo$ show dout 
DO-1: ON
DO-2: OFF
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Controlling the status of the D OUT

To control the digital output, execute the dout command.
8

Syntax

Setting item
Item
set

Details

If controlling the digital output simultaneously for multiple bits, set
one of the following.
Setting

Details

0

OFF

1

ON

set-bit

Specify the bit number, and set the digital output to ON.

on

Specify the digital output number, and set the digital output to ON.

clr-bit
off

Example
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dout <set | set-bit | clr-bit> <0-3>
dout <on | off> <1 | 2>

Specify the bit number, and set the digital output to OFF.

Specify the digital output number, and set the digital output to OFF.

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# dout set 3 
time.
amnimo# dout on 1 

← Set digital output numbers 1 and 2 to ON at the same
← Set digital output number 1 to ON.
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8.4

Displaying the Status of the DIP Switch

Syntax
show dip-switch

Output format
DSW-1:
DSW-2:
DSW-3:
DSW-4:

Managing Hardware

The compact router does not support this feature.

8

To obtain the status of the DIP switch, execute the show dip-switch command.

DSW-STATUS
DSW-STATUS
DSW-STATUS
DSW-STATUS

Output item
Item

DSW-STATUS

Details

The status of the DIP switch is displayed.
Display

Details

OFF

OFF status

ON

Example

ON status

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.

amnimo$ show dip-switch 
DSW-1: OFF
DSW-2: OFF
DSW-3: OFF
DSW-4: ON
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9.1

Displaying the Status of This Product

This chapter explains how to understand and manage the status of the hardware and network of this
product.
Display the input voltage and the temperature inside the case of this product.

Displaying the input voltage

To display the input voltage, execute the show voltage command.
Syntax

show voltage

Maintenance and Management

Maintenance and Management

9

9

Output format
Input Voltage: VOLTAGE1
Backup Voltage: VOLTAGE2

Output items
Item

VOLTAGE1
VOLTAGE2

Example

Details

The voltage of the main power supply is displayed.

The voltage of the backup power supply is displayed.

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.

amnimo$ show voltage 
Input Voltage: +11.93 V
Backup Voltage: +3.53 V
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Displaying the temperature inside the case

show temperature

Output format (Edge Gateway, IoT router)
CPU area: TEMPERATURE1
PoE area: TEMPERATURE2

Output items (Edge Gateway, IoT router)
Item

Details

TEMPERATURE2

The temperature around the PoE is displayed.

TEMPERATURE1

The temperature around the CPU is displayed.
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Syntax

9

To display the temperature inside the case, execute the show temperature command.

With IoT routers, the "PoE area" row is not displayed.

Output format (compact router)
NAV
area: TEMPERATURE1
WDDAC area: TEMPERATURE2
MODEM area: TEMPERATURE3
IPSS area: TEMPERATURE4
CPU area: TEMPERATURE5
PA0
area: TEMPERATURE6
PA1
area: TEMPERATURE7

Output item (compact router)
Item

Details

TEMPERATURE2

The temperature around WDDAC is displayed.

TEMPERATURE1

The temperature around NAV is displayed.

TEMPERATURE3

The temperature around MODEM is displayed.

TEMPERATURE5

The temperature around the CPU is displayed.

TEMPERATURE4
TEMPERATURE6
TEMPERATURE7

Example

The temperature around IPSS is displayed.

The temperature of the thermistor near PA (PowerAmplifier) and
PMIC.
The temperature of the thermistor near PA (PowerAmplifier) and
PMIC.

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode with outdoor-type Edge Gateway.

amnimo$ show temperature 
CPU area : +38.285 °C
PoE area : +38.071 °C
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9.2

Setting the CPU Operation

Display and set the CPU operation.

Syntax

show cpufreq

Output format
CPUFREQ

Output item
Item

CPUFREQ

Maintenance and Management

To display the CPU operation, execute the show cpufreq command.

9

Displaying the CPU operation

Details

The current CPU operation frequency is displayed. One of the
following is displayed.
 Edge Gateway, IoT Router
200MHZ
250MHZ
500MHZ
1000MHZ
ondemand (200MHZ)
ondemand (250MHZ)
ondemand (500MHZ)
ondemand (1000MHZ)
 Compact router
400000
800000
998400
1094400
1190400
1248000
1305600
interactive(400000)
interactive(800000)
interactive(998400)
interactive(1094400)
interactive(1190400)
interactive(1248000)
interactive(1305600)
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Example (Edge Gateway, IoT Router)

Example (compact router)

amnimo$ show cpufreq 
1305600

Maintenance and Management

amnimo$ show cpufreq 
500MHZ

9

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.
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Displaying the CPU operation settings

Syntax
show config cpufreq

Output format
# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- cpufreq configure ---cpufreq CPUFREQ
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit

Maintenance and Management

The compact router does not support this feature.

9

To display the CPU operation settings, execute the show config cpufreq command.

Output item (Edge Gateway, IoT router)
Item

CPUFREQ

Output item (compact router)
Item

CPUFREQ

Example

Details

The current CPU operation frequency is displayed. One of the
following is displayed.
 200MHZ
 250MHZ
 500MHZ
 1000MHZ
 ondemand
Details

The current CPU operation frequency is displayed. One of the
following is displayed.
 200MHZ
 250MHZ
 500MHZ
 1000MHZ
 ondemand

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# show config cpufreq 
# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- cpufreq configure ---cpufreq 500MHZ
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit
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Setting the CPU operation

The compact router does not support this feature.

Syntax
cpufreq <ondemand | 200MHZ | 250MHZ | 500MHZ | 1000MHZ>

Setting items
Item

Details

200MHZ

200 MHZ is set as the static frequency for the CPU operation.

ondemand
250MHz
500MHz

Based on the CPU load status, the CPU operation frequency is
dynamically changed.

Maintenance and Management

 For setting the CPU operation frequency at high and low temperatures, refer to "9.3 Configuring
the Settings for Protecting from High and Low Temperatures".

9

To set the CPU operation frequency during normal operation, execute the cpufreq command.

250 MHz is set as the static frequency for the CPU operation.

1000MHz

500 MHz is set as the static frequency for the CPU operation.

1000 MHz is set as the static frequency for the CPU operation
(default value).

For version 1.5.0 or earlier, "ondemand" is set as the default value. For version 1.5.1 or later,
"1000MHz" (static frequency) is set as the default value.

Example

amnimo(cfg)# cpufreq 500MHZ 
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9.3

Configuring the Settings for Protecting from High and Low
Temperatures
9

The compact router does not support this feature.

Displaying the settings for protecting from high and low temperatures

To display the settings for protecting from high and low temperatures, execute the show config
thermal command.
Syntax

Maintenance and Management

When the temperature inside the case becomes high or low, configure the settings for changing the
states of the CPU operation frequency, mobile module, and interface.

show config thermal

Output format
# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- thermal configure ---thermal polling POLLING
# ---- cpufreq COND-NAME configure ---quency
thermal cpufreq COND-NAME
ENABLE
mode MODE
temperature TEMPERATURE
hysteresis HYSTERESIS
LOG-DETECTION
LOG-RESTORATION
state STATE
exit
# ---- mobile COND-NAME configure ---thermal mobile COND-NAME
ENABLE
mode MODE
temperature TEMPERATURE
hysteresis HYSTERESIS
LOG-DETECTION
LOG-RESTORATION
state STATE
exit
# ---- interface COND-NAME configure ---thermal interface COND-NAME
ENABLE
mode MODE
temperature TEMPERATURE
hysteresis HYSTERESIS
LOG-DETECTION
LOG-RESTORATION
state STATE
exit
# ---- exit configure mode ----

←Displays the settings for the CPU operation fre

←Displays the settings for the mobile module

←Displays the settings for the interface
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Output items

Details

COND-NAME

The condition name is displayed.

POLLING

Information when enabling/disabling each condition is displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

"no enable" is displayed.

Enable

"enable" is displayed.

MODE

The mode is displayed.

HYSTERESIS

The hysteresis temperature to exit the high and low temperature
protection control is displayed.

TEMPERATURE

LOG-DETECTION

The temperature to start the high and low temperature protection
control is displayed.
Whether or not to output a log file when enabling the control
condition is displayed. When outputting a log file, the log level will
be displayed.
Setting

Display

Log output
disabled

Not displayed.

Setting

Display

Log output
disabled

Not displayed.

Log output
enabled
LOG-RESTORATION

Example

"log detection {log level}" is displayed.

Whether or not to output a log file when disabling the control
condition is displayed. When outputting a log file, the log level will
be displayed.
Log output
enabled

STATE

Maintenance and Management

ENABLE

The polling interval (milliseconds) is displayed.

9

Item

"log restoration {log level}" is displayed.

The state when the high and low temperature protection control
started is displayed.

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# show config thermal 
# ---- transition to configure mode. ---configure
# ---- thermal configure ---thermal polling 1000
# ---- cpufreq high configure ---thermal cpufreq high
enable
mode high
temperature 100.0
hysteresis 10.0
log detection warnings
log restoration notifications
state 200MHZ
exit
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9
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# ---- cpufreq low configure ---thermal cpufreq low
enable
mode low
temperature -10.0
hysteresis 5.0
log detection warnings
log restoration notifications
state 1000MHZ
exit
# ---- mobile high configure ---thermal mobile high
enable
mode high
temperature 100.0
hysteresis 10.0
log detection warnings
log restoration notifications
state enable
exit
# ---- interface high configure ---thermal interface high
enable
mode high
temperature 100.0
hysteresis 10.0
log detection warnings
log restoration notifications
state 100baseT-Auto
exit
# ---- exit configure mode. ---exit
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Configure the settings for protecting from high and low temperatures

The information set here is written in the configuration file.

The following diagram shows the outline of the operation and setting for high temperatures
(mode=high) and low temperatures (mode=low).

Maintenance and Management

The high and low temperature protection settings have a detailed configuration mode for setting
the CPU operation frequency, mobile module, and interface. By adding options to the thermal
commands and executing them, you can transit to each detailed configuration mode.

9

To configure the settings for protecting from high and low temperatures, transit to the detailed
configuration mode, and execute the setting commands.

Syntax
thermal polling POLLING
thermal < cpufreq | mobile | interface > COND-NAME
no thermal < cpufreq | mobile | interface > COND-NAME
enable
no enable
mode MODE
temperature TEMPERATURE
hysteresis HYSTERESIS
log detection LEVEL
no log detection
log restoration LEVEL
no log restoration
show config
state STATE
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Commands

thermal cpufreq
thermal mobile
thermal interface

Specify the condition name in [ COND-NAME ].

thermal polling

In [ POLLING ], specify the polling interval (milliseconds) for the
temperature in the range of 100 to 3600000.
The temperature is acquired at the time interval set here, and the
control condition is checked.
 If executing the command in configuration mode, the
current mode will transit to the detailed configuration
mode for each function.
 In [ COND-NAME ], specify a name which can uniquely
identify the control condition with up to 32
alphanumeric and minus characters.
 If you press the [ Tab ] key, inputting the condition
name can be completed.

enable

Enable the control condition.

mode

In [ MODE ], specify the mode for the control condition.

no enable

Disable the control condition.
Setting

Display

low

Specify this when the control condition is for
low temperature.

high

temperature

hysteresis

Maintenance and Management

Details

9

Command

Specify this when the control condition is for
high temperature.

In [ TEMPERATURE ], specify the temperature which changes the
status (degrees Celsius) in the rage of -100.0 to 200.0. This is a
required item.
 A control condition in which the temperature range of
temperature overlaps that of hysteresis cannot be
specified.
 If low is specified for mode, a temperature range higher
than the control condition of high cannot be specified.
In [ HYSTERESIS ], specify the temperature hysteresis (degrees
Celsius) in the range of 0 to 100.0.
 If high is specified for mode and if the temperature is at
"temperature – hysteresis" or lower, this will be outside
the control condition range.
 If low is specified for mode and if the temperature is at
"temperature + hysteresis" or higher, this will be
outside the control condition range.
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Command
log

Details

The specified log output is enabled.

restoration

Specify the Syslog level in [ LEVEL ] to enable
the log output when recovering from the
occurrence of the control condition.

destination

Specify the Syslog level in [ LEVEL ] to enable
the log output when the control condition
occurs.

The following system logs can be specified.
 emergencies
 alearts
 criticals
 errors
 warnings
 notifications
 informational
 debugging

no log

If the control condition is enabled/disabled, the following
log will be output.
 If the control condition is enabled:
COND-NAME is active
 If the control condition is disabled:
COND-NAME is inactive

The specified log output is disabled.
Setting

Display

restoration

The log output when recovering from the
occurrence of the control condition is
disabled.

destination

show config

state

Maintenance and Management

Display

9

Setting

The log output when the control condition
occurs is disabled.

The settings for protecting from high and low temperatures are
displayed.
 For details, refer to "9.3.2 Configure the settings for protecting
from high and low temperatures".

Specify the state when the control condition is within the range.
Depending on the detailed configuration mode of which function, a
value that can be set differs. For the CPU operation frequency
Setting

Details

250MHZ

250MHZ is set for the CPU operation
frequency as a fixed value.

200MHZ

500MHZ
1000MHZ
ondemand

200MHZ is set for the CPU operation
frequency as a fixed value.
500MHZ is set for the CPU operation
frequency as a fixed value.

1000MHZ is set for the CPU operation
frequency as a fixed value.

Based on the CPU load status, the CPU
operation frequency is dynamically changed.

For the mobile module
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Command

Details

Details

disable

The mobile module is disabled.

enable

Setting

Details

10baseT-Full

10baseT-Full is set for the mode.

10baseT-Half
100baseT-Auto
100baseT-Half
100baseT-Full

exit

100baseT-Auto is set for the mode.
100baseT-Half is set for the mode.
100baseT-Full is set for the mode.

1000baseT-Auto

1000baseT-Auto is set for the mode.

disable

The interface is disabled.

1000baseT-Full
no thermal cpufreq
no thermal mobile
no thermal interface

10baseT-Half is set for the mode.

1000baseT-Full is set for the mode.

Maintenance and Management

For the interface

The mobile module is enabled.

9

Setting

Specify COND-NAME for the condition name, and delete the control
condition.
Exit the detailed configuration mode, and transit to the
configuration mode.
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Example

amnimo(cfg)# thermal mobile high 
←Transits to the detailed configuration mode of
the mobile
amnimo(cfg-th-mob-high)# enable 
amnimo(cfg-th-mob-high)# mode high 
amnimo(cfg-th-mob-high)# temperature 100.0 
amnimo(cfg-th-mob-high)# hysteresis 10.0 
amnimo(cfg-th-mob-high)# log detection warnings 
amnimo(cfg-th-mob-high)# log restoration notifications 
amnimo(cfg-th-mob-high)# state disable 
amnimo(cfg-th-mob-high)# exit 
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amnimo(cfg)# thermal cpufreq high 
←Transits to the detailed configuration mode of
the CPU operation frequency
amnimo(cfg-th-cpu-high)# enable 
amnimo(cfg-th-cpu-high)# mode high 
amnimo(cfg-th-cpu-high)# temperature 100.0 
amnimo(cfg-th-cpu-high)# hysteresis 10.0 
amnimo(cfg-th-cpu-high)# log detection warnings 
amnimo(cfg-th-cpu-high)# log restoration notifications 
amnimo(cfg-th-cpu-high)# state ondemand 
amnimo(cfg-th-cpu-high)# exit 

9

amnimo(cfg)# thermal polling 1000 

amnimo(cfg)# thermal interface high 
←Transits to the detailed configuration mode of
the interface
amnimo(cfg-th-if-high)# enable 
amnimo(cfg-th-if-high)# mode high 
amnimo(cfg-th-if-high)# temperature 100.0 
amnimo(cfg-th-if-high)# hysteresis 10.0 
amnimo(cfg-th-if-high)# log detection warnings 
amnimo(cfg-th-if-high)# log restoration notifications 
amnimo(cfg-th-if-high)# state 100baseT-Auto 
amnimo(cfg-th-if-high)# exit 
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9.4

Checking the Network Status

To check the network reachability, execute the ping command.
Syntax

ping <DEST_IP_ADDR> [ ipver <v4 | v6> ][ repeat REPEAT ][ size SIZE ][ interval INTERVA
L ][ src SRC_IP_ADDR][ tos TOS ][ pmtud <do | want | dont> ][ pattern PATTERN ][ ttl TT
L ]

Setting item
Item

Details

ipver

Specify the version of the Internet protocol.

DEST_IP_ADDR

Specify the IP address of the ping transmission destination. This is a
required item.
Setting

Display

v6

Only IPv6 is used.

v4

Only IPv4 is used. This is set by default.

repeat

Specify the number of ping transmissions in [ REPEAT ].

size

Specify the ping transmission packet size in [ SIZE ] in the range of 0
to 65507. By default, “64” is set.

interval
src
tos
pmtud

If repeat is omitted, a ping will be sent permanently.

Specify the ping transmission interval in [ INTERVAL ] in the range of
1 to 3600. By default, "1" is set.

Specify the transmission source IP address in [ SRC_IP_ADDR ]. The
interface and FQDN can be specified as well. A user’s own address is
set by default.
Specify the [ ToS (Type of Service) ] field in [ TOS ] in hexadecimal.
By default, "0" is set.
Configure the execution settings for Path MTU Discovery.
Setting

Display

want

If Path MTU Discovery detects the smallest
MTU size on the route and if data is larger than
the size, the data will be fragmented.
This is set by default.

do

dont
pattern

ttl
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Checking the network reachability

9

If a network problem is suspected, check information such as reachability, routes, communication
destinations, and communication contents.

Fragment is prohibited.
DF (Don’t fragment) is set.

Fragment is not prohibited.
DF (Don’t fragment) is not set.

Specify the data pattern of the packet specified by 16byte in
[ PATTERN ] in the range of 0x0 to
0xFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF (hexadecimal).
This is used for finding problems dependent on data on the
network.

Specify the value of TTL (Time to Live, survival period) in [ TTL ].
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Example
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amnimo$ ping 192.168.0.106 repeat 10 size 1472 
PING 192.168.0.106 (192.168.0.106) 1472(1500) bytes of data.
1480 bytes from 192.168.0.106: icmp_seq=1 ttl=64 time=0.467 ms
1480 bytes from 192.168.0.106: icmp_seq=2 ttl=64 time=0.370 ms
1480 bytes from 192.168.0.106: icmp_seq=3 ttl=64 time=0.365 ms
1480 bytes from 192.168.0.106: icmp_seq=4 ttl=64 time=0.358 ms
1480 bytes from 192.168.0.106: icmp_seq=5 ttl=64 time=0.348 ms
1480 bytes from 192.168.0.106: icmp_seq=6 ttl=64 time=0.356 ms
1480 bytes from 192.168.0.106: icmp_seq=7 ttl=64 time=0.351 ms
1480 bytes from 192.168.0.106: icmp_seq=8 ttl=64 time=0.347 ms
1480 bytes from 192.168.0.106: icmp_seq=9 ttl=64 time=0.366 ms
1480 bytes from 192.168.0.106: icmp_seq=10 ttl=64 time=0.353 ms

9

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.

--- 192.168.0.106 ping statistics --10 packets transmitted, 10 received, 0% packet loss, time 9207ms
rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 0.347/0.368/0.467/0.034 ms
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Checking the network route

traceroute <DEST_IP_ADDR> [ipver <v4 | v6> ][ first-hop FIRST-HOP max-hop MAX-HOP ][ no
resolve ][ src SRC_IP_ADDR ][ tos TOS ][ queries QUERIES ][ protocol < icmp | udp[:POR
T] | tcp[:PORT] | any[:PORT] > ][ timeout TIMEOUT ]

Format (compact router)
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Format (Edge Gateway, IoT Router)

9

To check the network route, execute the traceroute command.

traceroute <DEST_IP_ADDR> [ipver <v4 | v6> ][ first-hop FIRST-HOP max-hop MAX-HOP ][ no
resolve ][ src SRC_IP_ADDR ][ tos TOS ][ queries QUERIES ][ protocol < icmp | any[:POR
T] > ][ timeout TIMEOUT ]

Setting item
Item

Details

ipver

Specify the version of the Internet protocol.

DEST_IP_ADDR

Specify the IP address of the route search target host. This is a
required item.
Setting

Display

v6

Only IPv6 is used.

v4
first-hop
max-hop

noresolve
src
tos
queries

Only IPv4 is used. This is set by default.

Specify the first TTL hop in [ FIRST-HOP ] in the range of 1 to 254. By
default, "1" is set.

Specify the maximum number of hops in [ MAX-HOP ] in the range
of 2 to 255. By default, "30" is set.
If first-hop has been specified, it is necessary to specify a numerical
value larger than FIRST-HOP.
Specify this if not resolving names of IP addresses.
By default, resolving names has been set.

Specify the transmission source IP address in [ SRC_IP_ADDR ]. The
interface and FQDN can be specified as well. A user’s own address is
set by default.

Specify the [ ToS (Type of Service) ] field in [ TOS ] in hexadecimal.
By default, "0" is set.
Specify the number of probes per hop in the range of 1 to 9. By
default, "3" is set.
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Item

protocol

Details

Display

udp[:1-65535]

Specify the UDP protocol.

icmp

tcp[:1-65535]

any[:1-65535]

timeout

Specify the ICMP protocol.
Specify the TCP protocol.

Specify the TCP/UDP protocol without
distinction.

With the compact router, only icmp and "any" can be set,
and port range cannot be specified.

In [ TIMEOUT ], specify the timeout time (s: sec) in the range of 1 s to
600 s. By default, "5s" is set.
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Setting

9

Specify the protocol used for traceroute. By default, "udp:3343433435" is set.
The port number can be specified after “:”. By including "-", you can
specify a range for the port.
(Example tcp:80-1024)

Example

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.

amnimo$ traceroute www.google.com protocol udp:80 tos 0xA0 first-hop 1 max-hop 255 que
ries 5 
traceroute to www.google.com (172.217.26.4), 255 hops max, 60 byte packets
1 _gateway (172.16.10.1) 1.257 ms 1.381 ms 1.304 ms 1.389 ms 1.347 ms
2 ex10.example.or.jp (124.155.80.121) 28.621 ms 29.186 ms 29.163 ms 29.125 ms 2
9.199 ms
3 ex10-v1.example.or.jp (124.155.80.69) 29.389 ms 29.390 ms 29.548 ms 29.260 ms
29.458 ms
(Omitted)
8 001.example.or.jp (202.224.51.158) 36.211 ms 38.756 ms 36.620 ms 36.462 ms 36.
219 ms
9 209.85.174.82 (209.85.174.82) 36.153 ms 39.213 ms 40.888 ms 40.953 ms 40.916 m
s
10 108.170.243.67 (108.170.243.67) 41.282 ms 108.170.243.131 (108.170.243.131) 41.0
46 ms 108.170.243.67 (108.170.243.67) 40.703 ms 108.170.243.35 (108.170.243.35) 38.8
41 ms 108.170.243.131 (108.170.243.131) 39.662 ms
11 172.253.70.43 (172.253.70.43) 37.652 ms 40.043 ms 61.698 ms 40.725 ms 108.177.
3.255 (108.177.3.255) 40.599 ms
12 72.14.234.66 (72.14.234.66) 39.938 ms 39.947 ms 209.85.244.63 (209.85.244.63) 4
6.980 ms 72.14.234.66 (72.14.234.66) 45.782 ms 209.85.244.3 (209.85.244.3) 46.583 ms
13 108.170.242.161 (108.170.242.161) 45.936 ms 108.170.242.193 (108.170.242.193) 4
6.883 ms 108.170.242.161 (108.170.242.161) 46.400 ms 46.024 ms 108.170.242.193 (108.
170.242.193) 29.662 ms
14 66.249.95.89 (66.249.95.89) 26.951 ms 26.667 ms 28.706 ms 66.249.95.155 (66.249.
95.155) 27.995 ms 28.408 ms
15 nrt20s02-in-f4.1e100.net (172.217.26.4) 28.598 ms 28.480 ms 28.358 ms 24.998 ms
25.580 ms
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Checking the MAC address corresponding to the IP address

To display the ARP table, execute the show arp command.
Syntax

show arp

Output format (Edge Gateway, IoT router)

Address
IP-ADDRESS
IP-ADDRESS
IP-ADDRESS
(Omitted)

HWtype HWaddress
HW-TYPE MAC-ADDRESS
HW-TYPE MAC-ADDRESS
HW-TYPE MAC-ADDRESS

Flags Mask
FLAGS-MASK
FLAGS-MASK
FLAGS-MASK
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▌ Displaying the ARP table

9

To obtain information of the ARP table that manages relationships between IP addresses and MAC
addresses by using ARP (Address Resolution Protocol), use the show arp command.

Iface
IFACE
IFACE
IFACE

Output format (compact router)

? (IP-ADDRESS) at MAC-ADDRESS [ether] on IFACE
? (IP-ADDRESS) at MAC-ADDRESS [ether] on IFACE
? (IP-ADDRESS) at MAC-ADDRESS [ether] on IFACE
(Omitted)

Output items
Item

Details

HW-TYPE

The hardware type of the network interface is displayed.

IP-ADDRESS
MAC-ADDRESS
FLAG-MASK

The IP address registered in the ARP table is displayed.

The MAC address corresponding to the IP address is displayed.

The flag mask indicating the MAC address entry status is displayed.
Setting
C

Entry completed.

If a MAC address is not reused for a
certain period, it will be deleted from
the table.

M

Permanent entry completed

A

Automatically added entry status

P
IFACE

Display

!

Public entry

Address not responding

The network interface is displayed.
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Example (Edge Gateway, IoT Router)

HWtype HWaddress
Flags Mask
ether
00:11:22:33:44:55
C
ether
00:11:22:33:44:56
C

Example (compact router)

Iface
eth0
eth0

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.

Maintenance and Management

amnimo$ show arp 
Address
192.168.0.204
192.168.0.205

9

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.

amnimo$ show arp 
? (192.168.0.204) at 00:11:22:33:44:55 [ether] on eth0
? (192.168.0.205) at 00:11:22:33:44:56 [ether] on eth0
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Controlling information of the ARP table

To register information in the ARP table, execute the arp command.
Syntax

arp <IP-ADDRESS> <MAC-ADDRESS>

Setting item
Item

Details

MAC-ADDRESS

Specify the MAC address to be corresponding to the IP address.

IP-ADDRESS

Example

Specify the IP address to be registered in the ARP table.
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▌ Registering information in the ARP table

9

Register information in the ARP table, or delete information from the ARP table.

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.

amnimo$ arp 192.168.0.206 00:11:22:33:44:57 

▌ Deleting information from the ARP table

To delete information from the ARP table, execute the no arp command.
Syntax

no arp <IP-ADDRESS>

Setting item
Item

IP-ADDRESS

Example

Details

Specify the IP address to be deleted from the ARP table.

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.

amnimo$ no arp 192.168.0.204 
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Checking the communication content by dumping packets

packet-dump <interface IFNAME > [file PCAP-FILE ] [src IP-ADDRESS | dst IP-ADDRESS | pr
otocol [not] <udp | tcp | all> ] [port PORT_NO ] [[rotate SIZE:NUM] [ limit-size LIMIT_
SIZE ]][ limit-time LIMIT_TIME ]

Format (compact router)
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Format (Edge Gateway, IoT Router)

9

To check the communication content by dumping packets, execute the packet-dump command.

packet-dump <interface IFNAME > [src IP-ADDRESS | dst IP-ADDRESS | protocol [not] <udp
| tcp | all> ] [port PORT_NO ]

Setting item
Item

Details

file

In [ PCAP-FILE ], specify a file in pcap format whose captures are
saved.
 A file is created under the /tmp/packet-dump directory.
 The maximum file size that can be saved with this
function is 100 Mbytes and the maximum number of
files is 999.
 Be careful not to take up a large amount of the size of
tmpfs due to factors other than this function, as the file
size increases depending on the size of a log. The
results of the previously dumped results remain, so if
you don't need them, delete them to increase the tmpfs
remaining space as much as possible.

interface

Specify the network interface in [ IFNAME ] as a filter. The following
are specifiable interface names:
eth0, lan<0-3>, br<0-9>, ecm0, ppp<0-9>, tun<0-9>, tap<0-9>
 This function is a required item.
 Only one interface is specifiable.

 "9.4.7 Deleting the results of dumping packets"

 The compact router does not support this feature.
src
dst
protocol

Specify the transmission source IP address in [ IP-ADDRESS ] as a
filter.

Specify the transmission destination IP address in [ IP-ADDRES ] as
a filter.

Specify the protocol as a filter. For [ PORT_NO ], specify a port
number in the range of 0 to 65535.
Setting

Display

tcp

Specify the TCP protocol.
“protocol not udp” can be specified as well.

udp

all

Specify the UDP protocol.
“protocol not tcp” can be specified as well.
Specify both the UDP and TCP protocols.
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Item

Details

rotate

If saving a pcap file by rotating it, specify SIZE:NUM.
A numerical value such as 0, 1, 2, 3… is added to the end of the
name of a rotated file.

port

Specify the port number in [ PORT_NO ] as a filter.

NUM

Specify the number of files to be rotated in the
range of 1 to 100.

SIZE

Specify the size per file in the range of 1 to 100
(in Mbytes).

 The compact router does not support this feature.
limit-size

In [ LIMIT_SIZE ], specify the size to automatically stop capturing
files in the range of 1 to 100 (in Mbytes).
 The compact router does not support this feature.

limit-time

If you want to rotate files after the time limit is exceeded, specify the
time (secs per file) to automatically stop capturing files in
[ LIMIT_TIME ] in the range of 60 to 3600 sec.
 The compact router does not support this feature.
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Display

9

Setting

If rotate and limit-size are not set, rotate 10:10 (10 Mbytes per file, number of files to be
rotated: 10) is set as the default value.

Example

TCP port 80 packets are obtained in the br0 side packets, and three files with the maximum size of
1 Mbyte are rotated and saved in dumpfile.pcap. The input and output of the command are the
same for administrator mode and configuration mode. The following shows an example of
executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# packet-dump interface br0 file dumpfile.pcap protocol tcp port 80 rotate 1:3

Capture results are saved as follows:
admin@amnimo$ ls -lh /tmp/packet-dump 
total 2.7M
-rw------- 1 root root 1001K Aug 4 14:38 dumpfile_00001_20210804143821.pcap
-rw------- 1 root root 1001K Aug 4 14:39 dumpfile_00002_20210804143847.pcap
-rw------- 1 root root 751K Aug 4 14:39 dumpfile_00003_20210804143914.pcap
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Displaying the results of dumping packets

Syntax
show packet-dump file <PCAP-FILE>

Setting items
Item

PCAP-FILE

Details

Specify a file in pcap format in which captures are saved.

Example

Maintenance and Management

The compact router does not support this feature.

9

To display the results of dumping packets, execute the show packet-dump command.

Display the details of one file in the dump result from the example of "9.4.5 Checking the
communication content by dumping packets". The input and output of the command are the same
for administrator mode and configuration mode. The following shows an example of executing the
command in administrator mode.

amnimo# show packet-dump file dumpfile_00001_20210804143821.pcap 
Running as user "root" and group "root". This could be dangerous.
1 0.000000000 192.168.0.1 → 192.168.0.254 UDP 108 31234 → 22 Len=66
2 0.038015493 192.168.0.254 → 192.168.0.1 UDP 117 22 → 31234 Len=75
3 0.059774154 192.168.0.254 → 192.168.0.1 UDP 127 22 → 31234 Len=85
4 0.103200831 192.168.0.254 → 192.168.0.1 UDP 123 22 → 31234 Len=81
5 0.132931219 192.168.0.254 → 192.168.0.1 UDP 763 22 → 31234 Len=721
6 0.134194090 192.168.0.1 → 192.168.0.254 UDP 120 31234 → 22 Len=78
7 0.135167345 192.168.0.254 → 192.168.0.1 UDP 123 22 → 31234 Len=81
・
・
・
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Deleting the results of dumping packets

Syntax
no packet-dump [file PCAP-FILE]

Setting items
Item
file

Details

Specify and delete a file in pcap format in which captures are saved.
If not specified,

Setting

PCAP-FILE

all packet files are deleted.

Maintenance and Management

The compact router does not support this feature.

9

To delete the results of dumping packets, execute the no packet-dump command.

Details

Name of a file in pcap format in which captures
are saved.

Example 1

Delete one file in the dump result from the example of "9.4.5 Checking the communication content
by dumping packets". The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode
and configuration mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in
administrator mode.

amnimo# no packet-dump file dumpfile_00001_20210804143821.pcap 
Are you sure you want to delete dumpfile_00001_20210804143821.pcap (y/N): ← Enter y.

Example 2

Delete all dump results from the example of "9.4.5 Checking the communication content by
dumping packets". The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and
configuration mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator
mode.

amnimo# no packet-dump 
Are you sure you want to delete ALL pcap files? (y/N): ← Enter y.
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Applications of This Product

Setting DMS

If DMS (Device Management System) is used to monitor and maintain Edge Gateway series at
remote locations, the DMS settings are specified and the DMS information is displayed with the CLI.

Displaying the status of DMS

To display the status of the DMS service, execute the show service dms command.
Syntax

Applications of This Product

10.1

10

This chapter explains the commands for managing DMS (Device Management System) and Nx Witness.

show service dms

Output format
SERVICE-STATUS

Output item
Item

SERVICE-STATUS

Details

The status of the DMS service is displayed.
Setting

Display

Inactive

"inactive" is displayed.

Active

Example

"active" is displayed.

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.

amnimo$ show service dms 
active
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Controlling DMS

To start up, stop, and reboot the DMS service, execute the service dms command with options.
10

Syntax

service dms <start | stop | restart>

Item

Details

stop

Stop the DMS service.

start

Start the DMS service.

restart

Example

Reboot the DMS service.

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

Applications of This Product

Output items

amnimo# service dms start 
amnimo# service dms stop 
amnimo# service dms restart 

Displaying the settings of DMS

To display the settings of DMS, execute the show config dms command.
Syntax

show config dms

Output format
# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- dms configure ---dms
ENABLE
exit
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit

Output item
Item

ENABLE

Details

Information when the DMS is enabled/disabled, is displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

"no enable" is displayed.

Enable

"enable" is displayed.
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Example
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amnimo# show config dms 
# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- dms configure ---dms
enable
exit
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit

10

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

Setting DMS

To set DMS, transit to the detailed configuration mode, and execute the setting commands.
The information set here is written in the configuration file.
Syntax

dms
enable
no enable
exit

Commands
Command
dms

Details

Execute the setting command of DMS.

If executing the command in configuration mode, the
current mode will transit to the detailed configuration
mode.

enable

Start the DMS service.

exit

Exit the detailed configuration mode of DMS, and transit to the
configuration mode.

no enable

Example

amnimo(cfg)# dms
amnimo(cfg-dms)#
amnimo(cfg-dms)#
amnimo(cfg-dms)#

Stop the DMS service.


enable 
no enable 
exit 
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10.2

Setting Nx Witness

To display the status of the Nx Witness service, execute the show service nxwitness command.
Syntax

show service nxwitness

Output format
SERVICE-STATUS

Output item
Item

SERVICE-STATUS

Details

The status of the Nx Witness service is displayed.
Setting

Display

Inactive

"inactive" is displayed.

Active

Example

Applications of This Product

Displaying the status of Nx Witness

10

If Nx Witness is used as a management tool for network cameras, Nx Witness information is
displayed and set with the CLI.

"active" is displayed.

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.

amnimo$ show service nxwitness 
active

Controlling Nx Witness

To start up, stop, and reboot the Nx Witness service, execute the service nxwitness command with
options.
Syntax

service nxwitness <start | stop | restart>

Output items
Item

Details

stop

Stop the Nx Witness service.

start

restart

Start the Nx Witness service.
Reboot the Nx Witness service.
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Example

Displaying the settings of Nx Witness

To display the settings of Nx Witness, execute the show config nxwitness command.
Syntax

Applications of This Product

amnimo# service nxwitness start 
amnimo# service nxwitness stop 
amnimo# service nxwitness restart 

10

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

show config nxwitness

Output format
# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- nxwitness configure ---nxwitness
ENABLE
port PORT_NUM
database DATABASE_FILE_PATH
password secret ENCRYPT-PASWORD
exit
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit

Output items
Item

ENABLE

Details

Information when Nx Witness is enabled/disabled, is displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

"no enable" is displayed.

Enable
PORT_NUM
DATABASE_FILE_PATH

ENCRYPT-PASSWORD

"enable" is displayed.

The port number that you set to Nx Witness is displayed. By default,
"7001" is set.
The storage location of the database backup files is displayed. By
default, "/mnt/share/nxwitness/database/file.db" is set.

If you change the storage location of the backup files, you
must set an area that is accessible from both boot 0 and
boot 1.

The encrypted password is displayed.
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Example
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amnimo# show config nxwitness 
# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- nxwitness configure ---nxwitness
enable
port 7001
database /mnt/share/nxwitness/database/file.db
password secret 1sxWjNj/NBbdEfGFmP6vrw==
exit
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit

amnimo(cfg)# show config nxwitness 
# ---- nxwitness configure ---nxwitness (Omitted)
enable
port 7001
database /mnt/share/nxwitness/database/file.db
password secret 1sxWjNj/NBbdEfGFmP6vrw==
exit

If executing the show config command in the detailed configuration mode of Nx Witness,
information similar to that of configuration mode is displayed.

amnimo(cfg)# nxwitness 
←Transits to the detailed configuration mode of
NxWitness
amnimo(cfg-nxwitness)# show config 
enable
←The following is the same as configuration m
ode
(Omitted)
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Setting Nx Witness

To set Nx Witness, transit to the detailed configuration mode, and execute the setting commands.

Applications of This Product

Syntax

nxwitness
enable
no enable
password
password secret ENCRYPT-PASWORD
port PORT_NUM
database DATABASE_FILE_PATH
exit

Commands
Command
nxwitness

Details

Execute the setting command of Nx Witness.

If executing the command in configuration mode, the
current mode will transit to the detailed configuration
mode.

enable

Start the Nx Witness service.

password

Save the admin password that you set to Nx Witness.
It is used for functions such as writing and loading Nx Witness
settings.
If the password change is successful, the encrypted password is
saved.

no enable

password secret
port

database

exit

10

The information set here is written in the configuration file.

Stop the Nx Witness service.

Specify the encrypted password string for ENCRYPT-PASWORD to
update the password.

Save the port number that you set to Nx Witness. By default, "7001"
is set.
It is used for functions such as writing and loading Nx Witness
settings.
Set the storage location of the database backup files. By default,
"/mnt/share/nxwitness/database/file.db" is set.

If you change the storage location of the backup files, you
must set an area that is accessible from both boot 0 and
boot 1.

Exit the detailed configuration mode of Nx Witness, and transit to
the configuration mode.
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Example

←Enter the password and press the [ Enter ] ke
←Enter the password again and press the [ Ente

port 7001 
database /mnt/share/nxwitness/database/file.db 
exit 

Applications of This Product


enable 
no enable 
password 

10

amnimo(cfg)# nxwitness
amnimo(cfg-nxwitness)#
amnimo(cfg-nxwitness)#
amnimo(cfg-nxwitness)#
Enter new password:
y
Retype new password:
r ] key
amnimo(cfg-nxwitness)#
amnimo(cfg-nxwitness)#
amnimo(cfg-nxwitness)#
amnimo(cfg)#
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Writing the Nx Witness settings

Example

amnimo# config nxwitness save 

Loading the Nx Witness settings

Reflect the Nx Witness settings on the system.

Applications of This Product

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

10

Save the Nx Witness settings. The saved settings can be reflected on the system by loading the Nx
Witness settings.

Example

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

amnimo# config nxwitness load 
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10.3

Configuring remote.it

Displaying the status of remote.it

To display the status of remote.it, execute the show service remoteit command.
Syntax

show service remoteit

Applications of This Product

The compact router does not support this feature. (It will be supported in the next version)

10

If remote.it is used to safely access this product which is located remotely from your PC, the
remote.it information can be displayed, controlled, configured, and the settings can be displayed
using CLI.

Output format
SERVICE-STATUS

Output item
Item

SERVICE-STATUS

Details

The status of the remote.it service will be displayed.
Setting

Display

Inactive

"inactive" is displayed.

Active

Example

"active" is displayed.

The input and output of the command are the same for all modes. The following shows an example
of executing the command in general user mode.

amnimo$ show service remoteit 
active

Controlling remote.it

To start up, stop, and reboot the remote.it service, execute the service remoteit command with
options.
Syntax

service remoteit <start | stop | restart>

Output items
Item

Details

stop

Stop the remote.it service.

start

restart

Start the remote.it service.
Reboot the remote.it service.
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Example

Displaying the settings of remote.it

To display the remote.it settings, execute the show config remoteit command.
Syntax

Applications of This Product

amnimo# service remoteit start 
amnimo# service remoteit stop 
amnimo# service remoteit restart 

10

The input and output of the command are the same for administrator mode and configuration
mode. The following shows an example of executing the command in administrator mode.

show config remoteit

Output format
# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- remoteit configure ---remoteit
ENABLED
exit
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit

Output items
Item

ENABLE

Details

Information when remote.it is enabled/disabled, is displayed.
Setting

Display

Disable

"no enable" is displayed.

Enable

Example

"enable" is displayed.

amnimo# show config remoteit 
# ---- transition to configure mode ---configure
# ---- remoteit configure ---remoteit
enable
exit
# ---- exit configure mode ---exit
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10

amnimo(cfg)# show config remoteit 
# ---- remoteit configure ---remoteit
ENABLED
exit

amnimo(cfg)# remoteit 
← Transits to the detailed configuration mode of
remote.it.
amnimo(cfg-remoteit)# show config 
enable
← The following is the same as configuration m
ode.
(Omitted)

Applications of This Product

If executing the show config command in the detailed configuration mode of remote.it, the
same information as that of configuration mode will be displayed.

Configuring remote.it

To configure remote.it, transit to the detailed configuration mode, and execute the setting
command.
The information set here is written in the configuration file.
Syntax

remoteit
enable
no enable
exit

Commands
Command
remoteit

Details

Execute the setting command of remote.it.

If executing the command in configuration mode, the
current mode will transit to the detailed configuration
mode.

enable

Start the remote.it service.

exit

Exit the detailed configuration mode of remote.it, and transit to the
configuration mode.

no enable

Example

amnimo(cfg)# remoteit
amnimo(cfg-remoteit)#
amnimo(cfg-remoteit)#
amnimo(cfg-remoteit)#

Stop the remote.it service.


enable 
no enable 
exit 
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10.4

Executing the Application Commands

Syntax
execute remoteit < remoteit command >

Example

Because the command is executed under the root authority, it is not necessary to use the sudo
command to execute the remoteit command.

Applications of This Product

This function only supports the remoteit command.

10

Execute the application command installed in this product. Transit to the detailed configuration
mode, and execute the command.

amnimo(cfg)# execute remoteit version 
amnimo(cfg)# execute remoteit signin 
amnimo(cfg)# execute remoteit status 

After completing various settings on the remote.it application, execute the command to
save the configuration file (config file save) and save it as a configuration for this device.
 "11.1.4 Saving the configuration file“
 For basic configuration methods of remote.it, refer to the start-up guide of each device.
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11

External Commands

11.1

IoT routers do not support operation by external commands.
Compact routers do not support operation by external commands.

Controlling the Configuration File

To control the configuration file, use the amcfg command.

External Commands




11

This chapter explains the external commands of CLI. The configuration files and the hardware of this
product can be operated without starting amsh.

Basics of the configuration file control command

This subsection explains the basic syntax of the amcfg command.
Syntax

amcfg [<OPTIONS>] <COMMAND>

Setting items
Item

OPTIONS

Details

Specify the command line option.
Option

Details

-v

The version number is displayed.

-V, --verbose

COMMAND

-h, --help

The detailed information is output from the
console.
The help information is displayed.

Specify the command for controlling the configuration file.
Command

Details

load

The configuration file is loaded.

init

save

The configuration file is initialized.
The configuration file is saved.

move

The configuration file is moved.

delete

The configuration file is deleted.

copy
list

The configuration file is copied.

The list of configuration files is displayed.
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Initializing the configuration file

To initialize the configuration file, execute the amcfg init command.

admin@amnimo:~# sudo amcfg init 
Do you want to initialize the settings? (y/N):
Enter ] key

←Press the [ y ] key followed by the [

To cancel executing the command, either press the [ Enter ] key, or press the [ n ] key
followed by the [ Enter ] key.

External Commands

To initialize the configuration file, it is necessary to use the sudo command.

11

Example

Loading the configuration file

To load the configuration file, execute the amcfg load command.
Syntax

amcfg load [FILE]

Setting item
Item
FILE

Details

Enter the configuration file name.

If entering the configuration file name is omitted, "startupconfig" will be set.

Example

To load the configuration file, it is necessary to use the sudo command.
admin@amnimo:~# sudo amcfg load startup-config2 

Saving the configuration file

To save the configuration file, execute the amcfg save command.
Syntax

amcfg save [FILE]

Setting item
Item
FILE

Example

Details

Enter the configuration file name.

If entering the configuration file name is omitted, "startupconfig" will be set.

To save the configuration file, it is necessary to use the sudo command.
admin@amnimo:~# sudo amcfg save startup-config2 
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Changing the name of the configuration file

To change the name of the configuration file, execute the amcfg move command.
11

Syntax

amcfg move SRC-FILENAME DST-FILENAME

Item

SRC-FILENAME

DST-FILENAME

Example

Details

Enter the configuration file name before change.
Enter the configuration file name after change.

External Commands

Setting items

To change the name of the configuration file, it is necessary to use the sudo command.
admin@amnimo:~# sudo amcfg move backup-20200101 backup-20200101-2 

Copying the configuration file

To copy the configuration file, execute the amcfg copy command.

 For the setting items, refer to "11.1.4 Saving the configuration file".
Syntax

amcfg copy SRC-FILENAME DST-FILENAME

Example

To copy the configuration file, it is necessary to use the sudo command.
admin@amnimo:~# sudo amcfg copy startup-config_2 backup-20200101-3
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Deleting the configuration file

To delete the configuration file, execute the amcfg delete command.

11

 For the setting items, refer to "11.1.4 Saving the configuration file".
Syntax

Example

To delete the configuration file, it is necessary to use the sudo command.
admin@amnimo:~# sudo amcfg delete startup-config_2 
Are you sure you want to delete the startup-config_2 file? (y/N):
y followed by the [ Enter ] key

←Press the [ y ] ke

External Commands

amcfg delete [FILE]

Displaying the list of configuration files

To display the list of configuration files, execute the amcfg list command.
Example

To display the list of configuration files, it is necessary to use the sudo command.
admin@amnimo:~# sudo amcfg list 
startup-config 2020-01-02T00:00:00+09:00
backup-20200101 2020-01-01T00:00:00+09:00
backup-20200202 2020-01-02T00:00:00Z+09:00
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11.2

Controlling the Hardware

To control the hardware, use the amctrl command.

11

Basics of the hardware control command

Syntax

amctrl COMMAND [--help]

Setting items
Item

COMMAND

Details

Specify the command for controlling the hardware.
Command

Details

dip-switch

The status of the [ DIP ] switches is displayed.

information

The hardware information including devicespecific information is displayed.

push-switch

The status of the [ PUSH ] switch is displayed.

led

The LEDs are controlled.

boot
poe
usb
di

The startup area is controlled.

The PoE controller is controlled.
The USB port is controlled.

The digital input is controlled.

do

The digital output is controlled.

version

The version information of the amcfg
command is displayed.

reboot
help

--help

External Commands

This subsection explains the basic syntax of the amctrl command.

The reboot processing is executed.

The help for the amcfg command is displayed.
The information of the commands
explained in this table is displayed.

If you add "—help" or "-h" after the command and execute it, the
detailed information of the command will be displayed.
For example:
admin@amnimo:~# amctrl di --help 
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Common options for commands

There are the following options for commands other than information, version, and help.
-V, --verbose LOG_LEVEL

In [ LOGLEVEL ], specify the message output level of messages.

-S, --syslog LOG_LEVEL
LEVEL

In [ LOGLEVEL ], specify the console output level of messages.
In [ LOG_LEVEL ], specify the log level with a numerical value.
Logs below the log level specified here will be displayed.
"informational" is set by default.
Setting

Details

alert

A log at a level that requires an immediate
action.

emerg
crit
err

warning
info

debug

A log indicating that the system is unstable.

External Commands

Details

11

Option

A log indicating a fatal error.
An error log.

A warning log.

An information log.

A debug level log.
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Displaying the hardware information

amctrl information

Example

The following shows an example of executing the command in Edge Gateway.
admin@amnimo:~$ amctrl information 
manufacturer
amnimo
board
AG10
series
G
model
AG10-010JP-10-512G
serial
012345
revision
0
date:
2020-01-01T00:00:00Z

External Commands

Syntax

11

To display the hardware information, execute the amctrl information command.

If the model is different, content specific to the model is displayed in board, series, and
model.

Displaying the status of the [ DIP ] switches
To obtain the status of the [ DIP ] switches , execute the amctrl dip-switch command.

Syntax

amctrl dip-switch

Output format
DSW-1:
DSW-2:
DSW-3:
DSW-4:

DSW-STATUS
DSW-STATUS
DSW-STATUS
DSW-STATUS

Output item
Item

DSW-STATUS

Details

The status of each of the DIP switches is displayed.
Display

Details

OFF

OFF status

ON

ON status
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Example

To obtain the status of the DIP switches, it is necessary to use the sudo command.
11

admin@amnimo:~$ sudo amctrl dip-switch 
DSW-1: OFF
DSW-2: ON
DSW-3: ON
DSW-4: ON

External Commands

Displaying the status of the [ PUSH ] switch
To display the status of the [ PUSH ] switch, execute the push-switch command.
Syntax

amctrl push-switch

Output format
PSW: PSW-STATUS

Output item
Item

PSW -STATUS

Details

The status of the [ PUSH ] switch is displayed.
Display

Details

OFF

OFF status

ON

Example

ON status

To display the status of the [ PUSH ] switch, it is necessary to use the sudo command.
admin@amnimo:~$ sudo amctrl push-switch 
PSW: OFF
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Controlling the startup area

External Commands

Syntax

amctrl boot

Output format
AREA: AREA_NO

Output item
Item

AREA_NO

Details

The number of the startup area is displayed.
Display

Details

1

Area 1
Setting storage area: /dev/mmcblk0boot1
rootfs:
/dev/mmcblk0p2
userfs:
/dev/mmcblk0p4

0

Setting items
Item

--set AREA_NO

-V, --verbose
-h, --help

Example

11

To control the startup area, execute the amctrl boot command.

Area 0
Setting storage area: /dev/mmcblk0boot0
rootfs:
/dev/mmcblk0p1
userfs:
/dev/mmcblk0p3

Details

The startup area is switched.
Display

AREA_NO

Details

Startup area

Specify the console output level of a message in [ LEVEL ].
A help message is displayed.

To control the startup area, it is necessary to use the sudo command.
admin@amnimo:~$ sudo amctrl boot –set 1
admin@amnimo:~$ sudo amctrl boot 
AREA: 1
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Controlling lighting of the LEDs

External Commands

Syntax

amctrl led [--number <1-5>]
[--color <green | red>]
[--trigger <none | timer >]
[--brightness <off | on>]
[--delay <125 | 500>]
[--syslog LEVEL]
[--verbose LEVEL]
[-h]

Setting items
Item

--number

11

To control lighting of the LEDs, execute the amctrl led command with options.

Details

Specify the number of the LED to be controlled in the range of 1 to
5.
Do not use 1 and 2 since they are reserved for the system.

Setting

Details

2

MOB

1
3
4
--color

5

ST3

Details

red

Red

Setting

Details

timer

Blinks at the cycle specified by --delay.

Green

Specify the LED control trigger.
None

Lightening of the LEDs is controlled.
Setting

Details

off

Turned off

on
--delay

ST2

Setting

none
--brightness

ST1

Specify the LED color to be controlled.
green

--trigger

ANT

Turned on

Specify the lighting cycle of the LED blink control.
Setting

Details

500

Cycle of 500 ms

125

Cycle of 125 ms

-S, --syslog

In [ LEVEL ], specify the syslog output level of messages.

-h, --help

A help message is displayed.

-V, --verbose

Specify the console output level of a message in [ LEVEL ].
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If the setting options are omitted, the control settings for all the LEDs will be displayed.

admin@amnimo:~# sudo amctrl led 
LED-1: color=green,trigger=none,brightness=on,delay=125
LED-1: color=red,trigger=none,brightness=off,delay=125
LED-2: color=green,trigger=none,brightness=off,delay=125
LED-2: color=red,trigger=none,brightness=off,delay=125
LED-3: color=green,trigger=none,brightness=off,delay=125
LED-3: color=red,trigger=none,brightness=off,delay=125
LED-4: color=green,trigger=none,brightness=off,delay=125
LED-4: color=red,trigger=none,brightness=off,delay=125
LED-5: color=green,trigger=none,brightness=off,delay=125
LED-5: color=red,trigger=none,brightness=off,delay=125

External Commands

To control lighting of the LEDs, it is necessary to use the sudo command. The following shows an
example of executing the command in Edge Gateway.

11

Example
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Controlling the PoE controller

amctrl poe <power [-i <lan0-lan3>] [-p <on|off>] |
reset [-i <lan0-lan3>] [-d <0-3600> |
status |
shutdown [-p <on|off>] |
limitcurrent [-L <110|204|374|592|645|754|920|auto>] >

Setting items
Item

power

Details

The power supply for each PoE port is controlled.
Setting

Details

-p

Specify ON/OFF of the power supply.

-i
reset

shutdown

Setting

Details

-d

Specify the startup delay time (sec) in the
range of 0 to 3600.

Specify the PoE interface in the range of lan0
to lan3.

The control status of PoE is obtained.
The PoE controller is shut down.
Setting
-p

limitcurrent

Specify the PoE interface in the range of lan0
to lan3.

Each PoE port is reset.
-i

status

External Commands

Syntax

11

To control the PoE controller, execute the amctrl poe command by adding parameters.

Details

Specify ON/OF of the shutdown.
 on
The shutdown output is enabled. (The
PoE device operates.)
 off
The shutdown output is disabled. (The
PoE device stops.)

The current limit value when supplying power for each PoE port is
changed.
Setting
-L

Details

Specify either of the following current limit
values.
110, 204, 374, 592, 645, 754, 920, auto
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Example

To control the PoE controller, it is necessary to use the sudo command.

External Commands

Controlling the USB port

11

admin@amnimo:~# sudo amctrl poe status 
state
0:0,1:1,2:1,3:0
class
0:Unknown,1:Unknown,2:Unknown,3:Unknown
poeplus
0:0,1:0,2:0,3:0
limit-current
0:374mA,1:374mA,2:374mA,3:374mA
Voltage
0:0.000V,1:53.696V,2:54.183V,3:0.000V
Current
0:0.000mA,1:82.952mA,2:68.364mA,3:0.000mA
Watt
0:0.000W,1:4.454W,2:3.704W,3:0.000W
Temperature
54.2deg

To control the USB port, execute the amctrl usb command.
Syntax

amctrl usb [<-b|--bus> <1-2>] [<-w|--wait> <0s-600s|<0m-10m>] USB-CTRL

Setting items
Item

Details

-w
--wait

Specify the OFF time during reset control.
By default, 0s is set.
In seconds (s): 0 to 600 seconds
In minutes (m): 0 to 10 minutes

-b
--bus

USB-CTRL

Specify the bus number of the USB.
The range is 1 or 2.

Specify the USB port control.
Setting

Details

off

Turn OFF the USB port.

on
-V, --verbose
-h, --help

reset

Turn ON the USB port.
Reset the USB port.

Specify the console output level of a message in [ LEVEL ].
A help message is displayed.

Example

To control the USB port, it is necessary to use the sudo command.
admin@amnimo:~# sudo amctrl usb -–bus 1 -–wait 10m reset 
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Controlling the digital input

amctrl di [-p] [-V LEVEL] [-h]

Setting items
Item

Details

-V, --verbose

Specify the console output level of a message in [ LEVEL ].

-p, --permanent
-h, --help

Output format
DI-1:
DI-2:
DI-3:
DI-4:

This is the mode to continuously output the digital input change.

External Commands

Syntax

11

To control the digital input, execute the amctrl di command.

A help message is displayed.

DI-STATUS
DI-STATUS
DI-STATUS
DI-STATUS

Output item
Item

DI-STATUS

Details

The status of the digital input is displayed.
Display

Details

OFF

OFF status

ON

ON status

If the setting option is omitted, the status of all digital inputs will be displayed.

Example

To control the digital input, it is necessary to use the sudo command.
admin@amnimo:~# sudo amctrl di 
DI-1: OFF
DI-2: OFF
DI-3: OFF
DI-4: OFF
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Controlling the digital output

External Commands

Syntax

amctrl do [--set HEX]
[--set-bit HEX]
[--clr-bit HEX]
[--on <1|2>]
[--off <1|2>]
-V LEVEL
-h

Setting items
Item
--set

11

To control the digital output, execute the amctrl do command.

Details

By setting a hexadecimal value, the multi-bit digital output is
controlled.
Setting

Details

0

OFF

1
--set-bit

ON

By specifying the bit number (1 or 2), controlling ON for the digital
output is performed.
By specifying "3", controlling ON for the digital output of DO-1 and
DO-2 is performed.

--clr-bit

By specifying the bit number (1 or 2), controlling OFF for the digital
output is performed.
By specifying "3", controlling OFF for the digital output of DO-1 and
DO-2 is performed.

--on

By specifying the digital output number (1 or 2), controlling ON for
the digital output is performed.

--off
-V, --verbose
-h, --help

Output format

By specifying the digital output number (1 or 2), controlling OFF for
the digital output is performed.
Specify the console output level of a message in [ LEVEL ].
A help message is displayed.

DO-1: DO-STATUS
DO-2: DO-STATUS

Output item
Item

DO-STATUS

Details

The status of the digital output is displayed.
Display

Details

OFF

OFF status

ON

ON status

If the setting option is omitted, the status of all digital outputs will be displayed.
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Example

To control the digital output, it is necessary to use the sudo command.
sudo amctrl do --set 0x03 
sudo amctrl do 

sudo amctrl do --set-bit 1 
sudo amctrl do 

External Commands

sudo amctrl do --set 0x0 
sudo amctrl do 

11

admin@amnimo:~#
admin@amnimo:~#
DO-1: ON
DO-2: ON
admin@amnimo:~#
admin@amnimo:~#
DO-1: OFF
DO-2: OFF
admin@amnimo:~#
admin@amnimo:~#
DO-1: ON
DO-2: OFF
admin@amnimo:~#
admin@amnimo:~#
DO-1: ON
DO-2: ON
admin@amnimo:~#
admin@amnimo:~#
DO-1: OFF
DO-2: ON
admin@amnimo:~#
admin@amnimo:~#
DO-1: ON
DO-2: ON
admin@amnimo:~#
admin@amnimo:~#
DO-1: ON
DO-2: OFF

sudo amctrl do --set-bit 2 
sudo amctrl do 

sudo amctrl do --clr-bit 1 
sudo amctrl do 

sudo amctrl do --on 1 
sudo amctrl do 

sudo amctrl do --off 2 
sudo amctrl do 
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Controlling the reboot processing

amctrl reboot -t <soft | hard> [--wait SEC] [-V LEVEL] [-h]

Setting items
Item
-t

Details

Specify the reboot type. This is a required item.
Setting

Details

hard

Perform a hard reboot. The power supply for
the whole hardware is switched from OFF to
ON.

soft

--wait
-V, --verbose
-h, --help

Example

External Commands

Syntax

11

To control the reboot processing, execute the amctrl reboot command.

Perform a soft reboot. This is set as a default
value.

Specify the wait time (sec) until reset in the range of 0 to 3600. By
default, "0" is set.
Specify the console output level of a message in [ LEVEL ].
A help message is displayed.

To control the reboot processing, it is necessary to use the sudo command.
admin@amnimo:~# sudo amctrl reboot 

Displaying the version of the command

To display the version of the amctrl command, execute the amctrl version.
Example

admin@amnimo:~$ amctrl version 
amnimo Inc.
amnimo G series control program version 1.0.0
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12

CLI Features Supported in Each Mode

Item

General user
mode

Administrator
mode

Configuration
mode

Transition of the state in which the device can
be powered off *1

-

〇

-

〇

〇

-

Device restart control

Device information display
FW version display
FW file verification
FW file deletion

-

〇

〇

-

〇

-

Startup area display

〇

〇

FW update

Redundant area synchronization
Startup area setting
Package update

Package information deletion

Addition of package repository credentials
Deletion of package repository credentials

Package repository credential setting display
Setting initialization
Setting list display

Persistent setting list display
Persistent setting writing

Persistent setting loading

Persistent setting name change
Persistent setting copying

Persistent setting deletion
File list display

File movement control (basic configuration file,
etc.)

〇

-

〇

〇

-

-

-

-

-

〇

-

〇

-

〇

-

〇

-

〇

-

〇

-

〇

-

〇

-

〇

-

-

〇
〇

-

〇

-

〇

-

-

〇
〇

〇

-

〇
-

〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇

-

〇

〇

File deletion control

-

〇

〇

Host name change

-

-

〇

File copy control (basic configuration file, etc.)
Host name display
Time zone display
Time zone setting

-

〇

〇

〇

〇
-

〇

User password change

〇

Logged-in account display

〇

Account list display

Account setting display

-

*2

-

〇

〇
〇
〇
〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

Appendix

This chapter summarizes all the features of this product series in a table as items.
Some features may not be supported depending on the product.
For the differences in features among products, refer to "12.2 CLI Features Supported in
Each Product".
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12.1

Appendix

〇
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General user
mode

Administrator
mode

Configuration
mode

Mobile module display

〇

〇

〇

Account setting control
Mobile status display

Mobile connection control (manual connection
mode)

-

〇

-

〇
〇

〇
〇
〇

-

〇

〇

Mobile setting display

-

〇

〇

PPP status display

〇

〇

〇

Mobile disconnection control
Mobile setting control

PPP connection control (manual connection)
PPP disconnection control
PPP setting display

-

-

〇
-

〇
〇

〇

〇
〇
〇
〇

〇

PPP setting control

-

-

〇

Interface setting display

-

〇

〇

Interface status display

Interface setting control
Routing table display

〇
-

〇

〇
-

〇

〇
〇

〇

Routing setting display

-

〇

〇

Packet filtering setting display

-

〇

〇

Routing setting control

Packet filtering setting control

-

-

〇
〇

NAT setting display

-

〇

〇

DNS lookup (forward and reverse)

〇

〇

〇

NAT setting control
DNS status display

DNS setting display

-

〇
-

-

〇
〇

〇
〇
〇

DNS setting control

-

-

〇

DHCP status display

〇

〇

〇

DHCP lease list display
DHCP setting display

DHCP setting control

〇
-

〇
〇
-

〇
〇
〇

IPsec status display

〇

〇

〇

IPsec disconnection control

-

〇

〇

IPsec connection control (manual connection)
IPsec setting display

IPsec setting control

-

〇
〇
-

〇
〇
〇

NTP status display

〇

〇

〇

NTP setting control

-

-

〇

NTP setting display
SSH setting display

SSH setting control

Storage device display

-

〇

〇
〇
〇

〇

〇
〇
〇

〇

Storage partition control

-

〇

〇

Storage mount display

〇

〇

〇

Storage format control

-

〇

Appendix

Mobile module control

-

12

Item

〇
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General user
mode

Administrator
mode

Configuration
mode

Storage unmount control

-

〇

〇

Storage mount control
Storage usage display

Storage setting display

Storage setting control

Schedule operation status display
Schedule setting view

Schedule setting control
PoE status display

PoE port control (power ON/OFF and reset)
PoE setting display

PoE setting control
USB device display

USB device control (power ON/OFF and reset)
Syslog message display
Syslog setting display

Syslog setting control

amlog message display
amlog control
PING control

TRACEROUTE control

ARP information display

ARP information control
Packet dump display

Packet dump storage

Packet dump deletion
CPU status display

CPU operation setting display

CPU operation setting control
Input voltage display

Display of temperature inside case

High and low temperature protection setting
display

High and low temperature protection setting
control
Time display

Time setting (manual)

Time setting (ntpdate)
DIN status display

DOUT status display
DOUT control

DIP switch status display
DMS setting display

DMS setting control

NxWitness status display

-

〇
〇
-

〇
-

〇
-

〇
-

〇
〇
〇
-

〇
-

〇
〇

〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
-

〇
〇
〇
-

〇
〇
〇
〇
-

〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
-

〇
〇

〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇

-

〇

〇

-

-

〇

-

〇

〇

〇
-

〇
〇
-

〇
〇
-

〇

〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
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Storage check control

-

12

Item

〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
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Item

General user
mode

Administrator
mode

Configuration
mode

NxWitness setting display

-

〇

〇

NxWitness setting writing

NxWitness setting loading
remote.it status display
remote.it control

remote.it setting display

remote.it setting control

Application command execution
GUI setting display

GUI setting control
*1
*2

-

〇
〇

-

〇

〇

-

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

-

〇

〇

-

〇

-

-

〇

-

-

〇

-

-

〇

〇

-

〇

Appendix

NxWitness setting control

-

12

NxWitness control

〇

-

〇

Transit to a state in which the device can be powered off. However, if the device is in the same state for a certain period
of time (about 10 minutes), it will reboot automatically by hard rebooting.
Only the password for your account.

12.2

CLI Features Supported in Each Product

Item

Device restart control

〇

Device information display

〇

Transition of the state in which the device can
be powered off
FW version display
FW file verification
FW file deletion
FW update

Redundant area synchronization
Startup area display
Startup area setting
Package update

Package information deletion

Addition of package repository credentials
Deletion of package repository credentials

Package repository credential setting display
Setting initialization
Setting list display

Persistent setting list display
Persistent setting writing

Persistent setting loading

Persistent setting name change
Persistent setting copying

Persistent setting deletion
File list display

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

-

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇

〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇

〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇

〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇

〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
-

〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
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Item

〇

〇

〇

〇

File deletion control

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

File copy control (basic configuration file, etc.)
Host name display

Host name change
Time zone display

〇
〇
〇

〇

〇
〇
〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

Time zone setting

〇

〇

〇

〇

Account list display

〇

〇

〇

〇

User password change
Logged-in account display

〇
〇

〇
〇

〇
〇

〇
〇
〇

〇

〇

Account setting display

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

Mobile module display

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

Account setting control
Mobile module control
Mobile status display

Mobile connection control (manual
connection mode)
Mobile disconnection control
Mobile setting display

Mobile setting control
PPP status display

PPP connection control (manual connection)
PPP disconnection control
PPP setting display

PPP setting control

Interface status display

Interface setting display

Interface setting control
Routing table display

Routing setting display

Routing setting control

Packet filtering setting display

Packet filtering setting control
NAT setting display

NAT setting control

DNS lookup (forward and reverse)
DNS status display

DNS setting display

DNS setting control

DHCP lease list display
DHCP status display

DHCP setting display

DHCP setting control
IPsec status display

IPsec connection control (manual connection)

〇
〇
〇

〇
〇
〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇

〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

-

〇

〇

-

〇

〇

-

〇

〇
〇

*1

〇*1
〇*1
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇

Appendix

〇

12

File movement control (basic configuration
file, etc.)

-

〇
〇

*1

〇*1
〇*1
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇

-

〇*1
〇*1
〇*1
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
-
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Item

〇

〇

〇

-

IPsec setting control

〇

〇

〇

〇

-

NTP status display

NTP setting display

NTP setting control
SSH setting display

SSH setting control

Storage device display

Storage partition control
Storage format control
Storage mount display

Storage mount control

Storage unmount control
Storage check control
Storage usage display

Storage setting display

Storage setting control

〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇

〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇

〇

〇

〇

*2

〇*2
〇*2
〇
〇
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Schedule setting control

〇

〇

〇*3

PoE port control (power ON/OFF and reset)
PoE setting display

PoE setting control
USB device display

USB device control (power ON/OFF and reset)
Input voltage display

Syslog message display
Syslog setting display

Syslog setting control

amlog message display
amlog control
PING control

TRACEROUTE control

ARP information display

ARP information control
Packet dump display

Packet dump storage

Packet dump deletion
CPU status display

CPU operation setting display

CPU operation setting control
Input voltage display

Display of temperature inside case

〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇

〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇

〇

-

〇

PoE status display

〇*2

-

〇

〇

〇*2

-

〇

〇

〇

*2

〇

Schedule operation status display
Schedule setting view

-

〇
-

*3

-

〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇

〇*2
〇*2
〇*2
〇
〇
-

〇

〇

〇

〇*3,4

〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
-

〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
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〇

IPsec setting display

12

IPsec disconnection control

〇*3,4
-

〇
〇
〇
-

〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
-

〇
-

〇
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Item

〇

〇

〇

-

Time display

〇
〇

〇

〇

〇

-

〇

〇

〇

〇

〇

High and low temperature protection setting
control
Time setting (manual)

Time setting (ntpdate)
DIN status display

DOUT status display
DOUT control

DIP switch status display
DMS setting display

DMS setting control

NxWitness status display
NxWitness control

〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇

〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇

〇
〇
-

〇
〇
〇
-

〇
〇
-

〇
〇
〇
-

〇
〇
-

〇
〇
-

NxWitness setting display

〇

〇

-

-

-

NxWitness setting writing

〇

〇

-

-

-

NxWitness setting control
NxWitness setting loading
remote.it status display
remote.it control

remote.it setting display

remote.it setting control

Application command execution
GUI setting display

GUI setting control

〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇

*1 The number of Ethernet ports differs from the Edge Gateway.

〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇

-

〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇

-

〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇
〇

Appendix

〇

12

High and low temperature protection setting
display

-

*2 The GPS function is not available.

*3 poe-reset-supply cannot be used.

*4 Scheduled to be supported in V1.2 or later.
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12.3

Fail-safe

The fail-safe enables 24-hour continuous operation even in the case of mechanical failure or

Functions which have the fail-safe settings
Functions

Storage function
 "4.9.7 Fail-safe processing when the
fsck/mount/read/write operation fails"
Mobile function
 "5.7 Setting a Mobile Line"
Schedule function
 "7.7.3 Setting
the schedule"

Schedule type
is "keep-alive"

Schedule type
is "generalcontrol"

Action is "disconnect
ecm ECM-IFNAME reset
enable"

Action is "disconnect
ecm ECM-IFNAME reset
disable"
Action is "soft-reboot"
or "hard-reboot"

Action is "soft-reboot"
or "hard-reboot"

*1 "Error detection details" in the table are items that will be set.

Error detection
details

Storage
Access failed

Communication
error

ping
transmission
failed

(Schedule
timing) *1

Recovery
processing

Appendix

storage function, and schedule function.

12

malfunction by restarting the device. The fail-safe settings are available in the mobile function,

Storage
Access
execution

Mobile module
Reset

ping retransmission
Mobile module
Reset
ping retransmission

Action
operation
(soft-reboot or
hard-reboot) *2

*2 The recovery operation will be reboot processing.

Common setting items
Item

Details

reboot

The maximum number of reboots when the maximum number of resets is
reached

retry *3

The maximum number of retries for recovery processing when an error is
detected

*3 Only for the schedule function, the maximum number of retries cannot be changed. It is fixed at 3 times.
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▌ Overview of functions




If the processing is performed more than the set maximum number of retries, the number will
be retried, the number of reboots will be counted, and the device will be hardware rebooted.

If rebooted more than the set maximum number of reboots, the number of reboots will be
counted but reboot processing will stop. However, if the number of reboots exceeds 255 times,
it returns to 0*.

Appendix



If successfully reconnected within the set number of retries, the number of retries and reboots
will be reset.

12



If an error (such as communication error in the case of a mobile function) is detected, a
recovery processing is performed. At that time, the number of retries is counted.

* The schedule function and storage function will not return to 0 even after 255 times. Will be supported in future versions.
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Revision history
Version

Date of issue

Revision details

2

Thursday, October
1, 2020

3

Thursday, April 1,
2021

Functions were added with the release of the firmware V1.1.0.
 Added the temperature control function
 Added the CPU clock control function
 Added the DNS setting function
 Added the DHCP (IPv4) setting function
 Added the GPS ganged control function in the NTP function
 Added the file control function
 Added the USB control function
 Added the PPP control function
 Added the time zone and host name setting function
 Added the IPSec setting function
 Added the DMS setting function
 Added the NxWitness setting function
 Added some functions for the mobile module control function
 Added some functions for the PoE control function

4

Friday, September
10, 2021

5

Monday, October
18, 2021

6

Sunday, May 1,
2022

1

8

Wednesday, June
15, 2022
Friday, July 15,
2022

First edition issued

Revision history

7

July 1, 2020

Functions were added with the release of the firmware V１.2.0.
 Added the GUI setting function
 Added the remote.it setting function
 Added the D IN/D OUT control function

Functions were added and specifications were changed with the release
of the firmware V1.3.0.
 Changed/added mobile module related functions
 Added the network confirmation function
 Changed password setting input specifications
Functions were added with the release of the firmware V１.4.0.
 Added outdoor-type Edge Gateway and outdoor-type IoT routers
as covered devices
Functions were added with the release of the firmware V１.5.0.
 Added compact router as covered device

Specifications were changed with the release of the firmware V1.5.1.
 Changed the default value of the CPU operation frequency setting
Functions were added with the release of the firmware V１.6.0.
 Added the GUI function for compact router
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